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3 INTRODUCTION 

 

The purpose of this document is to present the outcome of the tasks of WP4 

Interfaces, Data Storage, Communication and Security on the tasks 4.1 Data 

Repositories Development, T4.2 User Facing Development, T4.3 Intercommunication 

Development, T4.4 Profiler, and System Security and Privacy development, for 

Chronious Project. The deliverable describes the interfaces, the intercommunication 

modules and the security mechanisms in great detail. In addition to the afore-

mentioned modules the databases that are used in the whole Chronious system and 

the patient profiler are presented.  

The technical analysis in this document begins in chapter 4. In this chapter all the 

data repositories used in the Chronious System are presented, these are the central 

database the HPM (Home Patient Monitor) and the PDA database. The diagrams of 

all the databases along with the details of each individual table are presented. 

The analysis continues with chapter 5, where the User Facing Interfaces are 

presented. This section is divided in 4 Subchapters, in accordance with the design 

and development of the four different Interfaces of the Chronious platform. First, in 

subchapter 5.1, the Administration GUI is presented, where details regarding the 

management of the users of the system and their type the equipment, the services 

and the access levels are provided. 

Second in the row, subchapter 5.2, the Clinician’s GUI is described. This part is the 

main Interface that the medical personnel of Chronious will use in order to monitor 

the progress of their patients and to control the various patients’ functions through a 

centralized unit. A clinician can access several screens where the results of several 

analysis are presented, like the: “food analysis”, “drug analysis”, “activities analysis”, 

“exams analysis”, “measurements analysis” and “Questionnaire analysis” where, as 

the names of each individual analysis imply, the modules present the results coming 

through the sensors connected with a patient and through the patient’s interaction 

with the system. Thus, the clinician has an up to date, global and complete picture of 

the status of his/her patients. He/she can then add, edit or delete some of the 

aforementioned actions via the tools available to him/her. These tools are: 

“appointment planner” to arrange for a new appointment with the patient, the “diet 

planner” so as to edit the diet that the patient is currently following, the “drug 

prescriber” to edit a drug prescription of the patient (this is done only after, a written 

and signed by the responsible clinician, prescription is given to the patient), the 

“activities planner” to add, edit or delete an activity that is given to a patient and the 

“measurements Prescriber” that has to do with the external devices (weight scale, 

spirometer, etc) that the patient uses normally at home.  
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Subchapter 5.3 of the user facing interfaces is the Laboratory Personnel GUI. This 

interface is clinician-specific but it is separated from the main interface because not 

all the clinicians have the right to input laboratory exams into the system. This 

interface is used only by the members of the laboratories in each one of the pilot 

sites and helps them add new exam results and edit existing ones. 

The next 2 subchapters, 5.4 and 5.5  describe the user interfaces that will be used by 

the patient. The first one is the PDA GUI where the interfaces that the patient 

accesses via the PDA are presented in detail. All the interfaces are designed to 

provide to the patient a user friendly and above all an easy to use environment. This 

is achieved by the offer of a set of simple and discreet steps between the actions 

needed to be made by the patient. Moreover, all the complexity has been moved to 

the design and not to the actions. The same architecture, style and way of thinking 

were also used for the HPM design as its role is to provide to the patient a wider 

screen for easier and smoother interaction. 

In all the subchapters for the GUIs, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5  detailed descriptions of 

the implementation of the user interfaces as well as a detailed reference to 

technologies, frameworks, APIs and data flows are provided. Chapter 6 is describing 

the technologies used for the development of the intercommunication. This module 

is a module that comprises of many different parts as it is responsible for providing 

all the communication interfaces and relative services of the Chronious system. The 

intercommunication interfaces are defined to be between the PDA, the HPM and the 

central system as well as between the numerous parts of the wearable device.  

In chapter 7 the patient profiler is described. This module is located at the 

CHRONIOUS central system and combines data coming from various sources in order 

to assign predefined profiles to patients. Again, along with the detailed description 

of the component’s logic, detailed reference on the technologies used for its 

development, the training methods and the testing procedure are described. 

Last but not least there is the chapter 8 for the system security and privacy 

mechanisms. In this chapter, the techniques used for the security are presented and 

enlist the user authentication, the pages communication and the data transfer 

applications. The communication in the Chronious system is implemented via a two 

way transfer of encrypted messages. The navigation in all the GUIs is designed to 

avoid SQL injection, a common practice for unauthorized access,, and the 

authentication and authorization of the user is made on the database layer, no 

passwords are stored in any of the files used by the system and session variables are 

used to identify and keep logging information of the connected users. 
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4 DATA REPOSITORIES 

CHRONIOUS system constitutes of 3 Databases, located in three different 

components: 

• Central Database, which is stored in the central system and contains all 

information required for Administrator, Clinician and Laboratory Personnel 

Web-interface. In addition, in the central Database are stored (after 

synchronization procedure) all CHRONIOUS data, both acquired by sensors 

and inserted by user. 

• Home Patient Monitor Database containing patient’s personal information as 

well as clinical data acquired by sensors and patient inputted data (drug 

intake, food intake, responses to questionnaires and activity data). This 

Database is designed to maximize system’s performance and eliminate the 

need for constant synchronization between PDA and Home Patient Monitor. 

• PDA Database containing pretty much the same information with the Home 

Patient Monitor Database.  

 

4.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPONENT  

Central Database has been developed using SQL Server according to the 

requirements of the respective individual components. The tables and relations of 

them, required for each component of the central system (e.g. Clinician, Laboratory 

Personnel and Administrator GUI, Patient Profiler Component, External Devices, 

Environmental Measurements as well as data that are being acquired from PDA after 

the synchronization procedure) has been collected and integrated into a unique 

Central Database schema. In addition, the Database Diagrams are being displayed in 

the following figures. The integrated Database Diagram is being displayed in Figure 

10, but due to its complexity, the tables and their relations aren’t too legible and the 

diagram has been split to smaller diagrams displaying the tables and its relations of 

several components. The Home Patient Monitor (HPM) Database has been 

developed using SQL Server according to the requirements of the respective 

individual components. This Database, located in the HPM has quite the same tables 

and relations with the PDA Database in order to enhance the synchronization 

procedure but also to increase system’s response. When HPM is used from the 

patient in order to insert information to the system, then these data are being stored 

to HPM Database in order to be transferred at a second phase at the PDA. On the 

other hand, information regarding Decision support and Feature Extraction, as well 

as regarding several other components of the PDA isn’t required to be stored in the 
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HPM. In addition, the integrated Database Diagram is being displayed in Figure 11, 

but due to its complexity, the tables and their relations aren’t too legible. 

PDA Database has been developed in SQL Server Compact Edition (CE) and integrates 

all the tables that are required from various components. The final Database schema 

integrates information regarding patient input data component which contains food 

intake, drug intake, questionnaire response and activity input. Additionally, several 

tables have been designed for storing information regarding feature extraction 

component, Mental and Lifestyle Support Tools, Clinical Decision support System as 

well as Severity Estimation component. 

In the tables that are being attached in 4.2.2 section we are presenting the name 

and purpose of each table for each Database, the fields that each table contains, the 

description and data type for each field as well as the public and foreign keys that 

display the relations between tables. 

 

4.2 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPONENT 

4.2.1 Data Flow 

 

As we have mentioned in previous section, the integrated central Database diagram, 

displayed in Figure 10, due to its complexity, isn’t too legible and the diagram is split 

to smaller diagrams displaying the tables and its relations of several components. 

The main table that appears in several separated diagrams is the “Patient” table, 

which holds many connections. 

The tables and their dependencies considering the Administrator GUI application are 

displayed in Figure 1. The Users table is the kernel of the diagram, since holds most 

of the dependencies of the tables. The design of the tables used by the 

Administrator GUI has the same structure with the design of the tables and their 

dependencies used by Clinician GUI (Figure 2) as well as Laboratory GUI (Figure 3) in 

order to enhance the homogeneity of the various applications that constitute the 

CHRONIOUS web-based platform. 

Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6 display information regarding Food and Dietary 

Information, Activity data and Medication data respectively. These tables are mainly 

used by the Clinician GUI web-based application and hold information that has been 

inputted by both patient and clinician. In Figure 4 several tables are being populated 

by data regarding food analysis, such as “Nutrient_Analysis” and 

“Patient_Food_Save”. In addition, clinician stores information about food diet that 

patient should follows and this information is being stored in “Diet_Planner_Save” 

table. The main table that holds most of the dependencies and connects other tables 

is the “Patient”, but several other tables exist due to the complexity of the 

implemented application. 
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In Figure 5 tables that store information regarding activities analysis and planner are 

being displayed as well as their dependencies. The final information regarding 

patient inputted activity data is being stored in “Patient_Activities_Save” table while 

information about activity planner that clinician specifies, through his GUI, populates 

the Activities_Planner table. 

The same structure has been used for tables regarding Medication information, 

displayed in Figure 6. Drugs Analysis and Drugs Prescriber, located in the Clinician 

GUI, facilitate and populate these tables. 

Furthermore, in FiguresFigure 7 and Figure 8, are being displayed several tables 

populated after the synchronization procedure between PDA and Central system. 

Information stored and analyzed by applications and components located in the 

PDA, after synchronization, populate the tables displayed in Figure 7. These 

components include the Feature Extraction, Clinical Decision Support System, 

Mental and Lifestyle Support Tool, Severity Estimator and Patient Inputted Data 

Analyzer. On the other hand, Figure 8 displays tables and their dependencies 

regarding sensors’ acquired data which are also transferred to central system 

Database, through the synchronization procedure, in order to enhance the medical 

record and the clinical history of the patient and offer to the clinician the possibility 

of viewing sensors’ data and not only extracted features. 

In Figure 9, the tables that are used by the Patient Profiler are displayed. The 

“Patient” table is also used by the Profiler and is the connection, as we have 

mentioned before, between several components. In addition, the tables regarding 

Alerts, such as the “Alerts”, “AlertType” and “AlertStatus” will be populated by 

clinician GUI. 

 

Finally, in Figure 11, the Home Patient Monitor Database Diagram is being displayed. 

Furthermore, this Database contains tables, regarding information acquired by 

external and environmental sensors, and their connections are displayed. These 

sensors are attached to Home Patient Monitor (HPM) and their data populate the 

respective tables of the HPM Database. After synchronization with the Smart 

Assistant Device, all recent recorded data are stored to the respective tables of the 

PDA Database in order to be used by several components for intelligent analysis and 

data mining. At a second stage, after the synchronization between PDA and Central 

System, information acquired from external and environmental sensors populates 

these additional tables. 
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Figure 1: The Database Diagram of the tables regarding Administrator GUI
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Figure 2: The Database Diagram of the tables regarding Clinician’s GUI. 
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Figure 3: The Database Diagram of the tables regarding Laboratory GUI. 
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Figure 4: The Database Diagram of the tables regarding Food and Dietary Information. 
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Figure 5: The Database Diagram of the tables regarding Activity Information 
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Figure 6: The Database Diagram of the tables regarding Medication Information 
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Figure 7: The Database Diagram of the tables regarding Analyzed Data Information. 
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Figure 8: The Database Diagram of the tables regarding Data acquired from sensors. 
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Figure 9: The Database Diagram of the tables regarding Profiler Information. 
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Figure 10: The Database Diagram of the integrated Central Repository. 
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Figure 11: The Database Diagram of the integrated Home Patient Monitor Repository. 
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4.2.2 Database Structure, corresponding to the component. 

This section presents the structure of the tables’ for the 3 database diagrams along 

with all the details contained in them. Thus due to the amount of information that 

needed to be included in this subchapter, the data was inserted in Annex I.  

 

4.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPLEMENTED APIS.  

Data Repositories don’t have specific implemented APIs and interfaces that could be 

analyzed in this section. 

 

4.4 TECHNOLOGIES (PLUGGING, FRAMEWORKS, ETC)  

The Central and the Home Patient Monitor Databases have been developed using 

SQL Server, while PDA Database has been developed using SQL Server Compact 

Edition. For the generation of the creation scripts an add-on can be used by the SQL 

Server Compact Edition for the integration procedure  

(i.e. http://exportsqlce.codeplex.com). 

 

4.5 SOFTWARE TEST 

There have been made several queries to test the Databases but the actual software 

tests are being performed by the components that communicate with the Databases 

and will be reported to the respective sections. 
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5 USER FACING DEVELOPMENT  

5.1 ADMINISTRATION GUI 

5.1.1 General Description of the component  

This section introduces the administrator user interface component, which has been 

developed according to the functional specifications in order to meet the user 

requirements. The purpose of this component is to provide to the administrator the 

ability to manage user accounts, specify their permissions, perform maintenance 

tasks and check the proper operation and function of the web-based platform. 

 

5.1.2 Subcomponents 

Administration GUI doesn’t include any other sub-components that could be 

described and analyzed in this section. 

 

5.1.3 Description of the implemented APIs.  

 

The interface of the CHRONIOUS administrator system is based on the user 

requirements, in order to provide them with the needed data and give the ability of 

complete control of the system. In this part we demonstrate the interface 

functionalities. 

As it’s shown in Figure 12, the access to the system interface is authenticated in 

order to establish and confirm users’ access. The administrator has to fill in his 

Username and his Password in order to keep the systems’ security and the 

protection of the sensitive data in high level.  
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Figure 12: User login form 

 

Scheduler: 

The main user interface gives a direct access to the event scheduler, this component 

provides an optical access to the tasks of this specific user, and offer a helpful 

interactive interface to add or edit these events (Figure 13). 

 

 

Figure 13: Scheduler user interface 
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Search Engines: 

The users of the system have a straight access to the system simple search engine 

which exists at each page of the interface. For advanced search they can use the 

“Advanced Search” engine (Figure 14), this search give them the ability to search by 

combining the following data: 

• Searching for a specific patient through the particular field “Patients” such as: 

o Patient last name. 

o Disease type. 

o CHRONIOUS First Use. 

o Responsible Clinician. 

• Searching for “Clinician” 

o Clinician last name. 

o Disease type. 

• Searching for “Laboratory Personnel” or “Administrators” 

o Last name. 

 

Figure 14: Advanced search engine 

 

Further that, Administrator can edit users’ profile by loading their “Personal data” or 

“control panel” pages. Administrator do not have the ability to modify or delete 
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other administrators profiles, however he can display some specific data about 

them. 

 

 

Figure 15: Administrators privileges  

 

Users Management: 

Administrators have the ability to add new users into the CHRONIOUS database and 

assign to them the equipments and privileges they need. There are four types of 

users that have been identified according to Use Cases, having a number of 

differences among each one. The specific features as well as their differentiations 

are shown on the list below.  

1) Patient’s Demographic Information 

a. Name, ChroniousID, Registration Date, Disease type. 

b. Additional Information: 

i. Birth Date/Place 

ii. Gender: Male/Female 

iii. Marital Status: Single/Married/Divorced/Widowed 

iv. Employment: Full-time/Part-Time/Unemployed/Retired/Student 

v. Nationality 

vi. Ethnicity: African/American/Asian/Caucasian/Native American 

vii. Native Language: English/Italian/Spanish/German/Greek 

c. Contact Information 

i. Telephones 

ii. Email 

iii. Address 

1. Number 

2. City 

3. Zip Code 
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4. Country 

iv. Authentication Information 

d. Caregiver’s Contact 

i. Name 

ii. Relationship  

iii. Email(s) 

iv. Address 
 

2) Clinician’s Contact Information 

a. Name, ChroniousID, Disease type. 

b. Authentication Information 

c. Contact Info  

i. Institution 

ii. Telephone 

iii. Email 

iv. Address 

1. Number 

2. City 

3. ZipCode 

4. Country 
 

3) Laboratory Personnel Contact Information 

a. Name, ChroniousID 

b. Authentication Information 

c. Contact Info  

i. Telephone 

ii. Email 

iii. Address 

1. Number 

2. City 

3. ZipCode 

4. Country 
 

4) Administrator Contact Information 

a. Name, ChroniousID 

b. Authentication Information 

c. Contact Info  

i. Telephone 

ii. Email 

iii. Address 

1. Number 

2. City 

3. ZipCode 

4. Country 
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Following the process of the introduction of a new actor e.g. Clinician, a new form 

“add new clinician” is shown. The screen of the form is shown on Figure 16 

 

 

Figure 16: Add new Clinician form 

 

Additionally there are other two types of users that exist in the system: 

• Caregiver 

 

Figure 17: Caregiver Information 

 

• Assistant 

Caregivers’ information has to be entered due to adding a new patient to the 

system, see Figure 17. In order to assign patients to an assistant we have to crate 

him before if he does not exist. The form for the introduction of a new assistant is 

shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Add new assistant 

 

Equipment Management: 

The equipments that will be used by the patients, clinicians and assistants are shown 

in the “Equipment Management” tab and it can be created as it shown in Figure 19. 

The adding process includes the documentation of the new equipment regarding the 

Wearable Kit, the Jacket and the Data Handler. Additionally, equipments’ 

identification numbers concerning each of the specific sensors or the external and 

the Home devices would be inserted and stored for the specific CHRONIOUS 

wearable set.  
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Figure 19: Add new equipment 

 

Service Management: 

In the Service Management tab, an administrator can display all the groups of 

services that exist in the system along with the users that have been assigned to 

these groups. The main categories of the services are: System, personal information, 

clinical data, services related to patient’s CHRONIOUS information, equipment and 

groups and finally systems’ modules services. Specific features and the different 

abilities that are provided through services are listed separately for each service.   
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I. System Services 

• Database Back-up 

• View system log files 

• View site’s traffic 

• View user’s logins and modifications 

 

II. Personal Information Services 

• View Personal Information 

• Edit Personal Information 

 

III. Clinical Data Services 

• View patient’s Clinical Data 

• Edit patient’s Clinical Data 

• View alerts related to disease status 

IV. Services related to patient’s CHRONIOUS information 

• View Food Analysis 

• View Diet Planner 

• Edit Diet Planner 

• View Drug Analysis 

• View Drugs Prescriber 

• Edit Drugs Prescriber 

• View Activities Analysis 

• View Activities Planner 

• Edit Activities Planner 

• View Sensors’ Measurements 
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• View Measurements Planner 

• Edit Measurements Planner 

• View Examinations – Laboratory Data 

• View Examinations Planner 

• Edit Examinations Planner 

• View Questionnaires’ Response 

• View Patient’s Forthcoming Events 

 

V. Equipment and Groups Services 

• View Equipment Record 

• Add Equipment Record 

• Modify an equipment assignment 

• Add a new Assistant Group 

• Assign Patients to Assistant Groups 

• Modify individual users’ services 

• Modify groups’ services 

• Add a new service to the system 

• Add a new group to the system 

• View available services 

• View available groups 

 

VI. System Modules Services 

• Query Ontologies 

• Add new References to Ontology Engine 

• Query and View Guidelines 
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• Modify Guidelines 

In addition, an administrator can modify as well as add new groups as shown in Figure 

20. Selecting some of the presented services that are components of the main services of 

the system, the administrator has the ability to modify and to select the appropriate 

elements for their utilization of the specific service group.   

 

 

Figure 20: Modify s group of services 

 

In order to assign users to this group of services, administrator can take advance of 

the useful “Add New Members to Service Group” form (Figure 21 ). Using a multiple 

selection process, new members can be inserted in the specific service group. People 

having different roles such as clinicians, Lab. Personnel and patients can be added in 

the same service group. 
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Figure 21: Assign Members to a Service group 

 

 

5.1.4 Technologies (plugging, frameworks, etc)  

The implementation of the CHRONIOUS administration user interface is achieved by 

using C# and ASP .NET technology. To retrieve the data from the CHRONIOUS 

database, on the CHRONIOUS GUI platform, we use SQL Server and other functions 

via ASP .NET technologies. 
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Figure 22: User Interface Interactive 

 

5.1.5 Software Test 

The developed interface has been validated and its performance has been evaluated. 

The results of the validation have been included in the 5.1.3 section as screenshots 

of the respective sub-menus and of messages that accompany various procedures 

(e.g. the insertion of a new group of services). In addition, no bugs in the code have 

been recorded. 

 

 

 

5.2 CLINICIAN GUI 

5.2.1 General Description of the component  

As the name implies, the Clinician’s Graphical User Interface (GUI) is the interaction 

medium between the clinician and the CHRONIOUS system. The Clinician’s GUI 

provides the clinician access to the services of the CHRONIOUS system, through a 

web browsing environment. Through this user interface the clinician is able to 

observe patient’s clinical characteristics, monitor his lifestyle habits and help him in 

the effective management of his disease. 
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The Clinician’s GUI consists of a set of interconnected web forms and pages, which 

have been designed and developed according to the project’s needs and the user 

requirements, as these have been defined in the respective deliverables, as well as, 

discussed during the consortium meetings and documented in the meetings’ 

minutes. 

 

5.2.2 Subcomponents 

The Clinician’s User Interface provides the means for the clinician to browse its 

forms and pages and navigate using the menu to explore the various functionalities 

that the system offers. The interaction with the clinician begins with the Log-in 

screen, which leads the user to the Clinician’s GUI main screen. Then the menu panel 

consists of two buttons which provide access to the general functionalities that 

concern the Medical Staff and the specific functionalities that refer to Patient Data 

Management, respectively. 

The following diagram describes briefly the sitemap of the Clinician’s GUI, with its 

subcomponents represented as the functionalities of the GUI. It should be noted 

that there are two additional subcomponents of the CHRONIOUS system which will 

be accessed by clinicians through this interface. However, these are not yet 

integrated since they are still under development. These are the CHRONIOUS 

Ontology Module, which will provide the clinician access to certified medical 

information and literature, as well as, the Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS) 

which will process and analyze stored data based on specific clinical rules and 

guidelines in order to assist the medical professionals in clinical decision making. 
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Figure 23: Clinician’s GUI sitemap and subcomponents 
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5.2.3 Detailed Description of the Component 

The Clinician’s GUI offers to its users all the information required to support their 

patients in the management of their disease. The interface is integrated with the 

Administrator’s and the Laboratory Personnel’s Interfaces. The former one provides 

all the demographic information recorded during patients’ enrollment to the system, 

while the latter is used by laboratories to insert the results of patients’ examinations 

into the profile of a patient. Moreover, the most important set of information arrives 

from the client application of CHRONIOUS, which is used by each patient. The client 

side application collects data from sensors, medical devices, and patient input data, 

which is send to the central repository where it is stored and offered to the clinicians 

for patient data management and analysis. 

Besides the monitoring of all the incoming data coming from these several sources, 

the Clinician’s interface provides tools and mechanisms to alert a clinician of a 

patient’s critical situation and enable him to intervene in the management of his 

patient’s disease. Here is a brief list of the functionalities supported through the GUI: 

1) Displays alerts generated by the intelligent modules of the system, with the 

appropriate supplementary information about it. 

2) Provides access to CHRONIOUS Guideline Module in order to view the rules that 

triggered the alert and edit if necessary and user has the appropriate permissions. 

3) Provides tools to assist the clinician in prescribing process for treatment, diet, 

exercise and exams. 

4) Provides tools to assist the clinician in managing his patients, organizing and 

scheduling their appointments. 

5) Provides access to results of laboratory examinations inserted by the lab personnel 

through the CHRONIOUS Laboratory Personnel GUI. 

6) Provides access to certified medical literature, through the CHRONIOUS Ontology 

Module, which is not yet implemented as the module is still under development. 

A more detailed description of the screens of the interface and their contents is 

available in the next chapter. 

 

 

5.2.3.1 Data Flow 

5.2.3.1.1 Login 

 

It is the first screen that the CHRONIOUS user sees when opening the link for the 

Clinician’s GUI web application. 
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Figure 24: Login Screen 

 

The user is prompted to enter the username and password and also select the 

platform which they want to access. This login screen is used also by Administrators 

and Lab Personnel to access their respective interfaces. However, access is allowed 

based on the permissions each user is granted with.  

 

 

5.2.3.1.2 Medical Staff (Clinician’s Main) 

 

This is the Main screen that the Clinician sees after a successful login. 
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Figure 25: Clinician’s Main screen (Medical Staff) 

 

The user can navigate through the menu and browse the other web pages, while he 

should only click the “Medical Staff” link to return to the main screen. 

The screen consists of three panels: 

 

1. Alerts panel 

It displays the alerts that were generated by the intelligent modules of the 

system and sent to the clinician for acknowledgement and action.  
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Figure 26: Alert pop-up window, connection to CDSS. 

 

2. Patients panel 

This panel enables the clinician to quickly access his patients’ records. The 

number of the patients appeared in each screen can be adjusted and a pager 

option can be used to host as many entries as needed. A filtering functionality 

enables quick retrieval of the desired patient record by searching with specific 

criteria.  

 

3. Calendar, Notes & Appointments panel 

This tool was developed to assist the clinicians keeping up with their daily 

schedule. Clinicians can use it as a To-Do list of notes but also as a reminder of 

their daily appointments with patients. 

 

 

Figure 27: Calendar, Notes & Appointments panel 

By moving the mouse on top of the Medical Staff button the user is able to select 

one of the three functionality of the interface that concern the clinician. Moving the 

mouse over the Patient Data button the clinician is able to navigate through the 

screen that concern patient data management. 
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5.2.3.1.2.1 Diet Profile Editor 

 

Patient’s dietary habits have been characterised very significant in chronic disease 

management, especially for Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) nutrition is the number 

one factor monitor for patient’s well being. Therefore, it was requested to categorize 

patients into diet profiles and for each profile assign specific daily thresholds for the 

nutrients that the consumed food is analyzed into. 

 

 

Figure 28:  Diet Profile Editor Screen 

 

Through the Diet Profile editor, the clinician is able to create a diet profile which will 

be later assign to one or more of his patients. Instead of assigning thresholds 

individually for each patient, this makes it easier, since we also got patients with 

similar characteristics to others, who have same nutrition needs and therefore 

nutrient thresholds. Editing one of the already stored profiles is also possible if the 

clinician-user has the permissions to perform such an action.  

The use of the diet profile is twofold. First, the nutrient thresholds included in the 

profile will be sent to patient’s client application and the Patient Feedback tool 
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running on the Food Intake Module will compare the analyzed consumed food 

against these thresholds to inform the patient of how well he complies with 

clinician’s diet plan.  

The second use of the diet profile is to assist the collaboration between the patient’s 

clinician with the dietician who will prescribe the suitable diet for the patient. So, the 

clinician will assign a diet profile to his patient and the dietician will setup the diet 

based on the thresholds described in this profile. 

Some of the Diet Profile editor fields are inserted directly as a value. Some others 

require the insertion of a value which is part of an expression that utilizes also other 

parameters (e.g. weight, height, age, gender etc) from patient’s profile to calculate 

the actual threshold value (e.g. Total Lipids, Total Carbohydrates, Total Protein etc). 

 

5.2.3.1.2.2 Diet Template Editor 

Diet Template editor is also another way to facilitate the management of patients’ 

nutrition. Instead of creating a diet for every patient, it is possible to create some 

predefined diet plans and store them into the system. Then we can recall any of 

these plans and assign it to a patient, by doing only a few modifications and not 

create it from scratch. 
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Figure 29: Diet Template Editor Screen 

 

Based on the requirements collected by the experts, a diet consists of: 

- 2 plans for each meal 

- 6 meal per day (Breakfast, Brunch, Lunch, Snack-Noon, Dinner, Snack-Night) 

- 7 days per week 

- 1 or 2 weeks plan 

Of course not all fields are mandatory, which means that the clinician may suggest 1 

plan per meal, instead of two, or 5 days instead of 7, or 1 week plan instead of 2. 
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The process for create or editing a diet template is depicted in the data flow diagram 

below: 

Create/Edit 

Diet Template

Select 

Week 1 or 2

Select Day

Select Meal

Select Plan 

1 or 2

Select Food 

Sub-Category

Select Food

Select Food 

Category

Select Cooking 

Style

Set Amount

Add Food

Add more 

foods

Change

Week

Change

Day

Change

Meal

Change

Plan

Click "Save 

Template"

Finish diet editing

Save

Pop-up window to 

insert template's name

 

Figure 30: Create/Edit Diet Template process diagram 

 

Once the template is saved, it is then provided to the clinician in the Diet Planner 

page inside the profile of a specific patient, in order to select it and assign it to this 

patient. Adjustments and modifications are allowed in order to fit the diet to the 

patient’s needs. 

 

5.2.3.1.2.3 Appointment Planner 

This tool assists the clinician to efficiently manage his appointments and enables him 

to check any time the list of the scheduled appointments he has for one or the 

following days. The Appointment is always associated with a patient, therefore the 
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notification is also sent to the patient’s application, which alerts the patient 

whenever an appointment is approaching. 

 

 

Figure 31: Appointment Planner screen 

 

Particularly, the clinician is enabled to View the list of the appointments he has 

arranged for his patients but also able to Edit and/or Delete a selected appointment. 

Once the appointment is saved, it appears in the grid list at the end of the page as a 

forthcoming appointment, but also appeared in the main screen’s calendar, on the 

specific date it was planned. 

 

 

Figure 32: Appointment Planner connection with Calendar in Clinician’s Main Screen 
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5.2.3.1.1 Patient Data (Patient’s Management Screens) 

By clicking on the Patient Data menu the user begins navigating between patient 

specific information and tools which concern the selected patient. By default, the 

first patient appeared in the grid view list is selected when the clinician clicks on the 

Patient Data menu. All sub-components afterwards under Patient Data Menu are 

loaded with respected to this particular patient. To change to another patient, the 

clinician should press the “Select” button on the grid view, on the left of the First 

Name of the patient he wants to observe. 

 

5.2.3.1.1.1 Patient’s Info 

This screen displays static information which cannot be edited by the clinician. This 

information is inserted into the system by the Administrator, who creates the 

patient’s record, enrols him to CHRONIOUS and records the equipment which has 

been given to the patient. 

 

Figure 33: Patient’s info screen 
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Therefore, in this screen the following information is available: 

1. Demographic info 

There appears the most common demographic information about the patient.  

2. Caregiver info 

Stored contact details of the person designated as patient’s caregiver (usually a 

relative, a friend, a neighbour or a caretaker). 

3. Doctor info 

Brief set of information about the clinician who is responsible for that patient. 

4. Family Doctor info 

Contact details of patient’s Family Doctor. 

5. Equipment info 

This is a table which represents what parts of the equipment the patient has to 

his possession.  

 

 

5.2.3.1.1.2  Patient’s Clinical Data 

This is the screen where the clinician assesses the patient’s condition and the status 

of his disease. The page should be completed by the clinician based on patient’s 

clinical background until then. 
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Figure 34: Patient’s Clinical Data screen 

 

 

 

The data set captured in this screen consists of information regarding patient 

smoking background and general exposure to any kind of environmental smoke, 

which is particularly important for COPD (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease) 

patients. In addition, it includes information about the most usual comorbidities of 

CKD and COPD and specifically, whether the patient exhibits them at the moment or 

not. This information was defined by the experts as very important to be available 

for the clinician to see in the profile of a patient, but also very useful since they are 

exploited by some modules of the architecture, as parameters used in the decision 

making process. 
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5.2.3.1.1.3  Food Analysis-Diet Planner 

As it has been already mentioned, one of the most important factors for patients’ 

well being, in chronic disease management, is patients’ nutrition and these two 

screens provide the means to the clinician to effectively manage patient’s nutrition. 

First, the Food Analysis screen enables the clinician-user to observe patient’s food 

intakes analyzed into nutrients based on the following patterns:  

- Nutrients intake with a specific meal of the day. 

- Nutrients intake for a specific day. 

- Daily average nutrients intake for a specific meal over a predefined period 

- Daily average nutrients intake over a predefined period 
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Figure 35: Food Analysis screen 
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The analysis is split into 3 separate graphs, due to the different units of each nutrient 

group (e.g. g, mg, Kcal). The above screenshot shows the content of the full screen 

extended, but normally the user has to scroll inside the page to see all the graphs. 

Secondly, the Diet Planner is the tool which the clinician uses to perform three main 

actions: 

- Correlate the patient to one of the predefined Diet Profiles, which also:  

o Defines the thresholds for the nutrients that a patient should consume daily 

with food. 

o Shows these thresholds to the dietician who will then decide which diet fits 

best to that patient. 

- Load one of the predefined Diet Templates. 

- Adjust the diet template further to fit to patient’s personal characteristics. 

 

 

Figure 36: Diet Planner screen 

 

The screen of the tool is almost identical to the Diet Template Editor described in 

Chapter 5.2.3.1.2.2, but it actually combines both Diet Template and Diet Profile 

Editors together, along with the diet editing functionality, in order to create a 

patient-specific nutrition management plan. 
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5.2.3.1.1.4  Drugs Analysis-Prescriber 

These two pages of the Clinician GUI enable the clinician to have a clear picture of 

his patient’s adherence to the prescribed treatment but also provide a tool to 

prescribe that treatment, as well. 

 

Figure 37: Drug Analysis screen 
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First the analysis screen consists of three panels displaying the following: 

- Weekly drug intake analysis with respect to Taken/Missed drugs 

- Weekly list of drug intakes along with their intake time and intake status 

- List of non-scheduled medicine taken during that week 

A Previous Week button enables the user to browse previous weeks’ analysis, while 

the Next Week button can bring the user back to the current week’s analysis. 

 

Then the drug prescriber screen is used by the clinician to set up a treatment 

schedule for his patient by selecting the drug and setting up the timings of the 

intakes. A comment/suggestion can also be inserted that concerns a specific intake.  

Finally, at the end of the page the clinician is able to see a summary of the currently 

prescribed drugs, as well as, a history of prescriptions which have been expired. 

These are distinguished by the Active/Inactive indication in the Status column. 

 

 

Figure 38: Drug Prescriber screen 

 

Specifically the data inserted by the clinician in the Drug Prescriber screen is: 
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1. Select Medication 

This is a suggestion box where the clinician should type at least two letters of the 

Active Component’s name to bring up a list of the different drugs. Each line that 

appears consists of the (Active Component)-(Name of Drug)-(Company’s Name)-

(Amount of active component)-(Pharmaceutical Form). 

High Priority 

This checkbox was requested by the experts, so that it characterizes each drug 

prescription with respect to its significance. 

2. How Many 

Requires a number that indicates the number of Drug’s pharmaceutical form should 

be consumed in each intake, e.g. 1pill, 2tablets, 1capsule etc. The label next to the 

text field shows the pharmaceutical form of the selected drug, which changes from 

drug to drug. 

3. How often 

It indicates the number of times per day that this drug should be taken. Based on the 

number inserted there, the respective number of fields appears below, so that the 

clinician can insert the times of the day, when the patient should take the drug. The 

times are locked when they are set, so if a wrong time is set the user should delete 

and re-enter the number of intake times again. 

4. Start date 

It is the day where the drug prescription starts to be effective for a patient. 

5. How Long 

This is always expressed in days. It is the duration starting from the Start Date during 

which the prescription will be active e.g. 60days for 2months effective period, 

180days for 6months effective period and so on. 

6. Alert Duration 

This is mainly used for the Reminders that run on patient’s client application. It 

indicates the time that may pass after the Drug Intake Time, before an intake is 

marked as Missed. 

7. Notes 

This field enables the clinician to type freely a message (up to 250 characters) 

concerning that particular prescription. The message send there is also available to 

the patient client application, since it is often used from clinician to send intake 

instructions to the patients e.g. with food, after or before eating etc. 
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5.2.3.1.1.5  Activities Analysis-Activities Planner 

 

Similarly to nutrition, the physical condition of the patient is also important in 

chronic disease management. Therefore, the Activity Module running on patient’s 

client application collects information about the physical activities performed by the 

patient. This information is sent to the central system and stored into patient’s 

profile data. The analysis screen is responsible to represent this data into easily 

readable graphs like in the screenshot below. 

 

 

Figure 39:  Activity Analysis screen 
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The screen again consists of three parts: 

- The two graphs showing respectively: 

o Duration of activity per day, over a week’s period 

o Activities analysed into Energy Expenditure(Kcal) per day, over a week’s 

period 

- Daily averages in numbers: 

o Daily Average Activity Duration 

o Daily Average Energy Expenditure 

- List of activities performed by the patient during that particular week. 

A Previous Week button enables the user to browse previous weeks’ analysis, while 

the Next Week button can bring the user back to the current week’s analysis. 

Note also that the above screenshot has been stretched to show the complete 

content of it, although, the patient should scroll inside the page to view all its 

content. 

Sometimes though, such patients suffering from chronic diseases exhibit obesity, 

boredom, lack of motivation, while in some cases the patient exercises so much that 

it may be dangerous for his condition. In order to control these situations, we have 

built the Activities Planner tool, which enables the clinician to suggest a set of 

exercises that the patient should do weekly, so as to avoid either situations 

described above. 

 

 

Figure 40: Activities Planner screen 
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Specifically the data inserted by the clinician in the Activities Planner screen is: 

1. Activity 

The clinician selects an activity from a predefined list of activities. 

2. Intensity 

The clinician selects the respective intensity of the pre-selected activity. Sometimes, 

the activity may not have intensity levels, so this step is skipped.  

3. Duration 

The clinician sets the duration (in minutes) for which the patient should perform 

each time the preselected activity. At this time, when we have selected the Activity, 

the Intensity and set the duration of each activity session, it is possible to calculate 

the Calories/Session value on the top-right of the screen. This shows the Energy 

Expenditure occurred each time the patient will perform the activity following the 

clinician’s suggestion. 

4. Frequency 

There the clinician selects from a drop down list, how many times he would like to 

suggest to his patient to perform that activity over a week’s period e.g. Daily, 

1time/week, 2times/week, 3times/week etc. 

5. Comments 

In this text field the clinician can optionally write some instructions or notes for the 

patient which will appear in patient’s client application along with the suggested 

activity. The text field is limited to 100 characters.  

 

When the user clicks the SAVE button this activity is added in the exercise plan 

displayed in the grid below. What is displayed there, comprises the suggested 

activities which will be sent to patient’s activity module. The clinician may add, edit 

or delete this plan based on the patient’s needs and the changes will propagate to 

the patient’s application. 

The Recommended Daily Averages table before the grid reads actually the grid and 

translate it in terms of Daily Average Activity Duration and Daily Average Energy 

Expenditure and they are used as targets for the patient. 

 

5.2.3.1.1.6  Measurements Analysis-Measurements Prescriber 

 

The Measurement Analysis screen displays to the clinician the latest measurements 

acquired from the devices and sensors that comprise CHRONIOUS system data of the 
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patient at his local setting. 

 

 

Figure 41: Measurements Analysis screen 

 

The data generating sensors or devices are categorized into three groups, each one 

consisting of one or more sensors or devices, each sensor or device producing data 

for one or more parameters: 

- Wearable Devices 

o ECG Device 

� Heart Rate 

� ECG Signal 

o Respiration Device 

� Respiratory Parameters 

� Breathing Asynchrony 

o Pulse Oximeter 

� SpO2 

o Solianis Sensor 

� Body Temperature 

� Ambient Temperature 

� Ambient Humidity 

- External Devices 

o Weight Scale 

� Body Weight 

o Blood Pressure Monitor 
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� Blood Pressure 

o Glucometer 

� Glycaemia 

o Spirometer 

� Breath Rate 

� Tidal Volume 

- Home Devices 

o Environmental Monitor 

� CO 

� Environmental Temperature 

� Environmental Humidity 

� VOC 

� Particle Count 

 

The time in a day that the patient should wear the wearable device, is made known 

to the patient during the enrolment and the provision of the equipment, along with 

the user manual and instructions which he will be provided with. On the other hand 

the Environmental Monitor is configured once during installation at patient’s 

premises and works alone from that time onwards. 

Moreover, the external devices need patient’s interaction to acquire the 

measurement. For example to measure the weight the patient should stop on the 

weight scale or to measure the blood pressure the patient should wear the arm cuff 

and press buttons on the device. Therefore, to motivate the patients to perform 

these measurements on time, we have developed the Measurement Planner tool 

which enables the clinician to build a measurement plan for his patient. This plan 

works in collaboration with the Alerter running at patient’s application to remind to 

the patient’s when they should measure and what. 
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Figure 42: Measurements Prescriber screen 

 

To build such a measurements plan the clinician should specifically insert the 

following information into the screen: 

1. Device 

The clinician selects the external device for which he wants to schedule the 

measurement times. 

2. Days 

The clinician selects one or more days in a week that the user should perform the 

particular measurement. 

3. Start Date 

It is the day where the plan for that particular measurement starts to be effective for 

a patient. 

4. How long 

This is always expressed in days. It is the duration starting from the Start Date during 

which the measurement plan will be active e.g. 60days for 2months effective period, 

180days for 6months effective period and so on. 

5. How often 
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How many times each of the selected days, the patient should perform the 

measurement. Based on the number inserted there, the respective number of fields 

appears below, so that the clinician can insert the times of the day, when the patient 

should do the measurement. The times are locked when they are set, so if a wrong 

time is set the user should delete and re-enter the number of intake times again. 

 

When the user clicks the SAVE button the schedule for that particular measurement 

is added in the measurements plan displayed in the grid at the end of the page. The 

grid there, displays the complete measurement plan that has been setup for that 

patient. The clinician can follow the same procedure to schedule another device’s 

measurements, Edit or Delete an existing schedule. 

 

5.2.3.1.1.7  Exams Analysis- Planner 

The results of the laboratory examinations for a particular patient, which are inserted into 

the system by laboratory personnel, through the Lab GUI, become available to the clinician 

through the Exams Analysis screen. 

 

 

Figure 43: Exams Analysis screen 

This screen displays on the left side a list of all the parameters that comprise the 
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“CHRONIOUS” examination and on the right side it displays the result-values for each 

parameter which was measured in every exam that the patient did. When result-

values are null, it means that this parameter was not measured in that particular 

examination. A Previous button enables the clinician to browse previous exams’ 

analysis, while the Next button can bring the user back to the latest exam’s analysis. 

Checking the checkboxes on the left of each parameter it is possible to plot a graph 

of the selected parameter versus time. The graph may include more than one 

parameter. 

 

Figure 44: Lab Exam Parameters plotting 

 

However, in that case the clinician should be careful and select parameters with 

same units, otherwise the graphs will be incorrect and probably not readable. The 

Exam Prescriber Tool enables the clinician to schedule the next exam(s) that his 

patient should do. 
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Figure 45:  Exam Prescriber screen 

 

To plan the next exam for a patient, the clinician should insert the following 

information into the screen: 

1. Exam Date 

The specific day and time that the exam is planned for. 

2. Notes 

Any notes that may be useful for the patient before doing the exam. Mainly 

preparation instructions 

 

This event is stored in patient’s data and the information is sent to patient’s client 

application to feed the Alerter, which will remind to the patient when the exam is 

planned for. 

The grid at the end of the page displays to the clinician, a list of the planned exams 

and the dates when they were prescribed, the date when the results came out and 

the date when the exam was realized by the patient, respectively. The last two 

dates, will be filled in the table, when the lab personnel insert the results of that 

specific exam and when the patient acknowledges the Exam reminder in his client 

application (i.e. when he did the exam), respectively 
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5.2.3.1.1.8  Questionnaire Analysis 

This screen does not support any interaction from the clinician. It is simply used for 

viewing the answers that the patient has given to the questionnaire module running 

on his client application. 

 

 

Figure 46: Questionnaire Analysis screen 

 

A Previous button enables the clinician to view patient’s answers to previous 

questionnaires, while the Next button can bring the user back to patient’s latest 

answers. 

 

5.2.3.1.1.9  Event Summary 

The last screen of the Clinician GUI also does not support any interaction from the 

clinician. It is simply used for displaying a complete weekly plan with the following 

information included in a timely manner: 

- Planned Drug Intakes 

- Planned Measurements 

- Planned Exams 
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Figure 47: Events Summary screen 

 

A Previous button enables the clinician to view previous weeks’ complete plans for 

these events, while the Next button can bring the user back to patient’s current 

weekly plan or even further into future weeks’ plan. 

 

 

5.2.3.2 Database Structure, corresponding to the component. 

5.2.3.2.1 Database Diagram 
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5.2.3.2.2 Database Structure 

 

Table: Activities 

� Purpose 

The table contains all the activities that can be planned for the patient. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Activity_ID BIGINT Activity ID 

Activity_Name NVARCHAR(50) Activity name 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Activities_Durations 

� Purpose 

The table contains all the activity durations that can be assigned for each activity. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Duration_ID SMALLINT Duration ID 

Duration NVARCHAR(50) Duration 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Activities_ Frequencies 

� Purpose 

The table contains all the activities frequencies that can be assigned for each activity. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Frequency_ID TINYINT Frequency ID 

Frequency NVARCHAR(50) Frequency 

� Operations 

Read 
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Table: Activities_Planner 

� Purpose 

The table contains all the information for activities that are planned for the patient. Each 

activity is related to a specific duration (field Duration_ID), an intensity (field Intensity_ID) and 

a frequency (field Frequency_ID). According to the combination of these elements, the total 

calories for each session are calculated and saved to the table (field Calories). 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Activity_ID BIGINT Activity ID 

Intensity_ID BIGINT Intensity ID 

Duration_ID SMALLINT Duration ID 

Frequency_ID nvarchar(100) Frequency ID 

Calories REAL Calories 

Comments NVARCHAR(100) Comments 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Date_Time DATETIME Date and time 

� Operations 

Create, Read, Update, Delete 

 

Table: Alerts 

� Purpose 

The table contains all the information for alerts for the patients. Each alert consists of a date 

(field Date) that indicates the date that the alert will be shown in the clinician GUI, a status (field 

Status) and a description (field Description). 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Alert_ID INT Alert ID 

AlertType TINYINT Alert type ID 

Date DATETIME Date 

Status TINYINT Status ID 

Description NVARCHAR(MAX) Description 

PatientID BIGINT Patient ID 
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� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: AlertStatus 

� Purpose 

The table contains the available statuses that define the field Status of Alerts table. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

StatusID TINYINT Patient type ID 

Type NVARCHAR(MAX) Patient status 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Calendar 

� Purpose 

The table contains notes assigned by the clinicians. Each note consists of a date (field Date), 

which indicates the date that the note will be shown on the Clinician GUI. The field Clinician_ID 

indicates the clinician to whom the note is assigned. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Clinician_ID BIGINT Clinician ID 

Date DATETIME Date and time 

Notes TEXT Notes 

� Operations 

Create, Read, Update, Delete 

 

Table: Clinician 

� Purpose 
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The table contains the necessary information for the clinicians and laboratory personnel. The 

field Platform indicates the access of the user (Clinician or Lab GUI). The field Institution is used 

in order to define the language used, to connect to the appropriate drug table (Italian or 

Spanish). 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Clinician_ID BIGINT Clinician ID 

Group_ID SMALLINT Clinician group ID that this clinician is 

assigned to 

Username NVARCHAR(16) A simple username 

Password NVARCHAR(16) A simple password 

Platform TINYINT The platform that this clinician is assigned to 

First_Name NVARCHAR(50) First name 

Last_Name NVARCHAR(70) Surname 

Phone_Number BIGINT Phone Number 

Address NVARCHAR(100) Home address 

Institution NVARCHAR(100) The institution that the clinician is working 

for 

Email NVARCHAR(100) Personal e-mail for clinician 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Cooking_Style 

� Purpose 

The table contains all the available cooking styles of the food assigned to the diet of the 

patients. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Cooking_Style_ID TINYINT Cooking style ID 

Cooking_Style_Name NVARCHAR(30) Cooking style name 

� Operations 

Read 
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Table: Countries 

� Purpose 

The table contains the countries that are assigned to the patients’ addresses. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Country_ID tinyint The table ID 

Country nvarchar(100) Country 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Daily_Calories 

� Purpose 

The table contains data for calories used to calculate average calories in order to present them 

to the diagrams in Food Analysis page. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID TINYINT The table ID 

Cal1 REAL Calories for Monday 

Cal2 REAL Calories for Tuesday 

Cal3 REAL Calories for Wednesday 

Cal4 REAL Calories for Thursday 

Cal5 REAL Calories for Friday 

Cal6 REAL Calories for Saturday 

Cal7 REAL Calories for Sunday 

� Operations 

Create, Read, Update, Delete 

 

Table: Daily_Durations 

� Purpose 

The table contains data for activities’ durations used to calculate average activity duration in 

order to present it to the diagrams in Activity Analysis page. 
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FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID TINYINT The table ID 

Dur1 REAL Duration for Monday 

Dur2 REAL Duration for Tuesday 

Dur3 REAL Duration for Wednesday 

Dur4 REAL Duration for Thursday 

Dur5 REAL Duration for Friday 

Dur6 REAL Duration for Saturday 

Dur7 REAL Duration for Sunday 

� Operations 

Create, Read, Update, Delete 

 

Table: Devices 

� Purpose 

The table contains the names of the external devices used for measurement prescriptions in 

the Measurements Prescriber page. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Device_ID tinyint The Device ID 

Device nvarchar(50) The device name used for measurements 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Diet_Planner_Profiles 

� Purpose 

The table contains information for diet profiles. 

� Design 
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FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Diet_Planner_Profile_ID bigint Table ID 

Profile_Name nvarchar(250) Profile Name 

Water_Min nvarchar(50) Water Min 

Water_Max nvarchar(50) Water Max 

Sodium_Min float Sodium Min 

Phosphorus_Min float Phosphorus Min 

Phosphorus_Max float Phosphorus Max 

Potassium_Min float Potassium Min 

Potassium_Max float Potassium Max 

Calcim_Min float Calcium Min 

Calcium_Max float Calcium Max 

Magnesium_Min float Magnesium Min 

Magnesium_Max float Magnesium Max 

Total_Lipids_Multiplier_Min float Total Lipids 

Multiplier Min 

Total_Lipids_Multiplier_Max float Total Lipids 

Multiplier Max 

Total_Carbohydrates_Multiplier_Min float Total 

Carbohydrates 

Multiplier Min 

Keto_Acids_Min float Keto Acids Min 

Keto_Acids_Max float Keto Acids Max 

Amino_Acids_Min float Amino Acids Min 

Amino_Acids_Max float Amino Acids Max 

Total_Protein_Multiplier_Min float Total Protein 

Multiplier Min 

Total_Protein_Multiplier_Max float Total Protein 

Multiplier Max 

Protein_Of_Animal_Origin_Multiplier_Min float Protein Of Animal 

Origin Multiplier 

Min 

Protein_Of_Animal_Origin_Multiplier_Max float Protein Of Animal 

Origin Multiplier 

Max 

Protein_Of_Vegetable_Origin_Multiplier_Min float Protein Of 
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Vegetable Origin 

Multiplier Min 

Protein_Of_Vegetable_Origin_Multiplier_Max float Protein Of 

Vegetable Origin 

Multiplier Max 

Energy_Min float Energy Min 

Energy_Max float Energy Max 

� Operations 

Create, Read, Update, Delete 

 

Table: Diet_Planner_Save 

� Purpose 

The table contains information for the diet assigned to each patient in the Diet Planner page.  

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID bigint The table ID 

Patient_ID bigint Patient ID 

Code bigint Food Code 

Description nvarchar(150) Description 

Week_ID tinyint Week ID 

Meal_ID tinyint Meal ID 

Plan _ID tinyint Plan ID 

Day_ID tinyint Day ID 

Quantity int Selected food quantity 

� Operations 

Create, Read, Update, Delete 

 

Table: Diet_Planner_Temp_Save 

� Purpose 

The table contains temporary data used to save the patient’s diet to the table 

Diet_Planner_Save. 

� Design 
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FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Diet_Planner_Temp_Save_ID bigint Table ID 

Patient  ID bigint Patient  ID 

Code bigint Code 

Description nvarchar(150) Description 

Meal  ID tinyint Meal  ID 

Plan  ID tinyint Plan  ID 

Week  ID tinyint Week  ID 

Day  ID tinyint Day  ID 

� Operations 

Create, Read, Update, Delete 

 

Table: Diet_Planner_Temp_Templates 

� Purpose 

The table contains temporary data used to save diet templates to the table 

Diet_Planner_Templates. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Diet_Planner_Temp_Template_ID bigint Table ID 

Code nvarchar(50) Code 

Description nvarchar(MAX) Description 

Meal_ID tinyint Meal ID 

Plan_ID tinyint Plan ID 

Day_ID tinyint Day ID 

Week_ID tinyint Week ID 

Clinician_ID tinyint Clinician ID 

� Operations 

Create, Read, Update, Delete 

 

Table: Diet_Planner_Templates 

� Purpose 

The table contains information for diet templates. 
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� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Template_ID BIGINT Template ID 

Template_Name NVARCHAR(100) Template name 

Code BIGINT Template code 

Description NVARCHAR(150) Current food 

Meal_ID TINYINT Meal ID 

Plan _ID TINYINT Plan ID 

Week_ID TINYINT Week ID 

Day_ID TINYINT Day ID 

� Operations 

Create, Read, Update, Delete 

 

Table: Drugs_Intakes 

� Purpose 

The table contains the intake times for the drug prescriptions. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Intake_ID SMALLINT Intake ID 

Intake NVARCHAR(MAX) Intake 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Food_Categories 

� Purpose 

The table contains the available food categories used in the Diet Planner page. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Category_ID BIGINT Category ID 

Cat_Name NVARCHAR(50) Category name 

� Operations 
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Read 

 

Table: Food_Cooking_Style 

� Purpose 

The table contains the nutrient values for each food, depending on the cooking style. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID bigint The table ID 

Code bigint Food code 

Cooking_Style_ID int Food cooking style ID 

Sodium real Sodium value 

Potassium real Potassium value 

Calcium real Calcium value 

Phosphorus real Phosphorus value 

Magnesium real Magnesium value 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Food_List 

� Purpose 

The table contains information for foods, including the nutrients contained in a certain food 

quantity (field Quantity_Elible_Part). 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Code BIGINT Food code number (Food 

ID) 

Food_Name NVARCHAR(50) Food name 

Subcategory_ID BIGINT Subcategory ID 

Energy REAL Energy of food 

Energy_Unit_ID SMALLINT Energy unit ID 

Quantity_Elible_Part real The quantity of the food. 

Total_Lipids real The total lipids contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 
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TotalLipids_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient 

amount  unit ID 

Protein_Animal real The animal protein 

contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

Protein_Animal_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient 

amount  unit ID 

Protein_Vegetable real The vegetables protein 

contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

Protein_Veget_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient 

amount  unit ID 

Protein real The protein contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

Protein_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient 

amount  unit ID 

Available_Carbohydrates real The available carbohydrates 

contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

Available_Carbohydrates_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient 

amount  unit ID 

Water real The water contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

Water_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient 

amount  unit ID 

Calcium real The calcium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

Calcium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient 

amount  unit ID 

Sodium real The sodium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

Sodium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient 

amount  unit ID 

Potassium real The energy contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

Potassium_Unit_ID smallint The potassium nutrient 

amount  unit ID 

Phosphorus real The phosphorus contained 

in Quantity_Elible_Part 
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Phosphorus_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient 

amount  unit ID 

Magnesium real The magnesium contained 

in Quantity_Elible_Part 

Magnesium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient 

amount  unit ID 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Food_Subcategories 

� Purpose 

The table contains the subcategories for each food category used in the Diet Planner page. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Category_ID BIGINT Category ID 

Subcategory_ID BIGINT Subcategory ID 

Sub_Name NVARCHAR(50) Subcategory name 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Institute_Languages 

� Purpose 

The table contains the relationship between institutes and languages. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Institute_Language_ID tinyint Table ID 

Institute_ID tinyint Institute_ID 

Language_ID tinyint Language_ID 

� Operations 

Read 
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Table: Institutes 

� Purpose 

The table contains all the institutes that are assigned to the clinicians. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Institute_ID tinyint The table ID 

Institute_Name nvarchar(50) Institute Name 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Intensities 

� Purpose 

The table contains the relationship between activities, intensities and MET for each activity. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Intensity_ID tinyint The table ID 

Intensity NVARCHAR(50) Intensity 

Activity_ID BIGINT Activity ID 

MET REAL Metabolic equivalent of task 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Lab_Exams 

� Purpose 

The table contains the names of the lab exams that are realized by the patients. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Lab_Exam_ID tinyint The table ID 

Lab_Exam_Name nvarchar(50) Lab Exam Name 

Specimen_Type_ID tinyint Specimen Type ID of the particular Lab Exam  

� Operations 

Read 
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Table: Languages 

� Purpose 

The table contains the available languages with the language codes. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Language_ID SMALLINT Language ID 

Language_Code VARCHAR(2) A language code 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Non_Scheduled_Medicine 

� Purpose 

The table contains the available medicine list that can be taken by the patient without 

clinician’s prescription. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

NSM_Brand_ID bigint Brand ID 

Brand_Name nvarchar(50) Brand Name 

Unit_Name nvarchar(50) Unit ID 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Non_Scheduled_Medicine_Save 

� Purpose 

The table contains the non-prescribed medicine that the patient took. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID bigint The table ID 

Patient_ID bigint Patient ID 

NSM_Brand_ID bigint Brand ID 

Dosage smallint Unit ID 

Date_Time datetime Date Time 
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� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Nutrient_Amount_Units 

� Purpose 

The table contains the list of the measurement units of nutrients. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID SMALLINT The table ID 

Unit_ID SMALLINT Unit ID 

Unit_Name NVARCHAR(15) Unit name 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Nutrient_Analysis 

� Purpose 

The table contains the nutrient values that the patients take for each meal. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Date DATETIME Date and time 

Meal_ID TINYINT Meal ID 

Energy REAL Energy value 

Calcium REAL Calcium value 

Sodium REAL Sodium value 

Potassium REAL Potassium value 

Phosphorus REAL Phosphorus value 

Water REAL Water value 

Protein REAL Protein value 

Magnesium REAL Magnesium value 

Carbohydrates REAL Carbohydrates value 
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Cholesterol REAL Cholesterol value 

Protein of Animal 

Origin 

REAL Animal Protein value 

Protein of 

Vegetable Origin 

REAL Vegetable Protein value 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Patient 

� Purpose 

The table contains patient data. The field Clinician_ID indicates the responsible clinician for 

each patient. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

First_Name NVARCHAR(50) First name 

Last_Name NVARCHAR(70) Surname 

BirthDate DATETIME Date and time 

Sex char(1) Sex (f or m) 

Address NVARCHAR(50) Home address 

City NVARCHAR(50) A city 

Country NVARCHAR(50) A country 

Weight REAL Weight in Kg 

Height REAL Height in cm 

PhoneNumber1 NVARCHAR(50) Primary landline phone 

PhoneNumber2 NVARCHAR(50) Secondary landline phone 

PatientType char(1) Patient type 

FirstDiagnosedDate DATETIME First diagnosed date 

ChroniousFirstUse DATETIME Chronious first usage 

ZIP INT Zip Code 

SSN NVARCHAR(50) Social Security Number 

Clinician_ID bigint Responsible clinician ID 
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� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Patient_Activities_Save 

� Purpose 

The table contains the activities performed by the patient. The field Calories contains the total 

calories for each activity that is performed.  

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Activity_ID BIGINT Activity ID 

Duration_ID SMALLINT Duration ID 

Intensity_ID BIGINT Intensity ID 

Calories REAL Calories 

Date_Time DATETIME Date and time 

Comments NVARCHAR(100) Comment 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Patient_Appointment_Prescriptions 

� Purpose 

The table contains the appointment prescriptions for each clinician that are shown on the 

starting page of the clinician GUI. 

� Design 
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FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Patient_Appointment_Prescription_ID bigint The table ID 

Patient_ID bigint The patient ID 

Clinician_ID bigint Responsible Clinician for the 

appointment 

Date_Time datetime DateTime for the appointment 

Notes nvarchar(250) Notes 

Timestamp datetime Timestamp of the inserted 

appointment 

� Operations 

Create, Read, Update, Delete 

 

Table: Patient_Comorbidities 

� Purpose 

The table contains the comorbidities saved for each patient. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Patient_Comorbidity_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Ischaemic_Heart_Disease tinyint Ischaemic Heart Disease (0,1) 

Congestive_Cardiac_Failure tinyint Congestive Cardiac Failure (0,1) 

Valvular_Heart_Disease tinyint Valvular Heart Disease (0,1) 

Peripheral_Vascular_Disease tinyint Peripheral Vascular Disease (0,1) 

Arrhythmias tinyint Arrhythmias (0,1) 

Diabetes tinyint Diabetes (0,1) 

Dyslipidemia tinyint Dyslipidemia (0,1) 

Obesity tinyint Obesity (0,1) 

Thyroid_Disease tinyint Thyroid Disease (0,1) 

Cachexia tinyint Cachexia (0,1) 

Transient_Ischemic_Attack tinyint Transient_Ischemic_Attack (0,1) 

Cerebrovascular_Accident tinyint Cerebrovascular_Accident (0,1) 

Osteoporosis tinyint Osteoporosis (0,1) 

Gout tinyint Gout (0,1) 
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Bone_Fracture tinyint Bone_Fracture (0,1) 

Muscle_Wasting tinyint Muscle_Wasting (0,1) 

Peptic_Ulcer tinyint Peptic_Ulcer (0,1) 

Gastrointestinal_Bleeding tinyint Gastrointestinal_Bleeding (0,1) 

Liver_Disease tinyint Liver_Disease (0,1) 

Obstructive_Sleep_Apnea tinyint Obstructive_Sleep_Apnea (0,1) 

Lung_Cancer tinyint Lung_Cancer (0,1) 

Other_Neoplasia nvarchar(250) Other_Neoplasia 

Depression tinyint Depression (0,1) 

Hypertension nvarchar(250) Hypertension 

Pulmonary_Disease tinyint Pulmonary_Disease (0,1) 

Other_Pulmonary_Disease nvarchar(250) Other_Pulmonary_Disease  

Infections nvarchar(250) Infections  

Other nvarchar(250) Other  

� Operations 

Create, Read, Update 

 

Table: Patient_Device_Measurement_Prescriptions 

� Purpose 

The table contains the measurement prescriptions for the patients for various devices (field 

Device_ID).  

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Patient_Device_Measurement_Prescription_ID bigint The table ID 

Patient_ID bigint Patient ID 

Device_ID tinyint The ID of the prescribed device 

for measurement 

Start_Date datetime Start Date of the prescribed 

measurement 

Period smallint Period in days for the selected 

prescription 

Days nvarchar(150) Days of the week prescribed to 

do the selected prescription 

Intakes nvarchar(100) Selected hours of measurement 
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� Operations 

Create, Read, Update, Delete 

 

Table: Patient_Food_Save 

� Purpose 

The table contains information for the food the patients eat. The field Total_Calories is used 

for the diagrams in Food Analysis page. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Code BIGINT Food code ID 

Date_Time DATETIME Date and Time 

Meal_Name NVARCHAR(30) Meal name 

Quantity INT Quantity 

Total_Calories REAL Total calories 

Cooking_Style_ID TINYINT Cooking style ID 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Patient_Lab_Exam_Prescriptions 

� Purpose 

The table contains the exam prescriptions for the patients. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Patient_Lab_Exam_Prescription_ID bigint The table ID 

Patient_ID bigint Patient ID 

Patient_Lab_Exam_Date datetime Date time of the prescribed lab exam 

Notes nvarchar(250) Notes of the prescription 

� Operations 

Create, Read, Update, Delete 
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Table: Patient_Lab_Exam_Save 

� Purpose 

The table contains the realized patient exams, according to the clinician’s prescription. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Patient_Lab_Exam_Save_ID bigint The table ID 

Patient_Lab_Exam_Prescription_ID bigint The exam Prescription ID 

Patient_ID bigint The patient ID 

Realise_Date datetime The date the exams were realised 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Patient_Lab_Exams 

� Purpose 

The table contains the results of the patients’ lab exams, used for the diagrams in the Exams 

Analysis page. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA 

TYPE 

DESCRIPTION 

Patient_Lab_Exam_ID bigint The table ID 

Patient_ID bigint Patient ID 

Institute_ID tinyint Institute for which the exam 

results are taken 

Date_Time datetime Date time of the exam 

Timestamp timestamp Timestamp of the exam 

pO2_Hematic_Arterial float pO2 Hematic Arterial exam 

result 

pO2_Hematic_Arterial_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pO2 Hematic Arterial ID 

pH_Hematic_Arterial float pH Hematic Arterial exam 

result 

pH_Hematic_Arterial_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pH Hematic Arterial ID 

pCO2_Hematic_Arterial float pCO2 Hematic Arterial exam 

result 

pCO2_Hematic_Arterial_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pCO2 Hematic Arterial ID 
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HCO3_Hematic_Arterial float HCO3 Hematic Arterial exam 

result 

HCO3_Hematic_Arterial_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint HCO3 Hematic Arterial ID 

pO2_Hematic float pO2 Hematic exam result 

pO2_Hematic_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pO2 Hematic Arterial ID 

pH_Hematic float pH Hematic exam result 

pH_Hematic_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pH Hematic ID 

pCO2_Hematic float pCO2 Hematic exam result 

pCO2_Hematic_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pCO2 Hematic ID 

HCO3_Hematic float HCO3 Hematic exam result 

HCO3_Hematic_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint HCO3 Hematic ID 

White_Blood_Cells float White Blood Cells exam result 

White_Blood_Cells_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint White Blood Cells Hematic ID 

Red_Blood_Cells float Red Blood Cells exam result 

Red_Blood_Cells_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint White_Blood_Cells ID 

Hemoglobin float Hemoglobin exam result 

Hemoglobin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Hemoglobin ID 

Hematocrit float Hematocrit exam result 

Hematocrit_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Hematocrit ID 

Mean_Cell_Volume float Mean Cell Volume exam 

result 

Mean_Cell_Volume_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Mean Cell Volume ID 

Platelet_Count float Platelet Count exam result 

Platelet_Count_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Platelet Count ID 

Glycosylated_Hemoglobin float Glycosylated Hemoglobin 

exam result 

Glycosylated_Hemoglobin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Glycosylated Hemoglobin ID 

Estimated_Creatinine_Clearance float Estimated Creatinine 

Clearance exam result 

Estimated_Creatinine_Clearance_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Estimated Creatinine 

Clearance ID 

Urea float Urea exam result 

Urea_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urea ID 

Creatinine float Creatinine exam result 
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Creatinine_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Creatinine ID 

Glucose float Glucose exam result 

Glucose_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Glucose ID 

Urate float Urate exam result 

Urate_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urate ID 

Sodium float Sodium exam result 

Sodium_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Sodium ID 

Potassium float Potassium exam result 

Potassium_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Potassium ID 

Chloride float Chloride exam result 

Chloride_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Chloride ID 

Calcium float Calcium exam result 

Calcium_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Calcium ID 

Phosphorus float Phosphorus exam result 

Phosphorus_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Phosphorus ID 

Magnesium float Magnesium exam result 

Magnesium_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Magnesium ID 

Albumin float Albumin exam result 

Albumin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Albumin ID 

Total_Protein float Total Protein exam result 

Total_Protein_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Total ProteiID 

Total_Cholesterol float Total Cholesterol exam result 

Total_Cholesterol_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Total Cholesterol ID 

HDL_Cholesterol float HDL Cholesterol exam result 

HDL_Cholesterol_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint HDL Cholesterol ID 

LDL_Cholesterol float LDL Cholesterol exam result 

LDL_Cholesterol_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint LDL Cholesterol ID 

Triglycerides float Triglycerides exam result 

Triglycerides_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Triglycerides ID 

Transferrin float Transferrin exam result 

Transferrin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Transferrin ID 

Parathyroid_Hormone float Parathyroid Hormone exam 

result 
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Parathyroid_Hormone_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Transferrin ID 

Ferritin float Ferritin exam result 

Ferritin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Ferritin ID 

Iron float Iron exam result 

Iron_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Iron ID 

Folate float Folate exam result 

Folate_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Folate ID 

Vitamin_B12 float Vitamin_B12 exam result 

Vitamin_B12_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Vitamin_B12 ID 

[25_Hydroxyvitamin_D] float 25 Hydroxyvitamin D exam 

result 

[25_Hydroxyvitamin_D_Lab_Exam_ID] tinyint 25 Hydroxyvitamin D ID 

Prothrombin_Time float Prothrombin_Time exam 

result 

Prothrombin_Time_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint 25 Hydroxyvitamin D ID 

Partial_Thromboplastin_Time float Partial Thromboplastin Time 

exam result 

Partial_Thromboplastin_Time_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Partial Thromboplastin Time 

ID 

Volume float Volume exam result 

Volume_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Volume ID 

pH_Urine float pH Urine exam result 

pH_Urine_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pH Urine ID 

Glucose_Urine float Glucose Urine exam result 

Glucose_Urine_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Glucose Urine ID 

Protein float Protein exam result 

Protein_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Protein ID 

Blood float Blood exam result 

Blood_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Blood ID 

Nitrite float Nitrite exam result 

Nitrite_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Nitrite ID 

Specific_Gravity float Specific Gravity exam result 

Specific_Gravity_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Specific Gravity ID 

Leukocytes float Leukocytes exam result 
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Leukocytes_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Leukocytes ID 

Red_Blood_Cells_Urine float Red Blood Cells Urine exam 

result 

Red_Blood_Cells_Urine_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Red Blood Cells Urine ID 

Bacteria float Bacteria exam result 

Bacteria_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Bacteria ID 

Urinary_Sodium_24h float Urinary Sodium 24h exam 

result 

Urinary_Sodium_24h_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urinary Sodium 24h ID 

Urinary_Potassium_24h float Urinary Potassium 24h exam 

result 

Urinary_Potassium_24h_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urinary Potassium 24h ID 

Urinary_Protein_24h float Urinary Protein 24h exam 

result 

Urinary_Protein_24h_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urinary Potassium 24h ID 

Microalbuminuria float Microalbuminuria exam result 

Microalbuminuria_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Microalbuminuria ID 

Alanine_Transaminase float Alanine Transaminase exam 

result 

Alanine_Transaminase_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Alanine Transaminase ID 

Aspartate_Transaminase float Aspartate Transaminase exam 

result 

Aspartate_Transaminase_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Aspartate Transaminase ID 

Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase float Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase 

exam result 

Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase 

ID 

Alkaline_Phosphatase float Alkaline Phosphatase exam 

result 

Alkaline_Phosphatase_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase 

ID 

� Operations 

Read 
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Table_Patient_Pharma_Save 

� Purpose 

The table contains data that indicates the status of the drug intakes of the patients according 

to the clinician’s prescriptions. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Patient_Pharma_Save_ID bigint Patient_Pharma_Save_ID 

Prescription_ID bigint Prescription_ID 

Patient_ID bigint Patient_ID 

Date Date Date 

Intake nvarchar(250) Intake 

Status_ID tinyint Status_ID 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Patient_Smoking 

� Purpose 

The table contains smoking information for the patients. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Patient_Smoking_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Status tinyint Smoking status 

Smoke_Exposure tinyint Exposure to smoke 

Occupation_Dusts_Exposure tinyint Exposure to occupation dusts 

Dyspnoea tinyint Dyspnoea 

Cough tinyint Cough 

Sputum_Production tinyint Production of sputum 

� Operations 

Create, Read, Update 
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Table: Pharma_Brands 

� Purpose 

The table contains drugs list in Italian. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Pharma_Brand_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Pharma_Brand_Name nvarchar(250) Brand name 

Pharma_Company_ID BIGINT Pharmaceutical company ID of the brand  

Pharmaceutical_Form_ID BIGINT Farmaceutical Form ID of the brand 

Substance_Dosage NVARCHAR(50) Substance of the dosage included in the pharma 

Substance _ID bigint Substance ID included in the pharma 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Pharma_Brands_ES 

� Purpose 

The table contains drugs list in Spanish. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Pharma_Brand_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Pharma_Brand_Name nvarchar(250) Brand name 

Pharma_Company_ID BIGINT Pharmaceutical company ID of the brand  

Pharmaceutical_Form_ID BIGINT Farmaceutical Form ID of the brand 

Substance_Dosage NVARCHAR(50) Substance of the dosage included in the pharma 

Substance _ID bigint Substance ID included in the pharma 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Pharma_Companies 

� Purpose 

The table contains drug companies list in Italian. 

� Design 
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FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Pharma_Company_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Company_Name NVARCHAR(50) Company name 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Pharma_Companies_ES 

� Purpose 

The table contains drug companies list in Spanish. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Pharma_Company_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Company_Name NVARCHAR(50) Company name 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Pharma_Prescriptions 

� Purpose 

The table contains drug prescriptions assigned from the clinician to the patient in the Drugs 

Prescriber page.. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Pharma_Prescription_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Status tinyint Status indicator 

Pharma_Brand_ID BIGINT Prescribed Brand ID  

Importance tinyint Importance ID 

Dosage REAL Dosage 

Pharmaceutical_Form_ID SMALLINT Pharmaceutical form of drug 

Intakes NVARCHAR(100) Intakes of pharma for the patient 

Starting_Date DATETIME Starting date of the prescription 

Period SMALLINT Period of time for the prescription 
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Alert_Duration FLOAT An alert duration  

Comments NVARCHAR(100) Comments for the prescription 

� Operations 

Create, Read, Update, Delete 

 

Table: Pharmaceutical_Forms 

� Purpose 

The table contains pharmaceutical forms list in Italian. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Pharmaceutical_Form_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Pharmaceutical_Form nvarchar(250) Pharmaceutical Form of pharma 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Pharmaceutical_Forms_ES 

� Purpose 

The table contains pharmaceutical forms list in Spanish. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Pharmaceutical_Form_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Pharmaceutical_Form nvarchar(250) Pharmaceutical Form of pharma 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Questionnaire_CKD_Save 

� Purpose 

The table contains the answers of the questionnaire provided to CKD patients, which are user 

for the Questionnaire Analysis page. 

� Design 
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FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

CKD_ID  bigint The table ID 

Date_Time datetime The date the patient answered the 

questionnaire 

Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID 

CkdMental1 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the first mental 

question 

CkdMental2 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the second mental 

question 

CkdMental3 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the third mental 

question 

CkdMental4 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the fourth mental 

question 

Ckd1 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the first ckd  

question 

Ckd2 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the second ckd  

question 

Ckd3 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the third ckd  

question 

Ckd4 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the fourth ckd  

question 

Ckd5 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the fifth ckd  

question 

Ckd6 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the sixth ckd  

question 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Questionnaire_COPD_Save 

� Purpose 

The table contains the answers of the questionnaire provided to COPD patients, which are 

used for the Questionnaire Analysis page. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

COPD_ID  bigint The table ID 

Date_Time datetime The date the patient answered the 

questionnaire 

Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID 

Mental1 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the first mental 

question 

Mental2 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the second mental 

question 

Mental3 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the third mental 
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question 

Copd1 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the first copd  

question 

Copd2 nvarchar(600) The patient’s answer to the second copd 

question 

Copd3 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the third copd 

question 

Copd4 nvarchar(600) The patient’s answer to the fourth copd 

question 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Specimen_Types 

� Purpose 

The table contains specimen types of lab exams. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Specimen_Type_ID tinyint The table ID 

Specimen_Type NVARCHAR(50) Specimen type of lab exams 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Substances 

� Purpose 

The table contains drug substances in Italian. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Substance_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Substance nvarchar(250) Substance contained in pharma 

� Operations 

Read 
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Table: Substances_ES 

� Purpose 

The table contains drug substances in Spanish. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Substance_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Substance nvarchar(250) Substance contained in pharma 

� Operations 

Read 

 

 

5.2.4 Description of the implemented APIs.  

 

5.2.4.1 ASP.NET 

Τhe A.P.I has been developed under the common namespace CHRONIOUS. This provides the 

freedom to access it from each page of the application. The namespace consists of 2 public 

classes: 

� CHRONIOUS_DB  

� CHRONIOUS_UTILITIES 

The above classes are included in the main public class: CHRONIOUS_Controler (File: Controler.cs). 

 

The description of the member classes is as follows: 

 

Class: CHRONIOUS_DB 

� Function: DB_Connect 

Arguments: <String> Data_Base, <String> Host, <String> Instance, <Boolean> Security 

Results: <Boolean> 

Description: This function authenticates the user against the data base and connects to it if the 

credentials are OK. It returns “true” on success and “false” on error. 

� Function: DB_Disconnect 

Arguments: - 

Results: <Boolean> 

Description: This function disconnects the user from the data base. It returns “true” on success and 

“false” on error. 
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� Function: DB_Get_Data 

Arguments: <String> Query 

Results: <DataSet> 

Description: This function executes the query argument to the database and returns a DataSet. 

It returns the DataSet on success and an empty DataSet on error. 

� Function: DB_Exec_Query 

Arguments: <String> Query, <String> Argument 

Results: <String> 

Description: This function executes the query argument to the data base and returns a string. 

It returns “0” if an argument is null and “NULL” on error. 

� Function: DB_Exec_Query_Array 

Arguments: <String> Query, <String> Argument 

Results: <String []> 

Description: This function executes the query argument to the data base and returns a string 

array. It returns an empty string array on error. 

� Function: DB_Auth 

Arguments: <String> User_Name, <String> User_Password 

Results: <Int32> 

Description: This function authenticates the user against the data base. It returns the user id 

on success and “0” if the credentials are wrong or an error has occurred. 

 

Class: CHRONIOUS_UTILITIES 

� Function: Reverse_Date 

Arguments: <String> Any_Str 

Results: <String> 

Description: This function reverses the data base date and time format in order to match the 

UTC data base format. This function is used internally by function DB_Date. It returns the new 

date and time on success and “NULL” on error. 

� Function: DB_Date 

Arguments: <String> Any_Str 

Results: <String> 

Description: This function converts the UTC - Date and Time format to the data base date and 

time format. It returns the new date and time on success and “NULL” on error. 

� Function: Load_Clinician_Calendar_Notes 

Arguments:  <String> Any_Str 

Results:  <String> 

Description: This function loads the notes that correspond to the selected calendar date from 

the data base for the connected clinician. It returns the notes on success and “NULL” on error. 

� Function: Load_Clinician_Appointments 
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Arguments:  <String> Any_Str, <int> Clinician_ID 

Results:  <DataSet> 

Description: This function loads the appointments that correspond to the selected calendar 

date from the data base for the connected clinician. It returns the appointments on success 

and empty DataSet on error. 

� Function: Save_Clinician_Calendar_Notes 

Arguments:   <Int32> Clinician_ID, <String> Any_Date, <String> Any_Str 

Results: <String> 

Description: This function saves the notes that correspond to the selected calendar date to the 

data base for the connected clinician. It returns “ZERO” on success, a predefined phrase if the 

notes are new or null and “NULL” on error. 

 

 

5.2.4.2 JavaScript 

In order to be able to do client side administration and inspect events, JavaScript is used. The most useful 

functions, used throughout the application, are described below: 

� File: misc.js 

Function: clear_value 

Arguments: <HTML> element 

Results: <boolean> 

Description: This function clears the value of a selected HTML element. 

 

Function: clear_value_con 

Arguments: <HTML> element, <string> arg 

Results:  <boolean> 

Description: This function clears the value of a selected HTML element whenever the arg 

matches the current value of this element. 

 

Function: hide_ajax_hint 

Arguments: <HTML>ajax_container,<HTML> ajax_element, <HTML> search_box_element 

Results: - 

Description: This function hides the AJAX hint and sets the selected suggestion value of 

ajax_element to the search_box_ement. 

Function: open_content 

Arguments: <string> content_name 

Results: <boolean> 

Description: This function opens the selected content. 

 

Function: save_content 

Arguments: <string> tab_name 

Results:  <boolean> 

Description: This function saves the currently selected content. 

 

Function:  set_content 
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Arguments: - 

Results: <boolean> 

Description: This function sets open the previously selected content after a post back. 

 

Function:  dyn_disable 

Arguments: element_id 

Results: - 

Description: This function, according to the selected HTML element, enables or disables 

controls that are related to this particular element. 

 

Function:  close_alerts_more 

Arguments: - 

Results: - 

Description: This function is used to close the window that presents the information related to 

the selected patient alert. 

 

Function:  restrict_char 

Arguments: element_id 

Results: - 

Description: This function is used to prevent the user from typing characters in particular 

controls, where only number input is allowed. 

 

Function:  buttons_activation 

Arguments: - 

Results: - 

Description: This function is used to dynamically activate or deactivate buttons that are used 

for navigating through the results of particular pages.  

� File: ajax.js 

Function:  hint_manager 

Arguments: <string> search_str, <string> column 

Results: <boolean> 

Description: This function sends an AJAX request while the user types in a search box and 

shows a list of suggestions. The hint manager shows the list for a minimum of 2 characters in 

the search box and automatically hides the list if the user input is less than 2 characters. 

 

Function:  save_temp_diet_data 

Arguments: <string> template_name 

Results: <boolean> 

Description: This function sends an AJAX request when the user adds and removes food from 

the diet planner page. Temporary data is saved to the database, until the user finally saves the 

new data. 

 

Function:  batch_load_diet_planner 

Arguments: <string> selected_week, <string> selected_day 

Results: <boolean> 
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Description: This function sends an AJAX request when the user changes the selection of week 

or day in the diet planner page. The food data are loaded in the appropriate controls according 

to the saved diet. 

 

Function:  ajax_save_template 

Arguments: <string> is_from_editor, <string> templatename, <string> is_saved_as, <string> 

saved_template_name 

Results: <boolean> 

Description: This function sends an AJAX request to save diet templates to the database. If the 

function is called from the diet template editor page (argument is_from_editor), data is saved 

as template, otherwise, data is saved as diet to the selected patient. The function also checks if 

the user has chosen to save or save as the template (argument is_saved_as). An additional 

check is made in order to ensure that the template name doesn’t already exist in the database. 

If it does, the suffix “_new” is added to the template name. 

 

Function:  clear_temp_template_data 

Arguments: - 

Results: <boolean> 

Description: This function sends an AJAX request in order to delete the temporary saved 

template data from the database. 

 

Function:  load_food_cat 

Arguments: <string> container_id 

Results: <boolean> 

Description: This function sends an AJAX request in order to load food categories in diet 

planner and diet template editor pages. 

 

Function:  load_food_subcat 

Arguments: <string> container_id, <string> selected_food_cat 

Results: <boolean> 

Description: This function sends an AJAX request in order to load food subcategories in diet 

planner and diet template editor pages, depending on the selected food category.  

 

Function:  load_food 

Arguments: <string> container_id, <string> selected_food_subcat 

Results: <boolean> 

Description: This function sends an AJAX request in order to load food list in diet planner and 

diet template editor pages, depending on the selected food subcategory.  
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5.2.5 Technologies (pluggins, frameworks, etc)  

Detailed description of all the technologies used, like what pluggins were used, the 

frameworks 

The application has been developed as an ASP.NET Web Application under Visual Studio 2008 

using the .NET Framework 3.5. In order to add client-side functionality to make the application 

more interactive and responsive, ASP.NET AJAX and JavaScript are used. Finally, to make a user 

friendly environment and achieve maximum functionality, ASP.NET Components from 

DevExpress have been used.  

 

5.2.5.1 ASP.NET Framework 

The .NET Framework provides a consistent object-oriented programming environment 

whether object code is stored and executed locally, executed locally but Internet-distributed, 

or executed remotely. Also, it provides a code-execution environment that promotes safe 

execution of code, including code created by an unknown or semi-trusted third party. Finally, it 

ensures that code based on the .NET Framework can integrate with any other code. 

 

Web applications consist of ASP.NET Web pages which are the programmable user interface. 

An ASP.NET Web page presents information to the user in any browser or client device and 

implements application logic using server-side code. Built on the Microsoft .NET Framework, 

all the benefits of the framework are provided, including a managed environment, type safety, 

and inheritance. 

Web Pages provide flexibility, because there is a capability to add user-created and third party 

controls to them. 

 

5.2.5.2 ASP.NET AJAX 

Microsoft Ajax features enable quick creation of Web pages that provide a rich user experience 

and that include responsive and familiar user interface (UI) elements. Microsoft Ajax includes 

client-script libraries that incorporate cross-browser ECMAScript (JavaScript) and dynamic 

HTML (DHTML) technologies. By using Microsoft Ajax, the user experience and the efficiency of 

Web applications are improved. 

 

Microsoft Ajax applications are compatible with all popular modern Web browsers, including 

Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, and Google Chrome. 

 

5.2.5.3 DevExpress 

The components used from the DevExpress Library are presented below: 

� ASPxGridView 

ASPxGridView is grid library that combines server-side data loading and manipulation, along 

with the high responsiveness of an AJAX-enabled UI. 

All core components that ship within this suite give the ability to update control content using 

callbacks - eliminating the need to re-load the entire page. The ASPxGridView control can be 

easily populated with data by binding to any standard data source type. It exposes a rich set of 
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client-side events. These events are executed on the client side and have been engineered to 

maximize performance. 

� WebChartControl 

WebChartControl is used to build 2D and 3D charting. It includes multiple palettes to 

automatically color the used series, providing a preview of a chart before it is supplied with 

any data. There are so many additional automatic adjustments, making it easier to create a 

smart, professional looking chart. 

 

WebChartControl is extremely flexible, not only with the data it displays, but also in the ways 

that the data can be output. 

� ASPxPopupControl 

The ASPxPopupControl provides the ability to create and use a number of popup windows in 

the web application. Popup windows are a special type of overlapped temporary window that 

appear separately from the application's main window, and are typically used to display quick 

reference information. 

The ASPxPopupControl can store its popup windows in a specific Windows collection. If this 

collection is empty, the ASPxPopupControl represents a single default popup window. In this 

case, the default window's appearance and behavior are defined by settings declared at the 

popup control's level. If the Windows collection is not empty, the popup windows contained in 

the collection can be customized centrally (by using the popup control's settings) or 

individually (via settings available at a window's level). Window level settings override that of 

the control's level. 

� ASPxCalendar 

The ASPxCalendar represents a single-month calendar control that allows end-users to select 

dates and navigate through months and years. 

 

5.2.6 Software Test 

Description of the plan and script test followed to validate the SW and the results. 

The steps followed to do the software test for each page of the application, are described 

below: 

 

5.2.6.1 Search Patients 

1. Select different filters from the drop down list and type the search word in the text box. 

2. Press button “Search” and check if the patients’ grid view show the appropriate results. 

 

5.2.6.2 Diet Profile Editor 

� Create new diet profile 

3. Check if the mechanism which doesn’t allow alphabetic character input works. (Except 

from the textbox that refers to water). 
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4. Check if the delete button is disabled when “New Profile” is selected. 

5. Check if the save button allows saving when there is no profile name entered. 

6. Write the necessary data and save profile. 

7. Check if saved profile name appears in the drop down list with the existing profiles. 

� Load existing diet profile 

1. Change selected profile from drop down list and reselect the previously saved profile in 

order to check if the inserted data appears correctly. 

� Edit existing diet profile 

1. Select an existing diet template from the drop down list. 

2. Add/Remove food. 

3. Click the button “Save Profile” 

4. Change profile selection and reselect the previously saved profile and check if the 

edited data appears correctly. 

� Delete existing diet profile 

1. Select an existing profile from the drop down list. 

2. Press delete button. 

3. Check if the “Delete Confirmation” popup window appears. 

4. Click on button “Yes”. 

5. Check if the selected profile has disappeared from the drop down list. 

 

5.2.6.3 Diet Template Editor 

� Create new diet template 

1. Select food category and check if food sub categories drop down list loads the sub 

categories. 

2. Select food sub category and check if the food drop down list loads the foods. 

3. Select food and check if the cooking style drop down list loads the cooking styles. 

4. Select cooking style and check if the amount textbox is enabled 

5. Enter amount and check if the button “Add food” is enabled. 

6. Select week, day, meal and plan, click on the “Add food” button and check if food 

appears in the appropriate meal content. 

7. Repeat the same steps in order to add food to rest of the dishes, click on button “Save 

Template” and check if the “Template Save Options” popup window appears. 

8. Enter a template name and click the button “Save”. 

9. Check if the entered name appears in the drop down list with the existing templates. 

� Load existing diet template 

1. Change selected template from drop down list and reselect the previously saved 

template in order to check if the inserted data appears correctly. 

� Edit existing diet template 

2. Select an existing diet template from the drop down list. 

3. Add/Remove food. 
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4. Click the button “Save Template” 

5. Enter a template name and press button “Save” 

6. Change template selection and reselect the previously saved template and check if the 

edited data appears correctly. 

� Edit existing diet template and save it as a new one 

1. Select an existing diet template from the drop down list. 

2. Add/Remove food. 

3. Click the button “Save Template” 

4. Enter a template name and press button “Save As” 

5. Check if the entered name appears in the drop down list with the existing templates. 

6. Change template selection and reselect the previously saved template and check if the 

edited data appears correctly. 

� Delete existing diet template 

1. Select an existing diet template from the drop down list. 

2. Press delete button. 

3. Check if the “Delete Confirmation” popup window appears. 

4. Click on button “Yes”. 

5. Check if the selected template has disappeared from the drop down list. 

 

5.2.6.4 Appointment Planner 

� Create new appointment 

1. Check that save is not possible if a patient isn’t selected from the list. 

2. Enter the data needed and click on button “Save”. 

3. Check if the previously inserted data appears in the grid view beneath. 

4. Go to main clinician page and select the date the previously created appointment was 

planned for. Check if the appointment notes appear in the appointments text box. 

� Edit existing appointment 

1. Click on link “Edit” on a particular row from the grid view. 

2. Check if appointment data appear correctly. 

3. Change appointment data and click on “Update” link. 

4. Check if the edited data appears correctly in the grid view. 

� Delete existing appointment 

1. Click on link “Delete” on a particular row from the grid view. 

2. Check if the “Delete Confirmation” popup window appears. 

3. Click on button “Yes”. 

4. Check if the selected appointment has disappeared from the grid view. 
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5.2.6.5 Clinical Data 

� Edit clinical data 

1. Change values on smoking data and comorbidities, checking whether the character 

limit in the text boxes works when pressing button “Save”. 

2. When correct data is inserted, press button “Save” and when page reloads check if the 

previously entered data appear correctly. 

 

5.2.6.6 Food Analysis 

� View total food analysis 

1. Check the table Patient_Food_Save in the database in order to check the dates for 

which there are food data for the selected patient. 

2. Select date and meal and press button “Show”, 

3. Check if the data appearing in the charts correspond to the data existing in the 

database table. 

� View average food analysis 

1. Check the table Patient_Food_Save in the database in order to check the dates for 

which there are food data for the selected patient. 

2. Select dates and meal and press button “Show”, 

3. Check if the data appearing in the charts correspond to the data existing in the 

database table. 

 

5.2.6.7 Diet Planner 

� View diet profile nutrient values for selected patient 

4. Change the diet profile selection from the drop down list and check if minimum and 

maximum values on the table below are calculated correctly according to the selected 

patient’s data (weight, BMI etc.) 

� Create/edit diet plan 

1. Select “Current Diet” from the templates drop down list. Add/remove food as 

described in the diet template editor and check if values are inserted correctly. 

2. Press button “Save Diet”, refresh page and check if the “Current Diet” data are shown 

correctly. 

� Print diet plan 

1. Select “Current Diet” and press button “Print diet plan”, check if the report window 

appears and if the data appearing are correct. 
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5.2.6.8 Drugs Analysis 

� View drug analysis 

1. Check the table Patient_Pharma_Save (for Drugs Analysis) and table 

Non_Scheduled_Medicine_Save (for Non Scheduled Medicine Analysis) in the database 

in order to check the dates for which there are drug intake data for the selected 

patient. 

2. Navigate through weeks by pressing buttons “Previous Week” and “Next Week” and 

check if data from the table appears correctly. 

 

5.2.6.9 Drugs Prescriber 

� Create drug prescription 

1. Check the appropriate table in the database that contains the drugs (table 

Pharma_Brands for Italian drugs and Pharma_Brands_ES for Spanish drugs) for some 

particular drugs. 

2. Type 2 letters in medication text box to check if the previously checked drugs appear in 

the hint below. 

3. Add the remaining data and press button “Save” and check if the inserted prescription 

appears in the grid view below. 

� Edit existing drug prescription 

1. Click on link “Edit” on a particular row from the grid view. 

2. Check if appointment data appear correctly. 

3. Change drug prescription data and click on “Update” link. 

4. Check for the following: 

- If the edited prescription has a start date later than the current date, then the 

drug prescription is edited and a current timestamp is entered to the database. 

- If the edited prescription has a precedent start date, the prescription is 

automatically edited in order to have the same finish date as the current date 

and a new prescription is automatically created to match the new data. 

� Delete existing drug prescription 

1. Click on link “Delete” on a particular row from the grid view. 

2. Check if the “Delete Confirmation” popup window appears. 

3. Click on button “Yes”. 

4. Check if the selected drug prescription has disappeared from the grid view. 

 

5.2.6.10 Activities Analysis 

� View activities analysis 

1. Check the table Patient_Activities_Save in the database in order to check the dates for 

which there are activity data for the selected patient. 

2. Navigate through weeks by pressing buttons “Previous Week” and “Next Week” and 

check if data from the table appears in the charts and grid view correctly. 
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5.2.6.11 Activities Planner 

� Create activity plan 

1. Select activity from the drop down list and check if the intensity drop down list loads 

data correctly according to the table. 

2. Select intensity from the drop down list and check if the duration drop down list loads 

the durations. 

3. Select duration and frequency and check if the calculated “Calories / Session” is correct. 

4. Press button “Save” and check that the inserted activity plan appears in the grid view 

below. 

� Edit existing activity plan 

1. Click on link “Edit” on a particular row from the grid view. 

2. Check if activity data appear correctly. 

3. Change activity data and click on “Update” link. 

4. Check if the edited data appears correctly in the grid view. 

5. Check if recommended daily activity duration and energy expenditure is calculated 

correctly. 

� Delete existing activity plan 

1. Click on link “Delete” on a particular row from the grid view. 

2. Check if the “Delete Confirmation” popup window appears. 

3. Click on button “Yes”. 

4. Check if the selected activity plan has disappeared from the grid view and if the 

recommended daily activity duration and energy expenditure is calculated correctly. 

 

5.2.6.12 Measurements Prescriber 

� Create new measurement prescription 

1. Enter the appropriate data, press button “Save” and check if the new measurement 

prescription appears in the grid view below. 

� Edit existing measurement prescription 

1. Click on link “Edit” on a particular row from the grid view. 

2. Check if measurement data appear correctly. 

3. Change measurement data and click on “Update” link. 

4. Check if the edited data appears correctly in the grid view. 

� Delete existing measurement prescription 

1. Click on link “Delete” on a particular row from the grid view. 

2. Check if the “Delete Confirmation” popup window appears. 

3. Click on button “Yes”. 

4. Check if the selected measurement prescription has disappeared from the grid view. 
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5.2.6.13 Exams Analysis 

� View exams analysis 

1. Check the table Patient_Lab_Exams in the database in order to check the dates for 

which there are exam data for the selected patient. 

2. Navigate through results by pressing buttons “Previous” and “Next” and check if data 

from the table appear correctly. 

� View exams analysis charts 

1. Check the field “Choice” on the rows and press button “Show Chart” and check if the 

chart that appears shows the correct data for the selected days. 

 

5.2.6.14 Questionnaire Analysis 

� View questionnaire results 

1. Check the table Questionnaire_COPD_Save or Questionnaire_CKD_Save according to 

the patient type in the database in order to check the dates for which there are 

questionnaire data for the selected patient. 

2. Navigate through results by pressing buttons “Previous” and “Next” and check if data 

from the table appear correctly. 

 

5.2.6.15 Events 

� View events 

1. Check the table Pharma_Prescriptions, Patient_Device_Measurement_Prescriptions 

and Patient_Lab_Exam_Prescriptions in the database in order to check the dates for 

which there are event data for the selected patient. 

2. Navigate through weeks by pressing buttons “Previous” and “Next” and check if data 

from the tables appear correctly. 

 

5.2.7 References 

1. .NET Framework Conceptual Overview:  

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zw4w595w%28v=VS.90%29.aspx 

2. ASP.NET Web Pages Overview: 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/428509ah%28v=VS.90%29.aspx 

3. Microsoft Ajax: 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee341002%28v=VS.100%29.aspx 

4. DevExpress ASPxGridView: 

http://devexpress.com/Help/?document=ASPxGridView/CustomDocument5823.htm&levelup=true 

5. DevExpress WebChartControl: 

http://www.devexpress.com/Help/?document=XtraCharts/clsDevExpressXtraChartsWebWebChart

Controltopic.htm 

6. DevExpress ASPxPopupControl: 
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http://www.devexpress.com/Help/?document=ASPxperience/clsDevExpressWebASPxPopupContro

lASPxPopupControltopic.htm 

7. DevExpress ASPxCalendar: 

http://www.devexpress.com/Help/?document=ASPxEditors/clsDevExpressWebASPxEditorsASPxCal

endartopic.htm 
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5.3 LABORATORY PERSONNEL GUI 

5.3.1 General Description of the component  

The Laboratory Personnel GUI is designed to assist the medical personnel working in the medical 

laboratories to handle the laboratory data for the patients in the Chronious Study. Patients are 

subject to monthly visits to monitor several hematological and urological indices. The Laboratory 

Personnel GUI offers a user friendly interface to the users to assist them in the insertion of the 

examination data, in a safe and secure manner. The list of the examinations performed by the 

patients is predefined by the Medical Board. This latter list of examinations is linked to the units 

and ranges that are matching the results that are coming out from each of the laboratories that 

will be used for the Chronious Patients.   

 

5.3.2 Detailed Description of the Component 

5.3.2.1 Data Flow 

 

Users that have access to the Laboratory Personnel GUI are accessing it via the central login page. 

Once the user logs in he/she has access to the patients that are already created and are allocated 

to the same institution that this user is working for. 

The user has access to a list of the patients, where he can sort them according to all the aspects of 

the columns presented or also perform a search according to any of the criteria is available to him 

like the name, surname, patient type, city, etc. 
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Figure 48 Laboratory Personnel main screen 

 

Once a patient is selected the available Laboratory Examinations are presented to the user. The 

user then has C.R.U.D. (Create, Read, Update, Delete) access to the examinations that is available 

to him/her. Figure 48 shows the main screen where there is the list of the patients as well as the 

list of the available examinations for this patient, in the Lab Tests section. In the Lab exam section 

there are listed the examinations in chronological order, where the user can “View” the results, 

“Edit” or “Delete” the examinations via the buttons in front of the examinations or even create a 

new one that will correspond to a new measurement that took place in the laboratory. Once the 

“New” button is pressed, a new form is appearing to the user where he/she can add all the 

available examinations for the particular patient. Figure 49 
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Figure 49: Add new examinations results Form 

 

In the New Examination Form the first time that the user is adding examination results for a 

patient he/she also has to complete one more field that corresponds to the institution that the 

patient is registered. This choice will automatically allocate to this patient the ranges and units 

used in the particular Laboratory of the hospital. The pros of this method are that laboratory 

personnel member has only to fill in the numerical value and not also the range and unit. 

Furthermore the Clinicians when reviewing the Laboratory exams of a patient are also presented 

with the correct ranges and units. 

 

5.3.2.2 Database Structure, corresponding to the component. 
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Figure 50: Database Structure for the Laboratory Personnel GUI 
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Table: Institutes 

� Purpose 

The table contains all the institutes for which the lab exams are made. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Institute_ID tinyint The table ID 

Institute_Name nvarchar(50) Institute Name 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Institute_Units_Ranges 

� Purpose 

This table contains the connection between Institutes and measurement units and ranges for 

lab exams used by each of them. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Institute_Unit_Range_ID bigint The table ID 

Institute_ID tinyint Institute ID 

Lab_Exam_ID Tinyint Lab Exam ID 

Range nvarchar(50) Regular range of measurement for selected lab test, 

for the particular Institute 

Measurement_Unit nvarchar(50) Unit used by particular Institute for selected lab test 

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Lab_Exams 

� Purpose 

The table contains the names of the lab exams that are realized by the patients. 

� Design 
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FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Lab_Exam_ID tinyint The table ID 

Lab_Exam_Name nvarchar(50) Lab Exam Name 

Specimen_Type_ID tinyint Specimen Type ID of the particular Lab Exam  

� Operations 

Read 

 

Table: Patient 

� Purpose 

The table contains patient data. The field Clinician_ID indicates the responsible clinician for 

each patient. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

First_Name NVARCHAR(50) First name 

Last_Name NVARCHAR(70) Surname 

BirthDate DATETIME Date and time 

Sex char(1) Sex (f or m) 

Address NVARCHAR(50) Home address 

City NVARCHAR(50) A city 

Country NVARCHAR(50) A country 

Weight REAL Weight in Kg 

Height REAL Height in cm 

PhoneNumber1 NVARCHAR(50) Primary landline phone 

PhoneNumber2 NVARCHAR(50) Secondary landline phone 

PatientType char(1) Patient type 

FirstDiagnosedDate DATETIME First diagnosed date 

ChroniousFirstUse DATETIME Chronious first usage 

ZIP INT Zip Code 

SSN NVARCHAR(50) Social Security Number 

Clinician_ID bigint Responsible clinician ID 

� Operations 

Read 
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Table: Patient_Lab_Exams 

� Purpose 

This table contains the lab exam results for each patient. The field Institute_ID, states the 

Institute for which the lab exams are taken. Every lab exam, has an additional field in order to 

connect it to the Lab_Exams and Institute_Units_Ranges table. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Patient_Lab_Exam_ID bigint The table ID 

Patient_ID bigint Patient ID 

Institute_ID tinyint Institute for which the exam 

results are taken 

Date_Time datetime Date time of the exam 

Timestamp timestamp Timestamp of the exam 

pO2_Hematic_Arterial float pO2 Hematic Arterial exam result 

pO2_Hematic_Arterial_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pO2 Hematic Arterial ID 

pH_Hematic_Arterial float pH Hematic Arterial exam result 

pH_Hematic_Arterial_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pH Hematic Arterial ID 

pCO2_Hematic_Arterial float pCO2 Hematic Arterial exam result 

pCO2_Hematic_Arterial_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pCO2 Hematic Arterial ID 

HCO3_Hematic_Arterial float HCO3 Hematic Arterial exam result 

HCO3_Hematic_Arterial_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint HCO3 Hematic Arterial ID 

pO2_Hematic float pO2 Hematic exam result 

pO2_Hematic_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pO2 Hematic Arterial ID 

pH_Hematic float pH Hematic exam result 

pH_Hematic_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pH Hematic ID 

pCO2_Hematic float pCO2 Hematic exam result 

pCO2_Hematic_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pCO2 Hematic ID 

HCO3_Hematic float HCO3 Hematic exam result 

HCO3_Hematic_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint HCO3 Hematic ID 

White_Blood_Cells float White Blood Cells exam result 

White_Blood_Cells_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint White Blood Cells Hematic ID 

Red_Blood_Cells float Red Blood Cells exam result 

Red_Blood_Cells_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint White_Blood_Cells ID 

Hemoglobin float Hemoglobin exam result 
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Hemoglobin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Hemoglobin ID 

Hematocrit float Hematocrit exam result 

Hematocrit_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Hematocrit ID 

Mean_Cell_Volume float Mean Cell Volume exam result 

Mean_Cell_Volume_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Mean Cell Volume ID 

Platelet_Count float Platelet Count exam result 

Platelet_Count_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Platelet Count ID 

Glycosylated_Hemoglobin float Glycosylated Hemoglobin exam 

result 

Glycosylated_Hemoglobin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Glycosylated Hemoglobin ID 

Estimated_Creatinine_Clearance float Estimated Creatinine Clearance 

exam result 

Estimated_Creatinine_Clearance_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Estimated Creatinine Clearance ID 

Urea float Urea exam result 

Urea_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urea ID 

Creatinine float Creatinine exam result 

Creatinine_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Creatinine ID 

Glucose float Glucose exam result 

Glucose_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Glucose ID 

Urate float Urate exam result 

Urate_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urate ID 

Sodium float Sodium exam result 

Sodium_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Sodium ID 

Potassium float Potassium exam result 

Potassium_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Potassium ID 

Chloride float Chloride exam result 

Chloride_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Chloride ID 

Calcium float Calcium exam result 

Calcium_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Calcium ID 

Phosphorus float Phosphorus exam result 

Phosphorus_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Phosphorus ID 

Magnesium float Magnesium exam result 

Magnesium_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Magnesium ID 

Albumin float Albumin exam result 
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Albumin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Albumin ID 

Total_Protein float Total Protein exam result 

Total_Protein_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Total ProteiID 

Total_Cholesterol float Total Cholesterol exam result 

Total_Cholesterol_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Total Cholesterol ID 

HDL_Cholesterol float HDL Cholesterol exam result 

HDL_Cholesterol_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint HDL Cholesterol ID 

LDL_Cholesterol float LDL Cholesterol exam result 

LDL_Cholesterol_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint LDL Cholesterol ID 

Triglycerides float Triglycerides exam result 

Triglycerides_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Triglycerides ID 

Transferrin float Transferrin exam result 

Transferrin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Transferrin ID 

Parathyroid_Hormone float Parathyroid Hormone exam result 

Parathyroid_Hormone_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Transferrin ID 

Ferritin float Ferritin exam result 

Ferritin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Ferritin ID 

Iron float Iron exam result 

Iron_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Iron ID 

Folate float Folate exam result 

Folate_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Folate ID 

Vitamin_B12 float Vitamin_B12 exam result 

Vitamin_B12_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Vitamin_B12 ID 

[25_Hydroxyvitamin_D] float 25 Hydroxyvitamin D exam result 

[25_Hydroxyvitamin_D_Lab_Exam_ID] tinyint 25 Hydroxyvitamin D ID 

Prothrombin_Time float Prothrombin_Time exam result 

Prothrombin_Time_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint 25 Hydroxyvitamin D ID 

Partial_Thromboplastin_Time float Partial Thromboplastin Time exam 

result 

Partial_Thromboplastin_Time_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Partial Thromboplastin Time ID 

Volume float Volume exam result 

Volume_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Volume ID 

pH_Urine float pH Urine exam result 
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pH_Urine_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pH Urine ID 

Glucose_Urine float Glucose Urine exam result 

Glucose_Urine_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Glucose Urine ID 

Protein float Protein exam result 

Protein_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Protein ID 

Blood float Blood exam result 

Blood_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Blood ID 

Nitrite float Nitrite exam result 

Nitrite_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Nitrite ID 

Specific_Gravity float Specific Gravity exam result 

Specific_Gravity_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Specific Gravity ID 

Leukocytes float Leukocytes exam result 

Leukocytes_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Leukocytes ID 

Red_Blood_Cells_Urine float Red Blood Cells Urine exam result 

Red_Blood_Cells_Urine_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Red Blood Cells Urine ID 

Bacteria float Bacteria exam result 

Bacteria_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Bacteria ID 

Urinary_Sodium_24h float Urinary Sodium 24h exam result 

Urinary_Sodium_24h_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urinary Sodium 24h ID 

Urinary_Potassium_24h float Urinary Potassium 24h exam result 

Urinary_Potassium_24h_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urinary Potassium 24h ID 

Urinary_Protein_24h float Urinary Protein 24h exam result 

Urinary_Protein_24h_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urinary Potassium 24h ID 

Microalbuminuria float Microalbuminuria exam result 

Microalbuminuria_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Microalbuminuria ID 

Alanine_Transaminase float Alanine Transaminase exam result 

Alanine_Transaminase_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Alanine Transaminase ID 

Aspartate_Transaminase float Aspartate Transaminase exam 

result 

Aspartate_Transaminase_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Aspartate Transaminase ID 

Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase float Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase 

exam result 

Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase ID 

Alkaline_Phosphatase float Alkaline Phosphatase exam result 
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Alkaline_Phosphatase_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase ID 

� Operations 

Create, Read, Update, Delete 

 

Table: Specimen_Types 

� Purpose 

The table contains specimen types of lab exams. 

� Design 

FIELD DATA TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Specimen_Type_ID tinyint The table ID 

Specimen_Type NVARCHAR(50) Specimen type of lab exams 

� Operations 

Read 

 

 

5.3.3 Description of the implemented APIs.  

5.3.3.1 ASP.NET 

Τhe A.P.I has been developed under the common namespace CHRONIOUS. This provides the 

freedom to access it from each page of the application. The namespace consists of 2 public 

classes: 

� CHRONIOUS_DB  

� CHRONIOUS_UTILITIES 

The above classes are included in the main public class: CHRONIOUS_Controler (File: Controler.cs). 

 

The description of the member classes is as follows: 

Class: CHRONIOUS_DB 

� Function: DB_Connect 

Arguments: <String> Data_Base, <String> Host, <String> Instance, <Boolean> Security 

Results: <Boolean> 

Description: This function authenticates the user against the data base and connects to it if the 

credentials are OK. It returns “true” on success and “false” on error. 

� Function: DB_Disconnect 

Arguments: - 

Results: <Boolean> 
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Description: This function disconnects the user from the data base. It returns “true” on success 

and “false” on error. 

� Function: DB_Get_Data 

Arguments: <String> Query 

Results: <DataSet> 

Description: This function executes the query argument to the database and returns a DataSet. 

It returns the DataSet on success and an empty DataSet on error. 

� Function: DB_Exec_Query 

Arguments: <String> Query, <String> Argument 

Results: <String> 

Description: This function executes the query argument to the data base and returns a string. 

It returns “0” if an argument is null and “NULL” on error. 

� Function: DB_Exec_Query_Array 

Arguments: <String> Query, <String> Argument 

Results: <String []> 

Description: This function executes the query argument to the data base and returns a string 

array. It returns an empty string array on error. 

� Function: DB_Auth 

Arguments: <String> User_Name, <String> User_Password 

Results: <Int32> 

Description: This function authenticates the user against the data base. It returns the user id 

on success and “0” if the credentials are wrong or an error has occurred. 

Class: CHRONIOUS_UTILITIES 

� Function: Reverse_Date 

Arguments: <String> Any_Str 

Results: <String> 

Description: This function reverses the data base date and time format in order to match the 

UTC data base format. This function is used internally by function DB_Date. It returns the new 

date and time on success and “NULL” on error. 

� Function: DB_Date 

Arguments: <String> Any_Str 

Results: <String> 

Description: This function converts the UTC - Date and Time format to the data base date and 

time format. It returns the new date and time on success and “NULL” on error. 

� Function: Load_Clinician_Calendar_Notes 

Arguments:  <String> Any_Str 

Results:  <String> 

Description: This function loads the notes that correspond to the selected calendar date from 

the data base for the connected clinician. It returns the notes on success and “NULL” on error. 
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� Function: Load_Clinician_Appointments 

Arguments:  <String> Any_Str, <int> Clinician_ID 

Results:  <DataSet> 

Description: This function loads the appointments that correspond to the selected calendar 

date from the data base for the connected clinician. It returns the appointments on success 

and empty DataSet on error. 

� Function: Save_Clinician_Calendar_Notes 

Arguments:   <Int32> Clinician_ID, <String> Any_Date, <String> Any_Str 

Results: <String> 

Description: This function saves the notes that correspond to the selected calendar date to the 

data base for the connected clinician. It returns “ZERO” on success, a predefined phrase if the 

notes are new or null and “NULL” on error. 

 

5.3.3.2 JavaScript 

In order to be able to do client side administration and inspect events, JavaScript is used. The 

most useful functions, used throughout the application, are described below: 

� File: misc.js 

Function:  set_content 

Arguments: - 

Results: <boolean> 

Description: This function sets open the previously selected content after a post back. 

 

Function: open_content 

Arguments: <string> content_name 

Results: <boolean> 

Description: This function opens the selected content. 

 

 

5.3.4 Technologies (pluggins, frameworks, etc)  

Detailed description of all the technologies used, like what pluggins were used, the 

frameworks 

The application has been developed as an ASP.NET Web Application under Visual Studio 2008 

using the .NET Framework 3.5. In order to add client-side functionality to make the application 

more interactive and responsive, ASP.NET AJAX and JavaScript are used. Finally, to make a user 

friendly environment and achieve maximum functionality, ASP.NET Components from 

DevExpress have been used.  

 

5.3.4.1 ASP.NET Framework 

The .NET Framework provides a consistent object-oriented programming environment 

whether object code is stored and executed locally, executed locally but Internet-distributed, 

or executed remotely. Also, it provides a code-execution environment that promotes safe 
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execution of code, including code created by an unknown or semi-trusted third party. Finally, it 

ensures that code based on the .NET Framework can integrate with any other code. 

 

Web applications consist of ASP.NET Web pages which are the programmable user interface. 

An ASP.NET Web page presents information to the user in any browser or client device and 

implements application logic using server-side code. Built on the Microsoft .NET Framework, 

all the benefits of the framework are provided, including a managed environment, type safety, 

and inheritance. 

Web Pages provide flexibility, because there is a capability to add user-created and third party 

controls to them. 

 

5.3.4.2 DevExpress 

The components used from the DevExpress Library are presented below: 

� ASPxGridView 

ASPxGridView is grid library that combines server-side data loading and manipulation, along 

with the high responsiveness of an AJAX-enabled UI. 

All core components that ship within this suite give the ability to update control content using 

callbacks - eliminating the need to re-load the entire page.  

 

The ASPxGridView control can be easily populated with data by binding to any standard data 

source type. It exposes a rich set of client-side events. These events are executed on the client 

side and have been engineered to maximize performance. 

 

 

5.3.5 Software Test 

The steps followed to do the software test for each page of the application, are described 

below: 

 

5.3.5.1 Search Patients 

3. Select different filters from the drop down list and type the search word in the text box. 

4. Press button “Search” and check if the patients’ grid view show the appropriate results. 

 

5.3.5.2 View results 

5. Check the table Patient_Lab_Exams in the database in order to check the patients that 

have lab results data. 

6. Select one of these patients and check if the data that appears in the grid view below 

are correct. 

7. Check that the drop down list with the institutes has the correct institute selected. 
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5.3.5.3 Create new results 

8. Select the institute from the drop down list for which the results will be created. Click 

on the “New” link from the grid view. 

9. Insert the appropriate data in the date selection and the lab exam text boxes. 

10. Press link “Update” and check if the new inserted values appear in the grid view. 

 

5.3.5.4 Edit existing results 

11. Click on link “Edit” on a particular row from the grid view. 

12. Check if lab results data appear correctly. 

13. Change lab results data and click on “Update” link. 

14. Check if the edited data appears correctly in the grid view. 

 

 

5.4 PDA GUI 

5.4.1 General Description of the component  

The PDA GUI (graphical user interface) is one of two interfaces that are available to the 

Chronious user. The PDA GUI is the mobile alternative to the Home Patient Monitor (HPM), 

see Chapter 5.5 HPM GUI. The PDA GUI comprises the following basic principles: 

• Screen resolution: The screen resolution for the development of the PDA is 800x400.  

• The PDA GUI is an abstracted version of the HPM GUI: The functionalities of data 

entry is abstracted and adapted to the boundaries and context of mobile interfaces.  

• The main purpose of the PDA GUI is data entry: Due to the limited possibilities of 

mobile interfaces in terms of data visualization (= smaller screen sizes) the PDA GUI 

only provides data input screens.  

• Interface design elements for older users: To ensure the usability for older users and 

their background (e.g. technology know-how, etc.) the interface design elements 

base on guidelines for (mobile) touch interfaces (e.g. button and text sizes). 

 

5.4.2 Subcomponents 

The PDA GUI comprises the following sub components: 

• PDA Food intake: The PDA Interface provides a process (= a sequence interface 

screens) that allows the patient to enter 

o Single Nutrition Items (Bread, cheese, etc.): The user can browse the food 

database and select and add single nutrition items.  

o Recommended Nutrition Items: The user can choose out of various 

recommended foods (that were manually defined). 
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• PDA Activity management: The users can select and specify particular physical 

activities (training).  

• PDA Questionnaire: The user can complete a fixed questionnaire comprising several 

questions concerning his/her disease.  

• PDA Drug Intake: The user can specify his/her drug intake for the following 

categories: 

o Prescribed drugs: Drug intake that follows a list of prescribed drugs 

o Other drugs (that are not prescribed): Drugs that are taken that are not on 

the list of prescribed drugs. 

 

 

 

Figure 51: PDA GUI start screen: basic screen structure of the PDA GUI 

 

5.4.3 Detailed Description of the Component 

Description of the software features, constraints, interfaces and other attributes. 

 

5.4.3.1 Data Flow 

The data flow diagram describes the various modules of the PDA GUI as well as the data 

sources for those modules. The PDA includes the following components.  

• Processes 

o PDA start screen 

o Food intake 

o Activities 

Navigation 

Header 

Content 
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o Drug intake 

o Questionnaires 

• Database/Data file 

o Patient Data 

o Food DB 

o Activity DB 

o Drug DB 

 

 

Figure 52: Data flow diagram (PDA) 

 

The data flow mainly consists of the Chronious user inputting data that is saved in the 

patient data and the system that gives recommendations to the Chronious user.  

 

PDA Food intake: The food data input process comprises the following sub-steps (see 

selected screens for these steps in the figures below): 

1. Selection of daytime (of food consumption) 

2. Selection of main category 

3. Selection of sub categories (of main category) 

4. Selection of food 

5. Selection of cooking style (if applicable) 

6. Specification of amount of food  

7. Summary and confirmation of defined data 
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Figure 53: PDA GUI screens: Selected example screen of Food intake data input process 

 

To the current status the final layout of the activity management PDA GUI may be subject to 

slight alteration.   

 

PDA Activity management: The activity data input process follows the following steps: 

1. Selection of type of activity 

2. Selection of intensity with that the activity was performed 

3. Define the duration of the activity 

4. Select comments that describe the activity 

5. Summary and confirmation of the activity data input 

1 2 

4 

3 

7 
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Figure 54: PDA GUI screens: Selected example screen of Food intake data input process 

 

To the current status the final layout of the activity management PDA GUI may be subject to 

slight alteration.   

 

PDA Questionnaire: The Questionnaire data input process follows the following steps: 

1. Select questionnaire type (will be removed in the final version) 

2. Answer questions (multiple choice) 

3. Finalize data entry and confirm data input 
 

 

  

Figure 55: PDA GUI screens: Selected example screen of questionnaire data input process 

1 5 

2 3 
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To the current status the final layout of the activity management PDA GUI may be subject to 

slight alteration.   

 

PDA Drug Intake (by the example of “other drugs” intake): The drug intake data input 

process follows the following steps: 

1. Select drug that is taken (out of list presented) 

2. Define the quantity (“dosage”) and intake time of the drug taken 

3. Finalize data entry and confirm data input 

 

 

   

 

  

Figure 56: PDA GUI screens: Selected example screen of drug intake data input process 

 

3 

1 2 
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This process describes the data input process for “other drugs”. The input process for other drug 

intake process is similar in some minor points. To the current status the final layout of the activity 

management PDA GUI may be subject to slight alteration.   

 

5.4.4 Description of the implemented APIs.  

The design and development of the PDA GUI is in collaboration with WP8 Chronious 

Monitoring Framework Task 8.3 Patient Inputted Data, thus the implemented APIs will be 

presented in D8.1 Chronious Monitoring Framework, to avoid redundancies and interference 

between the deliverables. 

 

5.4.5 Technologies (pluggins, frameworks, etc)  

The following technologies were used to develop the PDA GUI: 

• Windows Mobile 6.5: Operating System running on the PDA device 

• Windows Mobile 6 SDK: Development framework that was used to develop the 

Graphical GUI elements 

• Adobe InDesign: Development of interaction elements (e.g. button style and layout) 

 

5.4.6 Software Test 

No specific software testing was conducted for graphical PDA GUI design and PDA GUI 

elements.  

 

 

5.5 HPM GUI 

5.5.1 General Description of the component  

The HPM GUI (graphical user interface) is one of two interfaces that are available to the 

Chronious user. The HPM GUI is the main interface for the Chronious User for data entries.  

The HPM GUI comprises the following basic principles: 

• Provide GUI modules to the Chronious user for different types of data entries. 

• Provide feedback modules to the patient that displays results of data analysis by the 

Chronious system (e.g. analysis and interpretation of his/her food consumption). 

Further, the Chronious user is able to browse in his/her own history using a calendar 

module (e.g. check yesterday’s food consumption analysis results). 
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• Interface design elements for older users: To ensure the usability for older users and 

their background (e.g. technology know-how, etc.) the interface design elements 

base on guidelines for touch screen interfaces (e.g. button and text sizes).  

 

5.5.2 Subcomponents 

The HPM GUI comprises the following sub components: 

• HPM Food intake GUI: The Home Patient Monitor (HPM) Interface provides a process 

(= a sequence interface screens) that allows the patient to enter 

o Specify and define “self-defined” dishes (out of various individual foods).  

o Single Nutrition Items (these are foods like bread, cheese, etc.): The user can 

browse the food database and select and add single nutrition items.  

o Recommended Nutrition Items: The user can choose out of various 

recommended foods (that were manually defined). 

• HPM Activity management GUI: The user is provided a management tool to manage 

and track his/her physical activity. 

o The users can select and specify particular physical activities (training) and 

define the duration and intensity of that activity. 

o The user can access and see the recommendation according to his/her 

individual training schedule. 

o The user can access his/her own activity history and get feedback and status 

in reference to the recommended activities. 

• HPM Questionnaire GUI: The user can complete a fixed questionnaire comprising 

several questions concerning his/her disease.  

• HPM Drug Intake GUI: The user can specify his/her drug intake for the following 

categories: 

o Prescribed drugs: Drug intake that follows a list of prescribed drugs 

o Other drugs (that are not prescribed): Drugs that are taken that are not on 

the list of prescribed drugs.  

o Pill-out tool: the Chronious user can check the type and amount of drugs that 

the user should take with him/her for a specific time (e.g. for the duration of 

a journey).  
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The following screen describes the basic layout of the HPM GUI screens. The example of the 

start screen of the HPM GUI is given. All other GUI screens stick to that basic layout and 

screen structure.  

 

 

 

Figure 57: Example of graphical layout of the HPM start screen and basic screen structure. Note that this is not the 

final version of the HPM interface layout but an early screen layout and further that this layout is subject to alteration. 

 

5.5.3 Detailed Description of the Component 

Description of the software features, constraints, interfaces and other attributes. 

 

5.5.3.1 Data Flow 

The data flow diagram describes the various modules of the PDA as well as the data sources 

for those modules. The HPM includes the following components 

• Processes 

o HPM start screen 

o Food intake 

o Activities 

Navigation 

Header 

Content 
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o Drug intake 

o Questionnaires 

• Database/Data file 

o Patient Data 

o Food DB 

o Activity DB 

o Drug DB 

 

Figure 58: Data flow diagram (HPM) 

 

The data flow mainly consists of the Chronious user inputting data that is then saved as 

patient data and the system giving recommendations (based on the specific data bases) and 

well as feedback (based on the patient data) to the Chronious user. 

 

HPM Food intake: The food data input process comprises the following sub-steps (see screen 

layout and related steps as marked in the figure below): 

1. Selection of daytime (of food consumption) 

2. Selection of main category 

3. Selection of sub categories (of main category) 

4. Selection of food 

5. Selection of cooking style (if applicable) 
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6. Specification of amount of food  

7. Confirmation of defined data 

 

 

 

Figure 59: Example of graphical layout of the HPM food data input screen. Note that this is not the final version of the 

HPM interface layout but an early screen layout and further that this layout is subject to alteration. 

 

HPM Activity management: The activity data input process follows the following steps: 

1. Selection of type of activity 

2. Selection of intensity with that the activity was performed 

3. Select one out of different comments that describe the activity 

4. Define the duration of the activity 

5. Confirm the activity data input 

To the current status the final layout of the activity management HPM GUI elements are not 

yet available.  

 

HPM Questionnaire: The Questionnaire data input process follows the following steps: 

2 3 4 5 6 

1 7 
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1. Select questionnaire type (will be removed in the final version) 

2. Answer questions (multiple choice) 

3. Finalize data entry and confirm data input 

 

To the current status the final layout of the activity management HPM GUI elements are not 

yet available.  

 

HPM Drug Intake (by the example of “other drugs” intake): The drug intake data input 

process follows the following steps: 

1. Select drug that is taken (out of list presented) 

2. Define the quantity of the drug taken 

3. Select the intake time of the drug taken 

4. Finalize data entry and confirm data input 

 

This process describes the data input process for “other drugs”. The data input process of 

“prescribed drug” intake is similar to this process (with some minor differences). To the 

current status the final layout of the activity management HPM GUI elements are not yet 

available.  

5.5.4 Description of the implemented APIs.  

The design and development of the HPM GUI is in collaboration with WP8 Chronious 

Monitoring Framework Task 8.3 Patient Inputted Data, thus the implemented APIs will be 

presented in D8.1 Chronious Monitoring Framework, to avoid redundancies and interference 

between the deliverables. 

 

5.5.5 Technologies (pluggins, frameworks, etc)  

The following technologies were used to develop the HPM GUI: 

• Windows Presentation Forms (WPF) 

• Expression Blend: Blend 3 

• Adobe InDesign: Development of interaction elements (e.g. button style and layout) 

 

5.5.6 Software Test 

No specific software testing was conducted for graphical HPM GUI design and GUI elements.  
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Initial screen layout and concepts were evaluated with 11 users that were similar to the 

Chronious target user group. The aim was to identify potential usability problems in the 

HPM approach at that stage of the project. The identified problems were recorded and 

considered in the further development of the HPM GUI interface. In this test the food data 

input and drug data input process was evaluated, other parts of the interfaces were not 

considered in the evaluation. However, as the interface development sticks to the same 

guidelines and process, the findings could be transferred and used by other interface 

developments of the HPM GUI as well.  Major findings are described below: 

Basic results: The horizontal layout of the process was understood by the test participants. 

Sizes of buttons and general screen layout was perceived and observed as understandable 

and usable for older users. The following excerpts document some of the findings of this 

qualitative prototype evaluation.  

 

 

 

Figure 60: Food overview layout in an early stage prototype. Brackets describe the number positive and negative 

observations during the test in reference to the total number of test participants. 
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Figure 61: Food Input layout as early stage prototype. Brackets describe the number positive and negative 

observations during the test in reference to the total number of test participants. 

 

 

 

Figure 62: Food Input layout as early stage prototype. Brackets describe the number positive and negative 

observations during the test in reference to the total number of test participants. 
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6 INTERCOMMUNICATION DEVELOPMENT 

6.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPONENT  

Intercommunication module is one of the core modules of Chronious platform. Its main mission is 

to handle messages between different platforms of the Chronious system (patient home monitor, 

Patient digital assistant, and central server), regardless where modules lie in the Chronious system 

architecture. For other modules, Communication component layer appear as service with 

functions exposed on the application interface. As we will see later in the detailed description 

chapter, there are different interfaces across the communication module architecture, such as 

DLLs, web services, or windows services.  

This component has no user (patient) interface, only the Administration interface and 

configuration files, where system administrator or developer can manage modules’ information – 

type, communication; message routing paths – connections, addresses, network environment; 

process plugins and parameters, and  other parameters needed in component runtime. 

On the next figure we will explain the general deployment architecture of the communication 

module, while more details will be described in the later chapters: 

 

Figure 63: Deployment architecture 

 

On the figure you can see three main components of the chronious deployed model. It is HPM – 

patient home monitor, PDA – patient digital assistant, and CS – central server. As we said in the 

beginning, inside the deployment architecture the communication component have to join 

modules from different parts of the architecture. In fact, there will be more than one instance of 

the communication module, one on each part of the architecture – on the HPM, PDA and CS. 

Services on the HPM and PDA will be more or less the same, which means that it will have the 

same functionality and API, but technologies used for development will be different as the .NET 

compact framework and .NET framework for x86 support different development ways and 

technologies.  Both instances of communication modules will have different configurations. On the 
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CS there will be special application which will communicate trough Communication component 

layer web service. This web service will process all the messages from the Chronious system, 

particularly from PDA and HPM (but also from other Chronious modules) On the Figure 63 you can 

see the intercommunication architecture: HPM will communicate with PDA trough Bluetooth 

module, ensure that databases on both devices contain the most current data. On specified time 

then, ling from PDA to CS will open on regular TCP/IP protocol through GPRS/EDGE to send all the 

messages from message store (will be detailed later) to central server. 

Why the Home patient monitor and server has the same communication module, but the PDA has 

not? In the next paragraph we will answer this question. 

 

Communication component on x86 architecture computers 

As we stated before, the Communication component layer will be based on service oriented 

architecture, and will run on the server as web-service. This web service will have exposed the 

same functionality for all other modules, and internal interfaces used for communication between 

instances of the module. In general, there will be one main functionality named 

ProcessMessage(XMLEnvelopedData). Using this function all the messages will be processed, 

which means delivered to target modules, saved to database, or error report will be returned back 

to source. (For detailed description of the functions please see specific paragraph below). 

On the HPM the communication module service is developed as windows service, which is not so 

comfortable for other modules to communicate with. For this reason we added one DLL which 

should create common interface to all the functionality on the HPM.  

Communication component on PDA  

On the PDA situation is different. There is no web service which can run on PDA, so this part of the 

Communication component layer needs to be created different way. It will be normal service 

running all the time on PDA, checking and waiting for connection from Home patient monitor 

communication component. This connection is written as Bluetooth connection between Home 

patient monitor and PDA. Trough this connection HPM will send enveloped messages to PDA, and 

Communication component on PDA then unwrap message and send it to message store, target 

module in PDA, or to the server side of the Communication component, which will do the same on 

server.  

Another difference between these two parts of Communication component layer is security check. 

As we will see in next paragraphs, Communication component layer should check security 

information in the case situation requires it. On the PDA we will use security from the Home 

patient monitor communication component as for the module authentication.  
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6.2 SUBCOMPONENTS 

 

Three instances 

As we stated before and as was demonstrated in the Figure 63: Deployment architecture, there 

will be three instances of the communication module across the Chronious platform. Although all 

the three instances provide similar functionality, in the next chapters we will see that each 

instance has different sub-components and internal structure. On the next figure, which will be 

referenced in next chapters, we can see the overall internal architecture of the communication 

service module: 

 

Figure 64: Internal architecture 

 

In the figure you can see internal architecture of the communication component layer. All three 

instances are depicted on one picture for better understanding of the module's functionality as a 

whole. Now we will describe the communication component's internal parts, and later we will 

elaborate the three instances in more detail. 

As we described in previous chapters, Chronious modules will contact web service interface, or 

application interface. Then, message is saved in queue, and passed to the parser. Message 

processor can process directly the data inside the message according to message content, by using 

pre-configured functions as requested in the time of development. Future update of the message 

processor is available. Then it calls security functions and database processor, and all information 

then stores in outgoing queue. Interface then call target module and message is removed from 

queue. 
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6.2.1.1 Service interface 

In one of previous chapter we have stated that there is more than one interface in communication 

module. It is caused by the PDA and Bluetooth connectivity. Now, we have three interfaces as 

follows:  

Web service – communicating trough TCP/IP protocol, runs on the central server. Can be used by 

any module for calling functionality from Communication component layer. This is the easiest way 

how to communicate with central server. 

Windows service – is available on both PDA and HPM, though it is the main interface of the 

component it is not intended for public use and should be used trough application interface of the 

PDA or HPM. In some rare cases it can be used also by other modules. 

Bluetooth – exists on PDA and is implemented on home patient monitor. It secures 

communication between PDA and home patient monitor. Will be used on predefined intervals, or 

after the urgent message is sent trough special function. 

Application interface – is implemented on PDA and on HPM for other modules that run on the 

PDA or HPM. Will not be exposed to outside, all requests from the outside are handled by the 

communication layer on the Bluetooth interface. 

 

6.2.1.2 Message queues 

In the incoming message queue all the incoming messages will be saved before processing. This 

part of the communication component is necessary in the case that system resources are not free 

for message processing for any reason (other modules is consuming all resources, another 

messages are being processed, etc). After the communication service is ready, it read one message 

based on priority, and process it.  

Outgoing message queue is similar to incoming. All messages waiting for delivery are stored there. 

It is important in the time when the communication line is not accessible, or the component is 

waiting for scheduled data transfer. At that moment all messages are picked up and sent to the 

target module. 

 

6.2.1.3 Message parser 

Message parser is responsible for message header parsing, from which it can take information 

what we need to do with the message. After that information is extracted, all data needed for the 

message processing are extracted as well according to the process description. Below you can read 

about the parser configuration in more detail. 
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6.2.1.4 Message processor 

Message processor will get the message parsed with all the data needed for message processing 

from the parser. According to these data it will then call functionality needed. Example of such a 

process is data storing message, which will be described in next chapter. Again, for the detailed 

information about message processor you can read more in the chapter below.  

 

6.2.1.5 Database processor 

Database processor is one of the built-in processors for the messages. According to the 

information in the message header it will get all the information about database connection, 

configuration, and other details to be able to save the data from the message directly into the 

database specified.  

 

6.3 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPONENT 

 

In the Figure 65: Basic data flow you can see the main concept of the message flow between the 

communication component and other modules in the project.  
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Figure 65: Basic data flow 

 

First, the message is composed by the Source module. In the communication component, based 

on the data from local repository, the message is processed and then sent to recipient if there is 

any. After successful processing, or return message from the recipient, return message is 

composed and sent back to the source module, or to other module which is specified as return call 

in the message, as we will see in message creation chapter. 
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1) First, the message is composed by the Source module. Source module will send message 

with information for Communication component layer – to which module the message is 

assigned, which functionality from the module have to be used, and, if applicable, security 

information. Second part of the message will be main data for the target module. (for more 

information about message composition please see special chapter below) This message will be 

sent to exposed interface, which will be web-service based or application interface respectively.  

2) Communication component then get architecture and configuration data from Local 

repository, and, if needed, process the message. This process can be security based, ie certificate 

and electronic signature check, or encrypting the message in the case it will be demanded by the 

transfer line and/or by the source module. Or other processing may be required directly on the 

message data, such as threshold check. 

3) Recipient module location in the computer network is evaluated using the Architecture 

data and line to the recipient is checked. If the line is not through, message is stored in outgoing 

store. In the case of urgent message error is sent back to source module. After some amount of 

time (calculated by the source module) the source module could try to send the message again.  

4) Connection with the Target module is established, exposed functionality is called and 

message with data is sent to it. Target module then process data as needed, and if in this process 

some answer data is created it will be sent back to Communication component as Returned 

message.  

5) According to Returned message content two events may occur:  

a) Returned message is again processed if needed (the same process as in point 2) and sent 

back to module specified as Return Call module in the message. Return call module can be 

the same as source module. Data flow ends at this point. 

b) If no returned message is sent back to Communication component layer, only the state 

message will be sent back to specified as Return Call module in the message. Return call 

module can be the same as source module ( state can be for example “message sent and 

received by target module”) Data flow ends at this point. 

 

6.3.1.1 Data for other components 

Other components can only see the instance on their machine and call it on the specified 

interface. All the data which will be sent to other component then are: 

• parts of the database in the case of database synchronization,  

• messages with data from other modules 

• state and/or error messages 

All these messages are enveloped in XML, as you can see in specific chapter about messages and 

their formats. 
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6.3.2 Detailed description of the instances 

6.3.2.1 PDA 

As we can see, the internal structure of the PDA instance have some special subcomponents. DLL 

library interface is used by other modules to easy access to all functionality in the communication 

interface. 

 

Figure 66: PDA instance internal structure 

 

Windows service is the main core of communication service, where all submodules are located. 

The PDA instance has two communication gateways: 

• Bluetooth listener and sender 

• TCP/IP to central server 

In general, the PDA instance is waiting for connection from HPM on Bluetooth link. As soon as the 

two devices are close enough to initialize Bluetooth connection, the PDA instance will ask HPM 

instance for database update, and receive any messages from the HPM message store. Then it 

looks inside its own message store, and in the case any message for HPM is there, it is sent to the 

HPM.  

On the specified interval the windows service core starts the communication with central server. 

All messages form message store addressed to the central server are read, and sent to the central 

server instance where they are processed, as we will see below. Also, the database synchronizer 

read the configuration data and based on it the database synchronization message is prepared and 

sent to the central server. All messages from the central server are received and stored for 

processing.  
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Messages received are parsed, and in the case they have to continue to the central server, they 

are stored with their attributes in the message store. The message store, as we can see, is playing 

the role of incoming and outgoing message queue. In the case message needs to be stored inside 

the database or sent to one of the PDA’s modules, it is processed by the message processor and 

then sent to respective connector. Any returning message such as state message from the 

database or error messages are again stored in the message store as outgoing, and in the case 

desired connection exists, immediately sent to the target.  

 

6.3.2.2 HPM 

On the patient home monitor the situation is similar to the PDA internal structure. Again, all the 

messages from HPM modules are gathered from the DLL application interface.  

 

Figure 67: HPM instance internal structure 

The HPM instance has only Bluetooth gateway to the PDA. The Bluetooth connector submodule 

inside the windows service core is periodically checking the PDA Bluetooth link, and in the case the 

link is available, initiates the connection. All the messages from message store are then sent to the 

PDA. The process is the same as for PDA, so for more details you may refer to previous chapter. 

 

6.3.2.3 CS 

On the central server instance all the logic is located inside the web service, which is also the 

interface for other modules, whether they are located on the CS or outside. All requests come 

through this gateway.  
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Figure 68: CS instance internal structure 

 

The significant difference is message processor, which is used not only for preparing the message 

for storing it to the database or send to other module, but it can actually process the data inside 

the message, and pass it to third applications or plug-ins.  

Message processing is similar to other two instances, after connection with PDA is established on 

TCP/IP, the central server will extract all messages for the PDA with specific patient ID, and send 

them there. Also the database synchronizer must select only the database parts with regards to 

patient ID of the connected PDA. 

6.3.3 Repositories. 

The communication component is using several repositories across the project and its deployment 

schema. First repositories vital to the communication service run are the configuration 

repositories. These repositories are not available for public access, and can be only accessed by 

the administrator of the system, and by the communication service core. 

6.3.3.1 Configuration data 

All data needed for the Communication component layer instance will be stored using XML 

documents repository and SQLite repository. It will differ for the central server Com, HPM Com, 

and PDA Com. After these repositories are configured, Communication component layer instances 

is able to communicate with each other. But only after connection to the topology and module 

information local repository is established, modules requests can be dispatched. 

In the next table we can see different data which are stored in the specific instances of 

communication service. 
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COM instance Central server HPM PDA 

Configuration 

Data  

Self IP address 

Local repository 

connection 

Message 

processing apps 

Message store 

location 

Databases 

connections 

Timeouts 

Central server address 

Local repository 

connection 

Patient identification 

Bluetooth address of the 

paired PDA 

Communication intervals 

Databases connections 

Message store location 

Timeouts 

Patient identification 

Local repository 

connection 

Bluetooth to the paired 

HPM 

Communication intervals 

Databases connections 

Message store location 

Timeouts 

 

As we can see, the central server will communicate with other modules only on demand, so it 

doesn’t need addresses of other Communication component layer instances. In contrast to central 

server instance, both HPM and PDA instances have to know where and how to contact each other 

– both are in the patient home environment, and will communicate with each other frequently. 

Besides, the PDA instance has to know where the central server instance lies – it is needed for 

forwarding messages from PDA to central server. Other network related data is stored in Topology 

section. 

 

Figure 69: local repositories architecture 
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In the Figure 69: local repositories architecture above you can see the architecture of the local 

repository, which is, as was stated before, allocated across the XML and Sqlite storage. Now we 

will describe individual sections. 

 

6.3.3.2 Modules data 

Modules data is one of the most important sections of the local repository. In this section all 

modules are described in detail, with all the exposed functionalities and interfaces. On the central 

server the processing apps are described here as well, with all functions and their parameters. 

Only the functionality configured here can be invoked using Communication component layer.  

Information about project modules has structure as follows:  

Module name which is unique identification of the module. For Communication component layer 

instances it will be for example COM.CS or COM.HPM. If we want to address communication 

module instance on central server from HPM, we will call it by name COM.CS. In the next chapters 

we will use this call as an example. For addressing patient modules from server particular patient 

information will be used. 

Module functionality 

In the case we want to call function from module instance, we have to look into the modules 

configuration section, and read the parameters from there. For each function we should find one 

parameter there, named XMLEnvelopedData of string type with no default value and is not 

optional. This is the parameter for the data element from XML message. Additional parameters 

may be specified along with their values. If it is so, communication component will use it in 

function call. 

 

6.3.3.3 Topology data  

After evaluating module name we will search for its location.  

There is call type described, which can be, in our example from previous paragraph, web-service. 

Another value can be dll, or executable.   

Then we need to look for address, which can be in our example ip address. Now we can contact 

desired module trough TCP/IP protocol on specific IP address and call processMessage function. 

You can see that many of the parameters previously set in XMLEnvelope message example are 

stored inside the local repository – we can read it in fast and efficient way before each call. 

(Note: We have used example of contacting COM function trough COM interface. However 

strange this may look, it is possible to do it such as calling any other module and function. In real 

environment this kind of calling COM will not be permitted.) 
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6.3.3.4 Security data  

Security data, if available for module and functionality, will be checked before the function is really 

called. It may be necessary to deny access for example to some database for particular module, 

which cannot be configured directly, because all the modules which ask communication service to 

store some data to the database for them are, in fact, using communication service's privileged 

connection to the database (as will be described later in this chapter).  

 

6.3.3.5 Internal configurations 

This section of the repository is used for internal data needed for component to run, for example 

own IP address, owner identification, timeouts and error handling, debug and tests information 

etc. This part of the repository shouldn't be changed at any case, because it can ruin the 

communication service layer and turn it unusable. 

 

6.3.3.6 Access to project databases 

In the database description section we need to configure database links to all repositories that 

should be used by the communication service. On the HPM and PDA the situation is not very 

complicated, because communication service should save data to the main database located on 

the local machine. Main information needed in that case is the server connection string with user 

name and password. 

On the server side the databases may be located on different machine, and may have special 

configuration needed for connecting to them and store/read data from there. All such a 

information must be stored here. 

For all the database connections the Universal database connector was developed. It employs the 

ODBC method to access the databases, which is well supported by the Microsoft systems and 

development tools. 
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6.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPLEMENTED APIS.  

6.4.1 Public API  

The following functions are published by the communication component:  

• PDA, HPM: 

o processMessage(msg) 

o saveData(msg) 

o sendNOW() 

• CS: 

o processMessage(msgs) 

In fact, for other modules the only function to be used is the processMessage(msg). The 

saveData(msg) message is used as internal message between communication service instances, 

and the function sendNOW() is used for forced send of the message. It is used mainly for testing and 

debugging purposes, and may or may not be omitted in final version.  

The sequences for the processMessage and for error handling are on the next figures, and the 

messages description in the next chapter. 

6.4.2 Sequence diagrams 

 

Figure 70: process message sequence 1 
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Figure 71: process message sequence 2 - return message 

 

 

Figure 72: error handling procedure sequence 
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6.4.2.1 Messages 

Messages will be composed as enveloped XML message. What is inside the XML envelope is 

treated as data, and Communication component layer will not interfere in this data. Composing of 

the XML envelope is easy for developers, and configurable for the future. That means if some of 

the modules will need special treatment with their messages, the XML envelope can be easily 

enriched with these new parameters without changing the service itself. 

Moreover, in the case that message will be encrypted, it can be still inside envelope together with 

all security information needed. There exist many standards defined by W3C how to include these 

information inside the XML document.   

In Figure 73: Intercommunication principles we can see the messages as they are flowing through 

Chronious communication component: 

 

 

Figure 73: Intercommunication principles 

 

We are emphasizing the universal message in later text, which is depicted as white XML document 

in the figure. The other messages are configuration and local repository messages, and security 

messages.  

For the security messages please refer security chapter. The configuration messages are private 

and internal for the communication component, and no other module should handle them. Main 

message is sent from the administrator to the local repository or to the XML file storage, where all 

the configuration of the component is stored. The XML file storage is pre-configured, and must be 

configured after the installation procedure. Then it may be changed by system administrator only 

if needed. You can read more about configuration stores and what parameters is accessible trough 

configuration of the component in the chapter 6.3.3.5 . 
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6.4.2.1.1 Message for communication module 

As we depicted in Figure 73: Intercommunication principles, all the modules will call 

communication services using XML messages. The full example of the Xml message we can see in 

the next section. Then, we will describe specific elements in the message. 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<comser> 

  <msgType>DBstore</msgType> <!-- What to do with message --> 

  <source> 

    <module>moduleName</module> 

    <function>functionName</function> 

  </source> 

  <destination> 

    <module>moduleName</module> 

    <function>functionName</function> 

  </destination> 

  <returnCall> 

    <module>moduleName</module> 

    <function>functionName</function> 

  </returnCall> 

  <timeOfCreation>2010-04-12 13:35:22</timeOfCreation> 

  <timeOfDelivery>2010-04-12 14:22:42</timeOfDelivery> 

  <status> 

    <log timestamp="2010-04-12 13:35:22">received</log> 

    <log timestamp="2010-04-12 13:35:25">stored</log> 

    <log timestamp="2010-04-12 14:22:42">delivered</log> 

  </status> 

  <data><dataset>XML dataset</dataset></data>    <!-- any data, passed as is --> 

  <process>      <!-- for server message processing --> 

    <function>checkTresholds</function> 

    <parameters>       <!-- If needed, parameters are sent to process --> 

      <useTresholds>1</useTresholds> 

      <callAlert>true</callAlert> 

    </parameters> 

  </process> 

  <security>     <!-- security token --> 

    <SignedInfo> 

      <SignatureMethod Algorithm="rsa-sha1" /> 

      <Reference path="data"> 

        <DigestMethod Algorithm="md5" /> 

        <DigestValue>151ed1c68b3f153d0b8e47d2ca01c981</DigestValue> 

      </Reference> 

    </SignedInfo> 

    <SignatureValue>      <!-- encoded signature using algorithm --> 

    </SignatureValue> 

  </security> 

  <parameters>    <!-- additional parameters defined here, debug mainly --> 

    <debug>true</debug> 

    <doNotSend>true</doNotSend> 

    <returnError>true</returnError> 

  </parameters> 

</comser> 

 

On the next pages we will describe the elements one by one, going trouhg DTD, the document 

type definition, which was created for the message XML schema.  
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<!--- Basic element for message--> 

<!ELEMENT comser 

(msgType,source,destination,returnCall?,timeOfCreation,timeOfDelivery?,status,da

ta,process?,security,parameters?)> 

Element comser is root element for the communication service XML message. Inside this element 

all other elements are placed. 

<!--- type of message. default=message: generic message --> 

<!ELEMENT msgType (#PCDATA)> 

Element msgType shows the type of message. It is intended mainly for internal use, the default 

value is message for all the modules. Other values can be Dbmessage for message to be stored 

directly to database, handshake for opening communication between PDA and CS instances, 

report for status report back to calling instance, and so on.  

In the case some other module will need to send unusual type of message, it must be discussed 

with communication module developers.  

<!--- source module information --> 

<!ELEMENT source (module,function?)> 

Element source holds information about source module. It consist of two elements, module, and 

optional element function. These two element will be described later, as more of the elements 

use the same.  

<!--- destination module information --> 

<!ELEMENT destination (module,function)> 

The destination element consist of the same elements as source described above, but the 

function element is required, even if the module is using only one function as interface. 

<!--- module name --> 

<!ELEMENT module (#PCDATA)> 

This element holds the module name, and is obligatory content of the source, destination and 

returnCall elements. The module name must be the same as is written in the configuration of 

communication service. Only then the service can find the module and call its function. 

<!--- function name --> 

<!ELEMENT function (#PCDATA)> 

Function element is optional for source element, but required in destination and returnCall 

elements.  

In the source element it defines the function which created the message. It is optional, but in the 

case of error caused by the wrong or corrupted data it may help to identify the error cause and 

source. 

In the target and returnCall elements it defines the function that will be called by the 

communication services on the target module. Again, this have to be defined in the comser 

configuration files. To this function all the data element is passed as first argument.  

<!--- return call - module information --> 

<!ELEMENT returnCall (module,function)> 

Optional element. Sometimes the message processing may be time demanding, and 

communication service can't send answer to calling module in reasonable time, and connection 

timeout can occur. Calling module then can specify returnCall parameter, where the returning 

message will be sent as soon as the results are obtained, and scheduled data transfer is planned.  
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This element holds the module and function elements in the same way as destination element 

do. Then, the data results are saved to message queue with returnCall element as the 

destination element, and result data as data element.  

<!--- when the message was created --> 

<!ELEMENT timeOfCreation (#PCDATA)> 

Defined by the calling module. The date and time of message creation must be written here. It is 

used by the communication service as reference for message age, because the scheduled data 

transfers prevent the com service from handling messages as they arrived. 

<!--- when the message was delivered --> 

<!ELEMENT timeOfDelivery (#PCDATA)> 

Right after the communication service obtain any answer from destination module, whether it be 

delivery confirmation, error message or returned dataset, it fill in this element with current date 

and time. Such a message is then stored in sent messages store, and can be traced at any time 

later. 

<!--- Statuch changes --> 

<!ELEMENT status (log*)> 

Status is element where all status changes are logged by the communication services. These 

statuses can be for example received, stored, failed delivery, delivered, etc. It serves as 

internal status log mainly, and in final production version may be omitted. In the testing phase it 

can help in error tracing. 

<!--- status log entry --> 

<!ELEMENT log (#PCDATA)> 

<!ATTLIST log 

    timestamp CDATA #IMPLIED 

  > 

Element log is one log line inside the status element. It has one attribute as we can see from 

DTD: timestamp. In this attribute timestamp of the actual event is stored. Content of the tag is 

then event description as we can see in the XML example and in status element description 

above. 

<!--- main data container --> 

<!ELEMENT data ANY> 

The most important element, data. Any content can be put there, as the communication service is 

not handling the data itself, but passing it to the target function as one parameter.  

In the case the data have to be stored directly to the database, it must contain XML formatted 

dataset in the format used in .NET framework, example as follows: 
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<rootElement> 

  <tableName> 

    <columnName1>data1.1</columnName1> 

    <columnName2>data1.2</columnName2> 

    <columnName3>data1.3</columnName3> 

  </tableName> 

  <tableName> 

    <columnName1>data2.1</columnName1> 

    <columnName2>data2.2</columnName2> 

    <columnName3>data2.3</columnName3> 

  </tableName> 

</rootElement> 

As you can see on the example, we will save the data to table with tableName, two new rows; 

each of them has three columns columnName1 to 3.  

<!--- how to process message on server --> 

<!ELEMENT process (function,parameters*)> 

The process element is important on the server instance, where it can specify what processing 

needs to be done with the message data before it is stored to the database and/or sent to another 

module. The processing options are configured in the server-side configuration and the data 

element is passed to the processing function as first parameter. Further parameters can be passed 

inside the parameters element as we will see later.  

You may ask why we are using another element for the processing functionality, when all the 

information can be stored inside the data tag. This is because in parallel with message processing 

the data can be stored to the database, but it must be done without additional parameters. 

<!--- parameters for the process --> 

<!ELEMENT parameters ANY> 

Inside the parameters tag any elements may be included as the parameters for message 

processing. This data depends on the process selected and its configuration in the communication 

services internal configuration repository. Every element inside the parameters one is treated as 

one parameter, and content of that element is passed to the function.  

In the example we can see two parameters there, useThresholds and callAlert, with the 

checkThresholds as function name. That means the communication service will call 

checkThreshold processing function, and as first parameter pass the data tag. Then as 

useThresholds parameter pass value 1 to use first set of thresholds, and for callAlert 

parameter pass value true to tell checkThresholds function to call alert message if thresholds 

are exceeded.  

<!--- security information --> 

<!ELEMENT security (SignedInfo,SignatureValue)> 

The security tag is composed by the security information. Electronic signature and message 

digest should reside here. For more information how to include security information inside the 

Xml document you can read about the following W3 standards and recommendations:  

o XML DigSig / XML-Signature Syntax and Processing
1
  

o XML Enc - XML Encryption Syntax and Processing 
2
 

                                                      

1
  http://www.w3.org/TR/xmldsig-core/. 

2
  http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlenc-core/.  
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<!--- Info about signature --> 

<!ELEMENT SignedInfo (SignatureMethod,Reference)> 

SignedInfo is element for signature information. Please see inner XML elements 

SignatureMethod and Reference for more details. 

<!--- Signature method description --> 

<!ELEMENT SignatureMethod EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST SignatureMethod 

    Algorithm CDATA #IMPLIED 

  > 

In the algorithm attribute we need the algorithm specification, which will be used for the 

electronic signature. In our example it is rsa-sha1  

<!--- Digest information. --> 

<!ELEMENT Reference (DigestMethod,DigestValue)> 

<!ATTLIST Reference 

    path CDATA #IMPLIED 

  > 

Inside the reference the  DigestMethod and DigestValue are described. Important attribute 

path shows which element from the document is to be secured. In our example it is element data 

on the first level. The XML-path format can be used here to specify which element needs to be 

protected. 

<!--- Digest method name --> 

<!ELEMENT DigestMethod EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST DigestMethod 

    Algorithm CDATA #IMPLIED 

  > 

Digest method is described here. In our example we can see that digest method used is md5. 

<!--- Digest value --> 

<!ELEMENT DigestValue (#PCDATA)> 

According to the digest method specified before the digest value is computed from the element specified in path 

and result is stored here. 

<!--- signature value --> 

<!ELEMENT SignatureValue EMPTY> 

In the signatureValue element the resulting signature is written. On the client side it can be then 

read and verified. 

 

6.4.2.1.2 Error message 

 

Error message has its own structure, as the error must be described in detail to track it and find its 

source. In the example below you can see the error tag, where all detail about one error is be 

described. In the case there was more than one error, there will be more error tags inside the 

returnedMessage tag.  

The error tag must contain source and destination tags, which is the same as in the message 

which caused an error. Then, errorCode is specified and error message for the case it will be 

displayed to the user or administrator.  
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Optional tag internalError will contain information of the error that occurred in the called 

module core, in the case that target module will supply this information. It will be useful 

particularly in debugging and integration phase.  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<returnedMessage> 

  <error>  

    <source> 

      <module>moduleName</module> 

      <function>functionName</function> 

    </source> 

    <destination> 

      <module>moduleName</module> 

      <function>functionName</function> 

    </destination> 

    <errorCode>0xb21</errorCode> 

    <errorMessage>There are no days left!</errorMessage> 

    <internalError> 

      <errorCode>$bbxf2100</errorCode> 

      <errorMessage>Array out of bounds in core.dll</errorMessage> 

    </internalError> 

  </error>     

</returnedMessage> 

 

 

6.5 TECHNOLOGIES (PLUGGINS, FRAMEWORKS, ETC)  

 

The communication service layer is using following technologies for its run and/or 

development:  

• MSSQL compact 

• MSSQL 

• SQlite 

• Web services .NET 

• Microsoft Bluetooth stack  

• .NET CF 

• .NET framework v3.5 

 

6.6 SOFTWARE TEST 

 

Before and during the component development several tests were performed to ensure we are on 

the right way. In the next chapters we will show some examples from each test area. Our tests 

were aimed on reliability, power consumption, and speed of the final solution. 

Test setup was as follows:  
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PDA: Toshiba TG01, wince 6.5, 8GB SD card, Wi-Fi off, BT on. 

HPM: Desktop computer, Intel core2duo E6600, 2GB RAM, 500GB 7200rpm HDD 

CS: Virtual server on server farm, dedicated 4GB RAM, 2 cores, 500GB disk space.  

 

6.6.1 Bluetooth tests 

Bluetooth stack was tested using two methods: the packet inspecting utility with continuous 

stream of random data, and Bluetooth audio headset. In each case the power consumption was 

measured without Bluetooth, then with Bluetooth turned on. Application which generated the 

data was turned on always to minimize measurement error. Bluetooth range was measured using 

the same applications, where packet loss was measured at different distance. Data from the test is 

in following table:  

 

Distance [m] 1 5 10 20 

method A D A D A D A D 

Power consumption [mW] 32 30 38 35 44 41 45 44 

packet loss [%] 6 5 6 8 11 14 87 75 

Table 1: Bluetooth testing 
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Chart 1: Bluetooth test 

As we can see, the Bluetooth link is usable to 10-15 meters at maximum. After 15 meters the 

packet loss is so high that communication is very slow and non-reliable. As for the power 

consumption, it in both testing methods looks similar, it vary from 30 to 45 mW, based on range.  
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This measurement was burden by measurement error caused by other wireless communication 

nearby (5 Wi-Fi networks and 8 Bluetooth devices were identified during tests), but as for real 

environment testing this error is welcomed, because in reality the other wireless traffic will be 

present also.   

 

6.6.2 GPRS tests 

GPRS was tested in three ways:  

• Power consumption 

• Line speed 

• Connection stability 

In the tests we downloaded 50kB of random data in 10 iterations, all via HTTP. 

Power consumption of the GPRS line is stable and only strength of the GSM signal is the factor 

which can increase power of about 30%. This value was measured on full signal, then again on 

signal strength dropped by 10dBm. Line speed was not affected by the signal drop. 

Speed of the line is stable in all means, and was 4kB/s +- 1kB.  In the case of edge, the speed 

increased to 15kB/s with the same measurement error. 

Stability of the both GPRS and edge line is perfect, and if the line disconnects, the windows mobile 

system quickly try to get connection up again. 

6.6.3 Data storing tests 

For the data storing method for internal databases we had to choose from these options:  

• MSSQL (CE in the case of PDA) 

• Sqlite (for both PDA and x68) 

• XML files (again, for both PDA and x68) 

Tests were made on the clean machines, with no applications running. Number of rows were 

created, selected x-times (where x is number of rows tested) with different conditions, updated, 

and deleted one by one. Table had 4 columns, one integer, one string, one datetime, and one float 

type. Integer column was primary key, and all selects was filtered on it. 

In each case the .NET specific connector was used for mssql, sqlite and XML.  

Test setup was as described above. 

Here you can see the test results. In our methodology, the winner of test run was taken as 100%, 

others was rated as proportional to it. 0% means that no values can  

be measured because of error or crash during the test.  

For the Data storage all three platforms was tested, on x86 architecture MSSQL and Sqlite have 

similar results. In all tests on x68 the asynchronous version of the Sqlite database was 2-4 times 

faster than MSSQL server. In the next table you can see the example of the processed test results, 

for the PDA.  
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Platform MSSQL CE Sqlite XML file 

100 rows 61 100 87 

1000 rows 62 89 100 

10000 rows 56 100 79 

100000 rows 44 100 29 

Table 2: internal data storage testing 
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Chart 2: internal data storage 

On the Chart 2: internal data storage testing on PDA we can see that MSSQL CE has the same 

performance in comparison with Sqlite database. XML files are best solution in the case that 

database have about 1000 rows. Before that the constant file open and close down its 

performance, and above the long file is hard to iterate, as proved mainly in selecting from the 

database.  

From all these information we decided that for configuration of the component the xml files will 

be used where the file is small and Sqlite where the file is bigger. We will not need any internal 

storage which exceeds 10000 rows in all tables.  

On the HPM and CS the same technologies will be used for better compatibility of all three 

instances of the communication component. 

6.6.4 Software testing 

During the development of the communication service several functional whitebox testing 

packages were run on different points and sub-components. The whitebox tests were completed 

using following principles: 

• Test cases were defined by developers 

• Tester has access to the internal data structures, algorithms and code, can test private 

functionalities  

• Code coverage: all functionalities should be tested at least once 

The production version of the communication service will be then tested using similar principles. 

In addition, the black-box testing is planned on the final version. 
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7 PATIENT PROFILER 

7.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPONENT  

The Patient Profiler component is located at the CHRONIOUS central system and combines data 

from various sources in order to assign predefined profiles to patients. Additionally, profiler aims 

at identifying representative profiles of patients by clustering technique, which profile represents 

a vector of attributes. Patient Profiler is based on k-means algorithm, which classifies patients into 

clusters, representing categorization into profiles. K-means can handle both continuous and 

discrete data and has low time and space complexity. Also, it provides straightforward distance 

computation, using the Euclidean distance for continuous data and city-block distance for the 

discrete data. A deficiency of the k-means algorithm is that the number of clusters (profiles) must 

be predefined, which is not always feasible. Initially, a predefined number of profiles, according to 

simulation tests, have been specified, but at a second stage, in order to fully automate the profile 

extraction process, a meta-analysis technique will be employed, which automatically calculates 

the optimal number of profiles. 

 

7.2 SUBCOMPONENTS 

There are no sub-components of the Patient Profiler that could be analyzed in this section 

 

7.3 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPONENT 

 

Patient Profile is a disease-specific web service which forms, by using clustering algorithm, a vector 

that accompanies the patient’s data during Decision Support component and Severity Estimation. 

The innovation of this clustering technique is that the generated profiles combine many features, 

sometimes independent to each other and can be used to enhance the decision of the Clinical 

Decision Support System (CDSS), located at the PDA, or as exclusion criteria for some severe 

episodes that have been estimated from CDSS. These features are being presented in the 

following table and have been divided according to the disease (COPD and CKD since we develop a 

disease-specific application) and according to the following categories: 

• Mean values of patient’s recent data. Profiler is responsible to calculate the mean value of 

patient’s recent data, store them to Database and facilitate them as features for the 

clustering procedure. 
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• Patient’s specific definition of his interests and preferences. This category contains non-

clinical information that has been entered by the clinician or administrator during the 

setup phase of the CHRONIOUS platform and is periodically updated. The respective data 

that are being stored in the patient’s profile aren’t features that participate in the 

clustering procedure and won’t characterize the whole group. These data can be 

considered as personalization information, useful for Mental Tool and less significant for 

CDSS (probably will be omitted after initial simulation tests). 

• User’s answers to questionnaires. Information regarding disease-specific questionnaires are 

being stored to patient’s profile and are being combined with other useful data to calculate 

the centroids of the clusters. 

• User’s personal settings about the use of the platform. This category includes information 

regarding patient’s personal settings (e.g. appearance of an alarm) and will be omitted by 

the Intelligent Analysis and more specifically by the Decision Support System. 

• Laboratory data. Information regarding most important data that have arisen from 

laboratory analysis.  

• Clinical Guidelines. Personalized information and treatment generated by the Central CDSS. 

 

 

Monitored Parameters 

Attribute 

included in the 

COPD profile 

vector 

Attribute 

included in the 

CKD profile 

vector 

Mean values of patient’s recent data 

Mean value of breath flow � � 

Mean value of breath rate � � 

Mean value of heat rate � � 

Mean value of body temperature � � 

Mean value of pulse oximeter � � 

Mean value of heart rate – Since the heart rate depends on 

the time period of the day, four periods will be facilitated 

(morning, noon, evening, night) and four respective heart rate 

indexes will be estimated. Each one of these indexes is an 

independent feature. 

� � 

Mean value of spyrometer  � � 

Mean value of blood pressure � � 

Mean value of blood glucose at a specific time � � 

Mean value of SpO2 � � 

Mean value of Cough events � � 
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Mean value of physical activity events 

(E.g. sedentary, moderate lifestyle) 
� � 

Mean value of energy expenditure and/or calories 

consumed/day accompanied with a generic characterization 
� � 

Characterization of patient's mobility � � 

Mean Value of stress index � � 

Characterization of patient's mental status � � 

Patient’s specific definition of his interests and preferences 

Activity events 

(E.g. Patient goes 3-4 times a week for jogging; always take 

the elevator at a building; goes at work by bus) 

� � 

Age � � 

Disabilities � � 

Mobility � � 

Educational attainment � � 

Employment status � � 

User’s answers to questionnaires 

 

 

COPD Answers � � 

CKD Answers � � 

Mental Answers � � 

User’s personal settings about the use of the platform 

Hours of use 

(E.g. The patient, according to the progress of his/her disease, 

may choose among heavy use, moderate, light) 

� � 

Appearance of alerts and advices 

Patient’s choice on visualization of alerts and type of feedback 

that will be considered by the Severity Estimation (Option 1, 

2, 3) 

o Option 1: Patients who don’t want any information 

appear to their GUI, concerning their health status. 

o Option 2: Patients who want to view the output of the 

Severity Estimation, i.e. the level of identified severity. 

o Option 3: Patients who want some additional 

information about their health status, i.e. messages 

� � 
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indicating some actions that should be followed and advices 

and motivations for possible communication with a doctor. 

Scheduled alerts issues – Drug intake: This constitutes a 

parameterization of pill alerter. 

E.g. Don't appear a pop-up message for each drug, but only 

one time a day including all prescription, etc. 

� � 

Scheduled alerts issues – Food intake: Enable or disable this 

alert 
� � 

Scheduled alerts issues – Questionnaires intake: Enable or 

disable this alert 
� � 

Laboratory data 

(These data include information obtained only by laboratory examinations and can be periodically 

updated) 

hematocrit � � 

hemoglobin � � 

pH � � 

creatinine � � 

glucose � � 

PaO2 � � 

PCO2 � � 

calcemia � � 

urine � � 

BUN � � 

Clinical Guidelines 

 

Information stored in the form of clinical Guidelines, entered 

by clinicians or acquired by bibliography. 
� � 

Table 3: Data that are being used as features by the clustering algorithm, divided according to the disease. 

 

7.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPLEMENTED APIS.  

Patient Profiler’s functionalities can be divided into the following operations while the C# code has 

been cited in Annex II: 

• Calculation of the mean values of stored data that have been acquired from sensors or 

inserted by users. 

o The time period, that the mean value of an attribute is being calculated, varies 

according to the attribute (e.g. ECG, temperature). 
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• Creation of the patient model. 

o Definition of the patient profiles (maximum 6) based on the critical feature or a 

combination of them and according to the disease. 

o Clustering of training set using k-means of fuzzy k-means algorithm ( 

o Figure 74 ). 

� Define the number of clusters. 

o Validation of the clustering procedure aiming at the clinical characterization of the 

clusters. 

� Associate each resulting cluster with one of the predefined patient profiles. 

� Depending on the definition of the number of clusters, more than one 

clusters may be associated with each of the predefined patient profiles. 

o Storing one vector for each cluster (containing the coordinates of the centre of the 

cluster along with the patient profile that it is associated) in the Database. 

• Characterization of a new patient (Figure 75 ). 

o According to recorded data, the patient is being classified in one of the predefined 

clusters. 

o The classification will be performed using k-nearest neighbours or fuzzy k-nearest 

neighbours algorithm (based on the centroids of the predefined clusters stored in 

the Database). 

o This information is being stored to Database and used from the DSS until its update. 

• Update of the model. 

o The model will be updated weekly in case the severity estimator output is limited to 

Level 1 and/or Level 2. 

o In case critical situations appear and depending on the severity the update 

procedure could be more often. 
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Figure 74: Visualization of the Patient Profiler functionality - Clustering of training set using k-means of fuzzy k-means 

algorithm. 
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Figure 75: Visualization of the Patient Profiler functionality - Characterization of a new patient. 

 

7.5 TECHNOLOGIES (PLUGGINS, FRAMEWORKS, ETC)  

The Patient Profiler component has been developed in C# using Microsoft .NET for Smart Devices. 

As we have mentioned before, Patient Profiler component is a web service which has the following 

SOAP methods (a sample of the SOAP messages that have been developed is presented in Annex 

I): 

• ClusterSet: triggers the Patient Profiler component when new recorded data are available 

and the required time period has elapsed. 

• ClusterGet: retrieve information regarding the centroids of the profiles as well as the city-

block distance for the specific patient. 

• ClusterList: lists all the information concerning the centroid data, which contains the values 

of the attributes that characterize the specific profile as well as the city-block distance for 

the specific patient. 

• ClusterDelete: deletes a centroid set of data and decreases the number of clusters for the 

analysis. 

ClusterUpdate: updates an already existing centroid record when plenty of new data have 

arisen and the profiles could differentiate. 

 

7.6 SOFTWARE TEST 

Initial tests have been performed in order to record useful data and develop the Patient Profile 

component. For this testing phase two subjects have been recruited and the following protocol 

has been designed: 

• 3 minutes standing and sitting at will. 
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•  1 fall in order to test the fall detection algorithm that is applied. 

•  3 minutes lying. 

•  1 fall. 

•  3 minutes walking. 

•  1 fall. 

•  3 minutes of mixed movements (e.g. running, walking, standing, sitting, lying and several 

falls). 

 

After the signals have been processed and features have been extracted then the input vector to 

Patient Profile component is being constructed. At this initial testing phase the recorded attributes 

are displayed in Table 4. 

 

Attribute Data Type 

TimeStart (The starting time of the record) String 

TimeEnd (The ending time of the record) String 

HR (Heart Rate) Numeric 

RespRate (Respiration Rate) Numeric 

SPO2 (Saturation of peripheral oxygen) Numeric 

Humidity Numeric 

Temp (Ambient Temperature) Numeric 

Rest (minutes of resting session) Numeric 

Stand (minutes of standing session) Numeric 

Step (number of identified steps) Numeric 

Fall (number of detected falls) Numeric 

Table 4 Attributes that are stored in the input vector of Patient Profile. 

 

The k-means of the fuzzy k-means algorithm is being used from the Patient Profile component, 

where k equals the number of profiles that have been pre-specified, following the steps defined 

below: 

� Step 1: Initial assignment of k clusters and calculation of the clusters centroids: 
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� Step 2: Create new clusters partition, assigning every sample to its closest cluster 

(measuring the distance from the clusters’ centroids) and calculate the new centroids. 

� Step 3: Repeat the previous step until the total square error is minimized. 

 

Several cluster modes have been developed and applied in order to train the algorithm upon the 

data and evaluate the performance of Patient profile: 

1. Use training set: This method takes the data set for training the algorithm and in a second 

phase selects a record and tests the clustering procedure. 

2. Use Percentage split: The user selects the percent that the data set will be separated (e.g. 

66%) to training data and testing data. 

After the clustering algorithm and the training data set has been determined then Patient Profile 

calculates the centroids of the identified clusters, the squared error within clusters and classifies 

the Patients to the respective cluster according to the distance from the centroids. At the Figure 

76 the result of the Patient Profile is being displayed for this initial test. 

 

 

Figure 76: Result of the Patient Profile results. 
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8 SYSTEM SECURITY AND PRIVACY MECHANISMS 

8.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPONENT  

A system security and privacy mechanism is a component that is located in the whole Chronious 

system. The main characteristic is that it surrounds all the various aspects of most of the 

heterogeneous components in a transparent way so as to ensure the security of the system 

without complexities for the user, but only for the mechanisms that comprises it.  

 

8.2 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPONENT 

User authentication 

The authentication and authorization of the user is done in the DB and no passwords are stored in 

any of the files. Session variables are used to identify and store connected users. Moreover a more 

universal design was implemented so as to accommodate all the heterogeneous components in 

terms of the security and the login mechanisms into the Chronious Platform. Every time a user 

logins in the application, a unique token is generated (GUID). GUID is a 128-bit integer (16 bytes) 

that can be used across all computers and networks wherever a unique identifier is required. Such 

an identifier has a very low probability of being duplicated. This token is in effect until the user 

logs out from the system and is used to identify the user across other components. Next time the 

user logins a new token will be generated, providing maximum security for the login session of the 

user and reducing vulnerability. 

Apart from the authentication that is used. There is also a webservice installed that will be used to 

authenticate the users who are using applications that are external to the system. This way there 

is a unique user management and moreover there is no need the users to login again when they 

are moving from one environment to another (eg from the Clinician Interface to the CDSS or the 

KBE, etc) 

The web service is built using AXIS2 in JAVA language. It is compatible with any client that uses 

SOAP protocol. The following table gives a detailed description about the functions offered 

currently by the web service and their input and output values. As it is common practice it has 

been used in numerous applications in the past and the experience we have, can speed up the 

process of development. The user is authenticated with the given credentials and if the user is 

authenticated it returns a random UUID token which is stored in the database for that user. The 

when the users tries to login in an external application the token is used to match to a specific 

user. If the token exists and the date saved in the session entry for that user is not expired, returns 

a SessionInfo custom object. Returns null if token doesn’t match or token is expired. And finally it 

returns true if the user with the specific password and role exists in the database. Returns false 

even if one doesn’t match. 
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Pages communication 

All the HTTP requests are submitted only with the POST method and not with GET. This way there 

are no limitations to the data being submitted to the system and also these data cannot be easily 

seen by eavesdroppers since they are encapsulated inside HTTP headers. In each page that 

receives parameters from other pages, security checks are made in order to make sure that the 

transmitted data have the appropriate data type. 

Browser Compatibility 

W3C Compatible – HTML is rendered almost the same on all browsers so there is no risk of 

showing any info that should be hidden. 

CSS 2.1 Compatible – Clear design and ready for future graphics support. 

AJAX enabled – Most of the requests are AJAX based which means that the info is not passed in 

front of the users eyes. 

Data Transfer between applications 

In order to communicate with Chronious PDA Platform, XML files are transmitted between the two 

applications. The way used to transmit securely these data is xml encryption with asymmetric 

keys. XML Encryption can be used to replace any XML element or document with an encrypted 

element that contains the encrypted XML data.  

The diagram of the steps to create the xml document is presented below: 
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Figure 77: Diagram showing the steps to create the xml document 

 

More specifically: 

8.2.1.1 Gather the appropriate data from the database 

In order to get the data for each patient, a number of checks has to be executed. Every time a xml 

file is generated, it has to contain only data that haven’t previously been transmitted, so that the 

size of the file is small, to prevent from overloading the PDA application. To manage this, each 

table row that has patient data, has a timestamp which consists the main check feature for writing 

or not the data to the xml document that is going to be created. The timestamp checks are made 

according to the frequency that the data are sent to the PDA. Before any data is written to the xml 

document, a parent element called <Data> is created to hold date/time data of the creation of the 

document: 
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<Data DateTime="14/5/2010 10:41:07"> 

 

8.2.1.2 XML Structure 

The data that Chronious application sends to the PDA are: activity prescriptions data, diet planner 

data, device measurement prescriptions data, exam prescriptions data, drug prescriptions data 

and planned appointments data. To avoid additional checks on the PDA application that reads the 

xml document, each element that contains patient data, has an attribute named <HasData> which 

is true when data are present and false when not: 

<Activities HasData="True"> 

 

Each element contains the information needed from the Chronious PDA application to inform the 

user for upcoming events (drug intakes, doctor appointments etc): 

<ActivityPrescription Id="63"> 

  <PatientID>1</PatientID>  

  <ActivityID>2</ActivityID>  

  <IntensityID>4</IntensityID>  

  <DurationID>2</DurationID>  

  <FrequencyID>7</FrequencyID>  

  <Calories>7,11</Calories>  

  <DateTime>13/5/2010 12:46:26 µµ</DateTime>  

  <Comments />  

</ActivityPrescription> 

 

Finally, when data retrieving is over, the ending element is written to the xml document: 

</Data> 

 

The document is saved under the naming: DataForPdaDecrypted_[Patient_ID].xml so that it can be 

encrypted. 

 

8.2.1.3 XML Encryption 

The created XML elements are encrypted using two keys. An RSA private key pair is generated and 

saved automatically to the key container and a separate session key is produced using the 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm, also called the Rijndael algorithm. The AES session 

key encrypts the xml document and then it is encrypted using the RSA key. The encrypted AES 

session key and the encrypted XML element are both saved in the XML document. In order to 
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achieve maximum security, the name of the RSA key is generated by a combination of the 

timestamp of the creation of the XML document and the unique identifiers of each PDA (computer 

name etc.). 

 

8.3 TECHNOLOGIES (PLUGGINS, FRAMEWORKS, ETC)  

� ASP.NET AJAX 

Microsoft Ajax features enable quick creation of Web pages that provide a rich user experience 

and that include responsive and familiar user interface (UI) elements. Microsoft Ajax includes 

client-script libraries that incorporate cross-browser ECMAScript (JavaScript) and dynamic 

HTML (DHTML) technologies. By using Microsoft Ajax, the user experience and the efficiency of 

Web applications are improved. 

 

Microsoft Ajax applications are compatible with all popular modern Web browsers, including 

Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, and Google Chrome. 

� CSS 2.1 

CSS 2.1 is a style sheet language that allows authors and users to attach style (e.g., fonts and 

spacing) to structured documents (e.g., HTML documents and XML applications). By separating 

the presentation style of documents from the content of documents, CSS 2.1 simplifies Web 

authoring and site maintenance.  

CSS 2.1 builds on CSS2 [CSS2] which builds on CSS1 [CSS1]. It supports media-specific style 

sheets so that authors may tailor the presentation of their documents to visual browsers, aural 

devices, printers, Braille devices, handheld devices, etc. It also supports content positioning, 

table layout, features for internationalization and some properties related to user interface.  

� XML Encryption 

XML Encryption is a standard way to exchange or store encrypted XML data, without worrying 

about the data being easily read. The XML data model used by XML Encryption in identifying or 

representing data that has been processed must be predicated on: a simple enumerated 

subset of the data model (e.g., element, attribute, etc.) and properties {e.g., child, parent, 

localname, prefix, etc.). XML Encryption can be applied to any Web resource, including non-

XML content. 
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9 CONCLUSIONS 

In this deliverable there were presented the databases that will be used by the Chronious 

components, for all the instances of the system. The central database will be hosted in the central 

system, hosting all the data that is needed for the users along with all the data that will be 

produced in the components that will be hosted in the PDA and HPM in the patient’s premises. 

The user facing development as it was presented will be the main interface for all the users of the 

system to exchange data with the Chronious system. There were presented the interfaces for the 

Administrator, who is responsible for the all the user management along with the administration 

of the system and maintenance of the system. The Clinician’s interface and the laboratory 

Personnel Interface where there will be presented all the patients’ data along with the tools that 

will be used from the clinician’s to monitor as well as to control various actions that the patient 

needs to follow. All these actions are presented to the patient in the PDA and HPM in the most 

user friendly and moreover “elder” friendly, keeping all the complexity behind the actions needed 

from the patient. 

Apart from the interfaces there was also presented the intercommunications module that is 

responsible for all the exchange of data between the various heterogeneous components and the 

Patient profiler component which in the central system will combine data from various sources in 

order to assign predefined profiles to patients. 

Last was presented the system security that is not component that is located in one place but is 

throughout the whole system. All the actions of the user need to be authenticated and authorized, 

and this is done via various techniques. All the exchange of data is encrypted so as only the 

recipient and the sender to be able to decipher the data transmission. And all these actions are 

transparent the user. 

Overall this deliverable presents the prototype D4.1 Interfaces Intercommunication and security 

mechanisms in high detail in every aspect of the design and development that will assist the 

reader to further comprehend the work done in this part of the Chronious System.  
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10 ANNEX 

This chapter contains supplementary detailed information on chapter 4 Data Repositories and 6 

Intercommunications 

In Annex I there is detailed information on all the tables of the Chronious databases, Central 

Database, HPM database and PDA Database. This information is structured in tables where there 

is presented the Primary Key (PK) of every table, the fields where the data in stored along with the 

type of data that is stored and the relations of every table with the other tables in the database. 

Moreover there is an extra column giving a brief description of every Row.  

In Annex II there is additional information on chapter 6 on Document type Definitions, and the 

error message. 

10.1 ANNEX I 

 

Table: Administrator 

Purpose: Holds all information of the CHRONIOUS administrator 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the CHRONIOUS administrator 

 Username  nvarchar(16) Administrator’s username 

 Password nvarchar(16) Administrator’s password 

 FirstName nvarchar(50) First name of admin 

 LastName nvarchar(70) Last name of system admin 

 PhoneNumber bigint Phone number of system’s admin 

 Institution nvarchar(100) Relative institution 

 Email nvarchar(100) E-mail 

FK1 AddressID bigint The Respective ID of administrator’s address 

 

 

Table: AdminCalendar 

Purpose: Holds all information of the Administrator events that are being added at his calendar 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the administrator calendar 

FK1 AdminID bigint Admin’s id 

 Date datetime Date of the event 

 Notes text Notes that were written at admin’s calendar 

 Priority Nvarchar(50) User defines the priority of the scheduled event (low, medium, high) 

 Subject Nvarchar(50) User defined a subject for the event 
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Table: UserAddress 

Purpose: Holds all information concerning administrator’s address 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the administrator’s address 

 Location nvarchar(50) Demographic Information - location 

 Address nvarchar(50) Demographic Information – address 

 Number int Demographic Information – number 

 City nvarchar(50) Demographic Information – city 

 ZipCode int Demographic Information – zip Code 

 Country nvarchar(50) Demographic Information - country 

 

 

Table: LaboratoryPersonnel 

Purpose: Holds all information of the CHRONIOUS laboratory personnel 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the CHRONIOUS Laboratory Personnel 

 Username  nvarchar(16) Personal data - username 

 Password nvarchar(16) Personal data – password 

 FirstName nvarchar(MAX) Personal data – first name 

 LastName nvarchar(MAX) Personal data – last name 

 PhoneNumber nvarchar(MAX) Personal data – phone number 

 Institution nvarchar(MAX) Personal data – institution 

 Email nvarchar(MAX) Personal data – email 

FK1 AddressID bigint The Respective ID of laboratory personnel’s address 

 

 

Table: Patient 

Purpose: Holds all information of the CHRONIOUS Patient 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the CHRONIOUS Patient 

 Username  nvarchar(16) Personal data - username 

 Password nvarchar(16) Personal data – password 

 FirstName nvarchar(50) Personal data – first name 

 LastName nvarchar(50) Personal data – last name 

 FirstDiagnoseDate DATETIME First diagnosed date of the disease 

 ChroniousFirstUse DATETIME First use of the CHRONIOUS platform 

FK5 RespClinician bigint Clinician that is responsible for the respective patient 
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FK1 InfoID bigint The Respective ID of patient’s additional information 

 Sex nvarchar(50) Personal information -sex 

 Type nvarchar(50) 
Type of the disease (e.g. COPD, KD for initial setup of the platform and can 

be expanded to other diseases) 

FK2 AddressID bigint The Respective ID of patient’s address 

 Active Bit 
Boolean type to define whether the patient is an active user of 

CHRONIOUS platform or not 

FK3 CaregiverID Bigint A foreign key to indicate the ID of patient’s caregiver 

FK4 AssistantID Bigint 
A foreign key to indicate the ID of the healthcare assistant that is 

responsible for the respective patient 

 SSN Bigint Social Secure Number 

 

 

Table: PatientInfo 

Purpose: Holds additional information about patient 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the patient’s additional information 

 MaritalStatus nvarchar(16) Additional Personal information 

 Employment nvarchar(16) Additional Personal information 

 Nationality nvarchar(16) Additional Personal information 

 Ethnicity nvarchar(MAX) Additional Personal information 

 NativeLanguage nvarchar(16) Additional Personal information 

 BirthDate Date Additional Personal information 

 Weight Real Additional Personal information 

 Height Real Additional Personal information 

 PhoneNumber1 nvarchar(50) Additional Personal information 

 PhoneNumber2 nvarchar(50) Additional Personal information 

 EducationalStatus nvarchar(50)  

FK1 SmokingID Bigint  

 

 

Table: Clinician 

Purpose: Holds all information of the CHRONIOUS Clinician 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the CHRONIOUS Clinician 

 Username  nvarchar(16) Clinician’s username 

 Password nvarchar(16) Clinician’s password 

 FirstName nvarchar(50) First name of clinician 
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 LastName nvarchar(70) Last name of system clinician 

 Type nvarchar(50) Type of clinician’s disease expertise 

 PhoneNumber bigint Phone number of system’s clinician 

 Institution nvarchar(100) Relative institution 

 Email nvarchar(100) E-mail 

 Platform Tinyint The platform that this clinician is assigned to 

FK1 AddressID bigint The Respective ID of clinician’s address 

FK2 Group_ID Smallint Clinician group ID that this clinician is assigned to 

 

 

Table: Equipment 

Purpose: Holds hardware information and provides the ability to administrator to add and modify it 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the equipment 

 WearableKit bigint ID of the wearable kit 

 Jacket bigint  

 Sensors bigint  

 DH bigint  

 PDA bigint  

 HPM bigint  

 EnvSensors bigint  

 ExtSensors bigint  

FK1 PatientID bigint  

FK2 ClinicianID bigint  

FK3 AssistantID bigint  

 motion bigint  

 audio bigint  

 spo2 bigint  

 ecg bigint  

 respiration bigint  

 temperature bigint  

 humidity bigint  

 weight bigint  

 blood bigint  

 glucometer bigint  

 spirometer bigint  
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Table: Caregiver 

Purpose: Holds all information concerning Patient’s Caregiver 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the patient’s caregiver 

 CaregiverName nvarchar(50) The name of patient’s caregiver that will be inserted at the “Add User” form 

 Phone nvarchar(50) A phone number for contacting details 

 Email nvarchar(50) Type the e-mail of the caregiver 

 Address nvarchar(50) Type the address of the caregiver 

 Relation nvarchar(MAX) Specify the relation between caregiver and patient 

 

 

Table: AssistantGroup 

Purpose: Saves information concerning patient groups related to specific healthcare assistants as well as information 

about the responsible person (healthcare assistant) of each group 

  Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the each assistant group 

 GroupName nvarchar(50) A name of the group indicated by the administrator at the respective form 

 Description Text A small description of the group that can be left Null 

 AssistantName nvarchar(50) The name of the assistant that is responsible for the group 

 Phone nvarchar(50) 
The phone number of the assistant that is responsible for the group for 

contacting details (can be left null) 

 Address nvarchar(50) 
The address of the assistant that is responsible for the group for contacting 

details (can be left null) 

 Institute nvarchar(50) The Institute of the assistant that is responsible for the group 

 

 

Table: ClinicianGroup 

Purpose: Holds all information concerning Clinicians’ Groups 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the clinicians’ group 

 Group_Name nvarchar(50) A name for each group 

 Description Text A description for each group given by administrator 

 Type nvarchar(50) 

Each clinicians’ group may have three parameters or a combination of them in 

order to properly categorize clinicians. In this field the type of clinicians’ group is 

being stored (COPD/KD) or is left NULL in case it isn’t a group parameter 

 Institute nvarchar(50) 
In this field the Institute of clinicians’ group is being stored or is left NULL in case 

it isn’t a group parameter 

 Country nvarchar(50) 
In this field the Country of clinicians’ group is being stored or is left NULL in case 

it isn’t a group parameter 
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Table: Junction_ClinGroup 

Purpose: Combines Clinicians and their Groups in order to provide a N-M Relation (many to many) 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int An ID of the record 

FK1 Clinician_ID Bigint A foreign key to acquire information concerning clinician from the respective table 

FK2 Group_ID Bigint A foreign key to clinicians’ group table 

 

 

Table: PatientGroup 

Purpose: Holds all information concerning Patients’ Groups 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the patients’ group 

 Group_Name nvarchar(50) A name for each group 

 Description nvarchar(50) A description for each group given by administrator 

 Clinician nvarchar(50) 

Each patients’ group may have five parameters or a combination of them in 

order to properly categorize patients (except the Healthcare assistant 

parameter which is being faced with a completely new table added). In this field 

the responsible clinician is being stored or is left NULL in case it isn’t a group 

parameter 

 Active bit 
In this field the patients’ status (Active/NonActive) is being stored or is left NULL 

in case it isn’t a group parameter 

 Type nvarchar(50) 
In this field the patients’ type (COPD/KD) is being stored or is left NULL in case it 

isn’t a group parameter 

 Age nvarchar(50) 
In this field the age is being stored (categorized in the following groups: >70, 70-

75, 76-80, 86-85, 85+) or is left NULL in case it isn’t a group parameter 

 Country nvarchar(50) 
In this field the country is being stored or is left NULL in case it isn’t a group 

parameter 

 

 

 

Table: Junction_ServicesUsers 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint The table ID 

FK1 PatientID bigint  

FK2 ClinicianID bigint  

FK3 AssistantID bigint  

FK4 AdminID bigint  

FK5 LabID bigint  

FK6 ServiceID bigint  
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Table: Junction_PatGroup 

Purpose: Combines Patients and their Groups in order to provide a N-M Relation (many to many) 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int An ID of the record 

FK1 Patient_ID Bigint A foreign key to acquire information concerning patient from the respective table 

FK2 Group_ID Bigint A foreign key to patients’ group table 

 

 

Table: UsersServices 

Purpose: Contains the available services of the system that will be assigned to users 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Bigint  

 SystemBackup Bit  

 Logfiles Bit  

 traffic Bit  

 ViewLogins Bit  

 ViewPersonal Bit  

 EditPersonal Bit  

 ViewClinical Bit  

 EditClinical Bit  

 ViewAlerts Bit  

 ViewFood Bit  

 ViewDiet Bit  

 EditDiet Bit  

 ViewDrug Bit  

 ViewPrescriber Bit  

 EditPrescriber Bit  

 ViewActivities Bit  

 ViewPlanner Bit  

 EditPlanner Bit  

 ViewMeasurements Bit  

 ViewMeasPlanner Bit  

 EditMeasPlanner Bit  

 VeiwExamLD Bit  

 ViewExams Bit  

 EditExams Bit  

 ViewQuest Bit  
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 ViewEvents Bit  

 ViewEquip Bit  

 EditEquip Bit  

 ModifyEquip Bit  

 AddAssGroup Bit  

 AssignGroup Bit  

 ModifyService Bit  

 ModifyGroupService Bit  

 AddService Bit  

 AddGroup Bit  

 ViewServices Bit  

 ViewGroups Bit  

 QueryOntol Bit  

 AddOntol Bit  

 ViewGuid Bit  

 ModifyGuid Bit  

 Description Text  

 

 

Table: Questionnaire_COPD_Save 

Field name Type Description 

COPD_ID  bigint The table ID 

Date_Time datetime The date the patient answered the 

questionnaire 

Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID 

Mental1 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the first mental 

question 

Mental2 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the second 

mental question 

Mental3 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the third mental 

question 

Copd1 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the first copd  

question 

Copd2 nvarchar(600) The patient’s answer to the second copd 

question 

Copd3 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the third copd 

question 

Copd4 nvarchar(600) The patient’s answer to the fourth copd 

question 

Copd5 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the fifth copd 
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question 

Copd6 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the sixth copd 

question 

Copd7 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the seventh copd 

question 

Copd8 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the eighth copd 

question 

Copd9 nvarchar(250) The patient’s answer to the nineth copd 

question 

 

 

Table: Questionnaire_CKD_Save 

Field name Type Description 

CKD_ID  bigint The table ID 

Date_Time datetime The date the patient answered the 

questionnaire 

Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID 

CkdMental1 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the first mental 

question 

CkdMental2 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the second 

mental question 

CkdMental3 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the third mental 

question 

CkdMental4 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the fourth 

mental question 

Ckd1 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the first ckd  

question 

Ckd2 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the second ckd  

question 

Ckd3 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the third ckd  

question 

Ckd4 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the fourth ckd  

question 

Ckd5 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the fifth ckd  

question 

Ckd6 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the sixth ckd  

question 

 

 

Table: Patient_Device_Measurement_Prescriptions 

Field name Type Description 

Patient_Device_Measurement_Prescription_ID bigint The table ID 
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Patient_ID bigint Patient ID 

Device_ID tinyint The ID of the 

prescribed device for 

measurement 

Start_Date datetime Start Date of the 

prescribed 

measurement 

Period smallint Period in days for the 

selected prescription 

Days nvarchar(150) Days of the week 

prescribed to do the 

selected prescription 

Intakes nvarchar(100) Selected hours of 

measurement 

 

 

Table: Groups 

Field name Type Description 

Croup_ID SMALLINT A group ID 

Group_Name NVARCHAR(50) A group name 

Clinician_ID BIGINT The clinician ID that is assigned to this group 

 

 

Table: Non_Scheduled_Medicine_Save 

Field name Type Description 

ID bigint The table ID 

Patient_ID bigint Patient ID 

NSM_Brand_ID bigint Brand ID 

Dosage smallint Unit ID 

Date_Time datetime Date Time 

 

 

Table: Non_Scheduled_Medicine 

Field name Type Description 

NSM_Brand_ID bigint Brand ID 

Brand_Name nvarchar(50) Brand Name 

Unit_Name nvarchar(50) Unit ID 
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Table: Devices 

Field name Type Description 

Device_ID tinyint The Device ID 

Device nvarchar(50) The device name used for measurements 

 

 

Table: Calendar 

Field name Type Description 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Clinician_ID BIGINT Clinician ID 

Date DATETIME Date and time 

Notes TEXT Notes 

 

 

Table: Patient_Smoking 

Field name Type Description 

Patient_Smoking_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Status tinyint Smoking status 

Smoke_Exposure tinyint Exposure to smoke 

Occupation_Dusts_Exposure tinyint Exposure to occupation dusts 

Dyspnoea tinyint Dyspnoea 

Cough tinyint Cough 

Sputum_Production tinyint Production of sputum 

 

 

Table: Patient_SmokingStatus 

Field name Type Description 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Smoker bit  

Smoker bit  

NeverSmoked bit  

CigarettesPerDay Int  
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Table: Pharma_Prescriptions 

Field name Type Description 

Pharma_Prescription_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Status tinyint Status indicator 

Pharma_Brand_ID BIGINT Prescribed Brand ID  

Importance tinyint Importance ID 

Dosage REAL Dosage 

Pharmaceutical_Form_ID SMALLINT Pharmaceutical form of drug 

Intakes NVARCHAR(100) Intakes of pharma for the patient 

Starting_Date DATETIME Starting date of the prescription 

Period SMALLINT Period of time for the prescription 

Alert_Duration FLOAT An alert duration  

Comments NVARCHAR(100) Comments for the prescription 

 

 

Table: Pharmaceutical_Forms 

Field name Type Description 

Pharmaceutical_Form_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Pharmaceutical_Form nvarchar(250) Pharmaceutical Form of pharma 

 

 

Table: Pharmaceutical_Forms_ES 

Field name Type Description 

Pharmaceutical_Form_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Pharmaceutical_Form nvarchar(250) Pharmaceutical Form of pharma 

 

 

Table: Drugs_Intakes 

Field name Type Description 

Intake_ID SMALLINT Intake ID 

Intake NVARCHAR(MAX) Intake 

 

 

Table: Languages 

Field name Type Description 

Language_ID SMALLINT Language ID 

Language_Code VARCHAR(2) A language code 
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Table: Pharma_Brands 

Field name Type Description 

Pharma_Brand_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Pharma_Brand_Name nvarchar(250) Brand name 

Pharma_Company_ID BIGINT Pharmaceutical company ID of the brand  

Pharmaceutical_Form_ID BIGINT Farmaceutical Form ID of the brand 

Substance_Dosage NVARCHAR(50) Substance of the dosage included in the 

pharma 

Substance _ID bigint Substance ID included in the pharma 

 

 

Table: Pharma_Brands_ES 

Field name Type Description 

Pharma_Brand_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Pharma_Brand_Name nvarchar(250) Brand name 

Pharma_Company_ID BIGINT Pharmaceutical company ID of the brand  

Pharmaceutical_Form_ID BIGINT Farmaceutical Form ID of the brand 

Substance_Dosage NVARCHAR(50) Substance of the dosage included in the 

pharma 

Substance _ID bigint Substance ID included in the pharma 

 

 

Table: Substances 

Field name Type Description 

Substance_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Substance nvarchar(250) Substance contained in pharma 

 

 

Table: Substances_ES 

Field name Type Description 

Substance_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Substance nvarchar(250) Substance contained in pharma 

 

 

Table: Pharma_Companies_ES 

Field name Type Description 

Pharma_Company_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Company_Name NVARCHAR(50) Company name 
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Table: Pharma_Companies 

Field name Type Description 

Pharma_Company_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Company_Name NVARCHAR(50) Company name 

 

 

Table: Patient_Comorbidities 

Field name Type Description 

Patient_Comorbidity_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Ischaemic_Heart_Disease tinyint Ischaemic Heart Disease (0,1) 

Congestive_Cardiac_Failure tinyint Congestive Cardiac Failure (0,1) 

Valvular_Heart_Disease tinyint Valvular Heart Disease (0,1) 

Peripheral_Vascular_Disease tinyint Peripheral Vascular Disease (0,1) 

Arrhythmias tinyint Arrhythmias (0,1) 

Diabetes tinyint Diabetes (0,1) 

Dyslipidemia tinyint Dyslipidemia (0,1) 

Obesity tinyint Obesity (0,1) 

Thyroid_Disease tinyint Thyroid Disease (0,1) 

Cachexia tinyint Cachexia (0,1) 

Transient_Ischemic_Attack tinyint Transient_Ischemic_Attack (0,1) 

Cerebrovascular_Accident tinyint Cerebrovascular_Accident (0,1) 

Osteoporosis tinyint Osteoporosis (0,1) 

Gout tinyint Gout (0,1) 

Bone_Fracture tinyint Bone_Fracture (0,1) 

Muscle_Wasting tinyint Muscle_Wasting (0,1) 

Peptic_Ulcer tinyint Peptic_Ulcer (0,1) 

Gastrointestinal_Bleeding tinyint Gastrointestinal_Bleeding (0,1) 

Liver_Disease tinyint Liver_Disease (0,1) 

Obstructive_Sleep_Apnea tinyint Obstructive_Sleep_Apnea (0,1) 

Lung_Cancer tinyint Lung_Cancer (0,1) 

Other_Neoplasia nvarchar(250) Other_Neoplasia 

Depression tinyint Depression (0,1) 

Hypertension nvarchar(250) Hypertension 

Pulmonary_Disease tinyint Pulmonary_Disease (0,1) 

Other_Pulmonary_Disease nvarchar(250) Other_Pulmonary_Disease  

Infections nvarchar(250) Infections  

Other nvarchar(250) Other  
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Table: Cardio_Sensor 

Field name Type Description 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Current patient ID 

tmstp DATETIME Current date and time 

cardioch1 FLOAT ECG channel 1 value 

cardioch2 INT ECG channel 2 value 

cardioch3 INT ECG channel 3 value 

ch1high INT Threshold value 

ch1low INT Threshold value 

ch2low INT Threshold value 

ch2high INT Threshold value 

ch3high INT Threshold value 

ch3low INT Threshold value 

 

 

Table: Respiratory_Sensor 

Field name Type Description 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Current patient ID 

tmstp DATETIME Current date and time 

abdomi INT Abdominen value 

thorax INT Thorax value 

error_code nvarchar(50) Error code of the sensor 

thoraxhigh INT Threshold value 

thoraxlow INT Threshold value 

abdomihigh INT Threshold value 

abdomilow INT Threshold value 

 

 

Table: TempHumid_Sensor 

Field name Type Description 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Current patient ID 

tmstp DATETIME Current date and time 

Body_Temp FLOAT Body temperature 

hum FLOAT Ambient humidity 

Amb_Temp FLOAT Ambient temperature 
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abd_temphigh Int Threshold value 

abd_templow Int Threshold value 

humidityhigh Int Threshold value 

humiditylow Int Threshold value 

body_temphigh Int Threshold value 

body_templow Int Threshold value 

 

 

Table: Motion_Sensor 

Field name Type Description 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Current patient ID 

startTime DATETIME Start time of the record 

endTime DATETIME End time of the record 

lying INT Feature extracted from motion sensor (indicated in 

minutes) 

standing INT Feature extracted from motion sensor (indicated in 

minutes) 

steps INT Feature extracted from motion sensor (indicated in 

minutes) 

falls INT Feature extracted from motion sensor (indicated in 

minutes) 

 

 

Table: Motion_Sensor_Values 

Field name Type Description 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Current patient ID 

DateTime DATETIME Current date and time 

XValue INT X value of the accelerometer 

YValue INT Y value of the accelerometer 

ZValue INT Z value of the accelerometer 

 

 

Table: Audio_Sensor 

Field name Type Description 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Sensor_ID BIGINT Sensor ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Current patient ID 
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Date DATETIME Current date and time 

Cough_Occurrence INT Cough occurrences 

Snoring_Occurrence INT Snoring occurrences 

 

 

Table: Oximeter_Sensor 

Field name Type Description 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Current patient ID 

tmstp DATETIME Current date and time 

spo2 INT SPO2 levels 

hr INT Heart Rate calculated from Oximeter sensor 

error_code INT Error code that oximeter sensor sends 

HRhigh INT Threshold value 

HRlow INT Threshold value 

SPO2high INT Threshold value 

SPO2low INT Threshold value 

 

 

Table: Food_List 

Field name Type Description 

Code BIGINT Food code number (Food ID) 

Name NVARCHAR(50) Food name 

Subcategory_ID BIGINT Subcategory ID 

Energy REAL Energy of food 

Energy_Unit_ID SMALLINT Energy unit ID 

Quantity_Elible_Part real The quantity of the food. 

Total_Lipids real The total lipids contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

TotalLipids_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

Protein_Animal real The animal protein contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

Protein_Animal_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

Protein_Vegetable real The vegetables protein contained 

in Quantity_Elible_Part 

Protein_Veget_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

Protein real The protein contained in 
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Quantity_Elible_Part 

Protein_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

Available_Carbohydrates real The available carbohydrates 

contained in Quantity_Elible_Part 

Available_Carbohydrates_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

Water real The water contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

Water_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

Calcium real The calcium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

Calcium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

Sodium real The sodium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

Sodium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

Potassium real The energy contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

Potassium_Unit_ID smallint The potassium nutrient amount  

unit ID 

Phosphorus real The phosphorus contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

Phosphorus_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

Magnesium real The magnesium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

Magnesium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

 

 

Table: Food_Categories 

Field name Type Description 

Category_ID BIGINT Category ID 

Cat_Name NVARCHAR(50) Category name 

 

 

Table: Food_Subcategories 

Field name Type Description 

Category_ID BIGINT Category ID 
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Subcategory_ID BIGINT Subcategory ID 

Sub_Name NVARCHAR(50) Subcategory name 

 

 

Table: Cooking_Style 

Field name Type Description 

Cooking_Style_ID TINYINT Cooking style ID 

   

Cooking_Style_Name NVARCHAR(30) Cooking style name 

 

 

Table: Food_Cooking_Style 

Field name Type Description 

ID bigint The table ID 

Code bigint Food code 

Cooking_Style_ID tinyint Food cooking style ID 

Sodium real Sodium value 

Potassium real Potassium value 

Calcium real Calcium value 

Phosphorus real Phosphorus value 

Magnesium real Magnesium value 

 

 

Table: Nutrient_Amount_Units 

Field name Type Description 

Unit_ID SMALLINT Unit ID 

Unit_Name NVARCHAR(15) Unit name 

 

 

Table: Diet_Planner_Save 

Field name Type Description 

ID bigint The table ID 

Patient_ID bigint Patient ID 

Code bigint Food Code 

Description nvarchar(150) Description 

Week_ID tinyint Week ID 

Meal_ID tinyint Meal ID 

Plan _ID tinyint Plan ID 
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Day_ID tinyint Day ID 

Quantity int Selected food quantity 

 

 

Table: Diet_Planner_Templates 

Field name Type Description 

Template_ID BIGINT Template ID 

Template_Name NVARCHAR(100) Template name 

Code BIGINT Template code 

Description NVARCHAR(150) Current food 

Meal_ID TINYINT Meal ID 

Plan _ID TINYINT Plan ID 

Week_ID TINYINT Week ID 

Day_ID TINYINT Day ID 

 

 

Table: Patient_Food_Save 

Field name Type Description 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Code BIGINT Food code ID 

Date_Time DATETIME Date and Time 

Meal_Name NVARCHAR(30) Meal name 

Quantity INT Quantity 

Total_Calories REAL Total calories 

Cooking_Style_ID TINYINT Cooking style ID 

 

 

Table: Nutrient_Analysis 

Field name Type Description 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Date DATETIME Date and time 

Meal_ID TINYINT Meal ID 

Energy REAL Energy value 

Calcium REAL Calcium value 

Sodium REAL Sodium value 

Potassium REAL Potassium value 
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Phosphorus REAL Phosphorus value 

Water REAL Water value 

Protein REAL Protein value 

Magnesium REAL Magnesium value 

Carbohydrates REAL Carbohydrates value 

Cholesterol REAL Cholesterol value 

Protein_of_Animal_Origin Real  

Protein_of_Vegetable_Origin Real  

 

 

Table: Activities 

Field name Type Description 

Activity_ID BIGINT Activity ID 

Activity_Name NVARCHAR(50) Activity name 

 

 

Table: Activities_Planner 

Field name Type Description 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Activity_ID BIGINT Activity ID 

Intensity_ID tinyINT Intensity ID 

Duration_ID SMALLINT Duration ID 

Frequency nvarchar(100) Frequency ID 

Calories REAL Calories 

Comments NVARCHAR(100) Comments 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Date_Time DATETIME Date and time 

 

 

Table: Intensities 

Field name Type Description 

Intensity_ID tinyint The table ID 

Intensity NVARCHAR(50) Intensity 

Activity_ID BIGINT Activity ID 

MET REAL Metabolic equivalent of task 
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Table: Activities_Durations 

Field name Type Description 

Duration_ID SMALLINT Duration ID 

Duration NVARCHAR(50) Duration 

 

 

Table: Activities_ Frequencies 

Field name Type Description 

Frequency_ID TINYINT Frequency ID 

Frequency NVARCHAR(50) Frequency 

 

 

Table: Patient_Activities_Save 

Field name Type Description 

ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Activity_ID BIGINT Activity ID 

Duration_ID SMALLINT Duration ID 

Intensity_ID tinyINT Intensity ID 

Calories REAL Calories 

Date_Time DATETIME Date and time 

Comments NVARCHAR(100) Comment 

 

 

Table: Alerts 

Field name Type Description 

Alert_ID INT Alert ID 

AlertType TINYINT Alert type ID 

Date DATETIME Date 

Status TINYINT Status ID 

Description NVARCHAR(MAX) Description 

PatientID BIGINT Patient ID 

 

 

Table: AlertType 

Field name Type Description 

TypeID TINYINT Patient type ID 

Type NVARCHAR(MAX) Patient type 
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Table: AlertStatus 

Field name Type Description 

StatusID TINYINT Patient type ID 

Type NVARCHAR(MAX) Patient status 

 

 

Table: Daily_Durations 

Field name Type Description 

ID TINYINT The table ID 

Dur1 REAL Duration for Monday 

Dur2 REAL Duration for Tuesday 

Dur3 REAL Duration for Wednesday 

Dur4 REAL Duration for Thursday 

Dur5 REAL Duration for Friday 

Dur6 REAL Duration for Saturday 

Dur7 REAL Duration for Sunday 

 

 

Table: Daily_Calories 

Field name Type Description 

ID TINYINT The table ID 

Cal1 REAL Calories for Monday 

Cal2 REAL Calories for Tuesday 

Cal3 REAL Calories for Wednesday 

Cal4 REAL Calories for Thursday 

Cal5 REAL Calories for Friday 

Cal6 REAL Calories for Saturday 

Cal7 REAL Calories for Sunday 

 

 

Table: Countries 

Field name Type Description 

Country_ID tinyint The table ID 

Country nvarchar(100) Country 
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Table: Diet_Planner_Profiles 

Field name Type Description 

Diet_Planner_Profile_ID bigint Table ID 

Profile_Name nvarchar(250) Profile Name 

Water_Min nvarchar(50) Water Min 

Water_Max nvarchar(50) Water Max 

Sodium_Min float Sodium Min 

Phosphorus_Min float Phosphorus Min 

Phosphorus_Max float Phosphorus Max 

Potassium_Min float Potassium Min 

Potassium_Max float Potassium Max 

Calcim_Min float Calcim Min 

Calcium_Max float Calcium Max 

Magnesium_Min float Magnesium Min 

Magnesium_Max float Magnesium Max 

Total_Lipids_Multiplier_Min float Total Lipids Multiplier 

Min 

Total_Lipids_Multiplier_Max float Total Lipids Multiplier 

Max 

Total_Carbohydrates_Multiplier_Min float Total Carbohydrates 

Multiplier Min 

Keto_Acids_Min float Keto Acids Min 

Keto_Acids_Max float Keto Acids Max 

Amino_Acids_Min float Amino Acids Min 

Amino_Acids_Max float Amino Acids Max 

Total_Protein_Multiplier_Min float Total Protein Multiplier 

Min 

Total_Protein_Multiplier_Max float Total Protein Multiplier 

Max 

Protein_Of_Animal_Origin_Multiplier_Min float Protein Of Animal 

Origin Multiplier Min 

Protein_Of_Animal_Origin_Multiplier_Max float Protein Of Animal 

Origin Multiplier Max 

Protein_Of_Vegetable_Origin_Multiplier_Min float Protein Of Vegetable 

Origin Multiplier Min 

Protein_Of_Vegetable_Origin_Multiplier_Max float Protein Of Vegetable 

Origin Multiplier Max 

Energy_Min float Energy Min 

Energy_Max float Energy Max 
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Table: Diet_Planner_Temp_Save 

Field name Type Description 

Diet_Planner_Temp_Save_ID bigint Table ID 

Patient  ID bigint Patient  ID 

Code bigint Code 

Description nvarchar(150) Description 

Meal  ID tinyint Meal  ID 

Plan  ID tinyint Plan  ID 

Week  ID tinyint Week  ID 

Day  ID tinyint Day  ID 

 

Table: Diet_Planner_Temp_Templates 

Field name Type Description 

Diet_Planner_Temp_Template_ID bigint Table ID 

Code nvarchar(50) Code 

Description nvarchar(MAX) Description 

Meal_ID tinyint Meal ID 

Plan_ID tinyint Plan ID 

Day_ID tinyint Day ID 

Week_ID tinyint Week ID 

Clinician_ID tinyint Clinician ID 

 

 

Table: Institute_Languages 

Field name Type Description 

Institute_Language_ID tinyint Table ID 

Institute_ID tinyint Institute_ID 

Language_ID smallint Language_ID 

 

 

Table: Patient_Pharma_Save 

Field name Type Description 

Patient_Pharma_Save_ID bigint Patient_Pharma_Save_ID 

Prescription_ID bigint Prescription_ID 

Patient_ID bigint Patient_ID 

Date Date Date 

Intake nvarchar(250) Intake 

Status_ID tinyint Status_ID 
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Table: Patient_Appointment_Prescriptions 

Field name Type Description 

Patient_Appointment_Prescription_ID bigint The table ID 

Patient_ID bigint The patient ID 

Clinician_ID bigint Responsible Clinician for the 

appointment 

Date_Time datetime DateTime for the appointment 

Notes nvarchar(250) Notes 

Timestamp datetime Timestamp of the inserted 

appointment 

 

 

Table: Patient_Lab_Exam_Prescriptions 

Field name Type Description 

Patient_Lab_Exam_Prescription_ID bigint The table ID 

Patient_ID bigint Patient ID 

Patient_Lab_Exam_Date datetime Date time of the prescribed lab exam 

Notes nvarchar(250) Notes of the prescription 

 

 

Table: Lab_Exams 

Field name Type Description 

Lab_Exam_ID tinyint The table ID 

Lab_Exam_Name nvarchar(50) Lab Exam Name 

Specimen_Type_ID tinyint Specimen Type ID of the particular Lab Exam  

 

 

Table: Specimen_Types 

Field name Type Description 

Specimen_Type_ID tinyint The table ID 

Specimen_Type NVARCHAR(50) Specimen type of pharma 

 

 

Table: Institutes 

Field name Type Description 

Institute_ID tinyint The table ID 

Institute_Name nvarchar(50) Institute Name 
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Table: Institute_Units_Ranges 

Field name Type Description 

Institute_Unit_Range_ID bigint The table ID 

Institute_ID tinyint Institute ID 

Lab_Exam_ID Tinyint Lab Exam ID 

Range nvarchar(50) Regular range of measurement for selected lab 

test, for the particular Institute 

Measurement_Unit nvarchar(50) Unit used by particular Institute for selected lab 

test 

 

 

Table: Patient_Lab_Exams 

Field name Type Description 

Patient_Lab_Exam_ID bigint The table ID 

Patient_ID bigint Patient ID 

Institute_ID tinyint Institute for which the exam 

results are taken 

Date_Time datetime Date time of the exam 

Timestamp timestamp Timestamp of the exam 

pO2_Hematic_Arterial float pO2 Hematic Arterial exam 

result 

pO2_Hematic_Arterial_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pO2 Hematic Arterial ID 

pH_Hematic_Arterial float pH Hematic Arterial exam result 

pH_Hematic_Arterial_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pH Hematic Arterial ID 

pCO2_Hematic_Arterial float pCO2 Hematic Arterial exam 

result 

pCO2_Hematic_Arterial_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pCO2 Hematic Arterial ID 

HCO3_Hematic_Arterial float HCO3 Hematic Arterial exam 

result 

HCO3_Hematic_Arterial_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint HCO3 Hematic Arterial ID 

pO2_Hematic float pO2 Hematic exam result 

pO2_Hematic_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pO2 Hematic Arterial ID 

pH_Hematic float pH Hematic exam result 

pH_Hematic_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pH Hematic ID 

pCO2_Hematic float pCO2 Hematic exam result 

pCO2_Hematic_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pCO2 Hematic ID 

HCO3_Hematic float HCO3 Hematic exam result 

HCO3_Hematic_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint HCO3 Hematic ID 

White_Blood_Cells float White Blood Cells exam result 

White_Blood_Cells_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint White Blood Cells Hematic ID 
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Red_Blood_Cells float Red Blood Cells exam result 

Red_Blood_Cells_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint White_Blood_Cells ID 

Hemoglobin float Hemoglobin exam result 

Hemoglobin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Hemoglobin ID 

Hematocrit float Hematocrit exam result 

Hematocrit_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Hematocrit ID 

Mean_Cell_Volume float Mean Cell Volume exam result 

Mean_Cell_Volume_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Mean Cell Volume ID 

Platelet_Count float Platelet Count exam result 

Platelet_Count_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Platelet Count ID 

Glycosylated_Hemoglobin float Glycosylated Hemoglobin exam 

result 

Glycosylated_Hemoglobin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Glycosylated Hemoglobin ID 

Estimated_Creatinine_Clearance float Estimated Creatinine Clearance 

exam result 

Estimated_Creatinine_Clearance_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Estimated Creatinine Clearance 

ID 

Urea float Urea exam result 

Urea_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urea ID 

Creatinine float Creatinine exam result 

Creatinine_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Creatinine ID 

Glucose float Glucose exam result 

Glucose_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Glucose ID 

Urate float Urate exam result 

Urate_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urate ID 

Sodium float Sodium exam result 

Sodium_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Sodium ID 

Potassium float Potassium exam result 

Potassium_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Potassium ID 

Chloride float Chloride exam result 

Chloride_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Chloride ID 

Calcium float Calcium exam result 

Calcium_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Calcium ID 

Phosphorus float Phosphorus exam result 

Phosphorus_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Phosphorus ID 

Magnesium float Magnesium exam result 

Magnesium_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Magnesium ID 

Albumin float Albumin exam result 

Albumin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Albumin ID 
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Total_Protein float Total Protein exam result 

Total_Protein_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Total ProteiID 

Total_Cholesterol float Total Cholesterol exam result 

Total_Cholesterol_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Total Cholesterol ID 

HDL_Cholesterol float HDL Cholesterol exam result 

HDL_Cholesterol_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint HDL Cholesterol ID 

LDL_Cholesterol float LDL Cholesterol exam result 

LDL_Cholesterol_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint LDL Cholesterol ID 

Triglycerides float Triglycerides exam result 

Triglycerides_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Triglycerides ID 

Transferrin float Transferrin exam result 

Transferrin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Transferrin ID 

Parathyroid_Hormone float Parathyroid Hormone exam 

result 

Parathyroid_Hormone_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Transferrin ID 

Ferritin float Ferritin exam result 

Ferritin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Ferritin ID 

Iron float Iron exam result 

Iron_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Iron ID 

Folate float Folate exam result 

Folate_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Folate ID 

Vitamin_B12 float Vitamin_B12 exam result 

Vitamin_B12_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Vitamin_B12 ID 

[25_Hydroxyvitamin_D] float 25 Hydroxyvitamin D exam result 

[25_Hydroxyvitamin_D_Lab_Exam_ID] tinyint 25 Hydroxyvitamin D ID 

Prothrombin_Time float Prothrombin_Time exam result 

Prothrombin_Time_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint 25 Hydroxyvitamin D ID 

Partial_Thromboplastin_Time float Partial Thromboplastin Time 

exam result 

Partial_Thromboplastin_Time_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Partial Thromboplastin Time ID 

Volume float Volume exam result 

Volume_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Volume ID 

pH_Urine float pH Urine exam result 

pH_Urine_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pH Urine ID 

Glucose_Urine float Glucose Urine exam result 

Glucose_Urine_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Glucose Urine ID 

Protein float Protein exam result 

Protein_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Protein ID 
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Blood float Blood exam result 

Blood_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Blood ID 

Nitrite float Nitrite exam result 

Nitrite_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Nitrite ID 

Specific_Gravity float Specific Gravity exam result 

Specific_Gravity_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Specific Gravity ID 

Leukocytes float Leukocytes exam result 

Leukocytes_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Leukocytes ID 

Red_Blood_Cells_Urine float Red Blood Cells Urine exam 

result 

Red_Blood_Cells_Urine_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Red Blood Cells Urine ID 

Bacteria float Bacteria exam result 

Bacteria_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Bacteria ID 

Urinary_Sodium_24h float Urinary Sodium 24h exam result 

Urinary_Sodium_24h_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urinary Sodium 24h ID 

Urinary_Potassium_24h float Urinary Potassium 24h exam 

result 

Urinary_Potassium_24h_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urinary Potassium 24h ID 

Urinary_Protein_24h float Urinary Protein 24h exam result 

Urinary_Protein_24h_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urinary Potassium 24h ID 

Microalbuminuria float Microalbuminuria exam result 

Microalbuminuria_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Microalbuminuria ID 

Alanine_Transaminase float Alanine Transaminase exam 

result 

Alanine_Transaminase_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Alanine Transaminase ID 

Aspartate_Transaminase float Aspartate Transaminase exam 

result 

Aspartate_Transaminase_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Aspartate Transaminase ID 

Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase float Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase 

exam result 

Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase ID 

Alkaline_Phosphatase float Alkaline Phosphatase exam 

result 

Alkaline_Phosphatase_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase ID 

 

Table: Environmental_Monitor 

Purpose: Holds information on the Environmental Monitors installed 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint The unique ID of the Environmental Monitor 

 Firmware_Version nchar(20) Firmware Version of Monitor 
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Table: Environmental_Parameter  

Purpose: Holds information on the types of Environmental Parameter that are supported 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint The unique ID of the Environmental Parameter 

 Name nchar(50) The name of the Parameter e.g. "Temperature" 

 Description nchar(100) A description of the parameter e.g. "A sensor which records 

Temperature" 

 Units nchar(50) The units of the parameter's Measurements e.g. "deg C" 

FK1 PatientID Bigint  

 

 

Table: Configuration  

Purpose: Holds information on the types of Environmental Parameter fitted 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint A unique ID 

FK Environmental_Monitor_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Monitor 

FK Environmental_Parameter_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Parameter 

 Fitted bit Parameter fitted status 

 Low_Threshold float If the parameter measures below this threshold for 

more than the Duration_Threshold an alarm will be 

logged. 

 High_Threshold float If the parameter measures above this threshold for 

more than the Duration_Threshold an alarm will be 

logged. 

 Duration_Threshold float The period of time (in seconds) for which the 

parameter's measured values have to exceed a 

threshold before an alarm will be logged. 

 Alarm_Enabled bit If true alarms may be logged for the associated 

parameter.  If false no alarms will be logged. 

 

Table: Measurement_Log 

Purpose: Holds information about measurements made by Environmental Parameters 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint The unique ID of the log entry 

 Date datetime The datetime of the end of the current measurement period 

FK Environmental_Monitor_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Monitor 

FK Environmental_Parameter_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Parameter 

 Min float Minimum value over current period 

 Max float Maximum value over current period 

 Mean float Mean value over current period 
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Table: Event 

Purpose: Holds information on the types of Events that may occur 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint The unique ID of the Event 

 Description nchar(100) Event Description e.g. “High threshold exceeded” 

 

 

Table: Event_Log 

Purpose: Holds information on the Events that have occurred 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint The unique ID of the log entry 

 Date datetime The datetime the event  occurred 

FK Event_ID bigint The ID of the Event 

FK Environmental_Monitor_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Monitor 

FK Environmental_Parameter_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Parameter (may be NULL) 

 Details nchar(150) Details specific to this event 

 

 

Table: ext_devices_type 

Purpose: This table is for defining external device types used in the project.  

Field name Type Description Example 

deviceTypeId  varchar(10) unique name of the device 

type 

spiromet1 

name  varchar(50) name of the device Sibelmed 

description  text any description   

manufacturer  varchar(50) manufacturer of the device Sibel s.a. 

model  varchar(50) model of the device Datospir Micro 

 

 

Table: ext_output 

Purpose: This table is for defining outputs from the device types.  

Field name Type Description example 

outputId varchar(10): unique name of the output bp_systolic 

Name varchar(50) name of the output Systolic blood pressure 

description text any description   

deviceTypeId varchar(10) foreign key to 

ext_devices_type 
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Table: ext_devices 

Purpose: This table is for storing configuration of devices in patient environment 

Field name Type Description example 

deviceId int unique identification of the 

device  

 

patientId int patient identification  

deviceTypeId varchar(10) what is the type of device – 

foreign key to 

ext_devices_type 

 

 

btAddress varchar(max) if the device has address, it 

should be stored here. 

11:22:33:00:11:22 

    

 

 

Table: ext_tracked_output 

Purpose: This table is for configuration what outputs have to be tracked for each device (and patient)  

Field name Type Description example 

trackingId int id of one tracking order  

deviceId int id of the device which have 

to be tracked 

 

outputId int output from the device 

which has to be tracked 

 

Units varchar(10) units of the output  mmHg 

Alarm int id of the alarm set *  

 

 

Table: ext_measurements 

Purpose: Finally, this table is for storing real measurements for patients and devices. 

Field name Type Description example 

measureId int id of one measure  

dateMeasured datetime date and time of the 

measure 

2010-01-22 12:00 

dateStored datetime date and time of the storage 2010-01-22 13:40 

deviceId int which device measured it  

trackingId int which tracking order is it  

valueText text text component of the 

measure (can be XML) 

 

valueNumber float number component of the 

measure 
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Table: Advice 

Purpose: Contains all possible advices 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

 Advice Nvarchar The Advice that will be displayed 

 Comments Nvarchar Possible additional comments 

 

 

Table: AlertsSettings_Clinicians 

Purpose: Contains information about clinician’s settings concerning alerts’appearance 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

 ClinicianOption Nvarchar 
Indicates clinician’s option (Option1, Option2, 

Option3) 

 AdditionalInfo Nvarchar An additional info (usually is null) 

 

 

Table: CDSS_Output 

Purpose: Stores the output of the CDSS for the record 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

 RuleValue Int Value of rule-based system output 

 NNValue Int Value of neural network output 

 DatTim Datetime Date and time 

FK1 PatientID bigInt  

 

 

Table: Features 

Purpose: Stores features extracted from signals by feature extraction module 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

 Feature Nvarchar(100) Name of the feature 

 Value Nvarchar(100) Value of the feature 

FK1 PatientID bigInt  

FK2 SensorID Int  

 DatTim Datetime  
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Table: MeanValues 

Purpose: Mean Values of last records of vital signs in order to be stored to patient’s profile 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

FK1 PatientID bigInt  

 BreathRate Float  

 HeartRate Float  

 BodyTemp Float  

 PulseOxim Float  

 Spyrometer Float  

 BloodPres Float  

 BloodGlucose Float  

 SpO2 Float  

 ActivityEvents Nvarchar 
Specify the events with a characterization of patient’s 

lifestyle (e.g. sedentary) 

 Calories Float Burned calories from activity 

 DatTim Datetime Date and time from the update of patient’s profile 

 

 

Table: Patient_Mental 

Purpose: Mental information stored at patient’s profile 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

 Depression Int  

 Anxiety Int  

 Frustration Int  

 Fear Int  

 Loneliness Int  

 

 

Table: Patient_Profile 

Purpose: Information concerning patient’s profile 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

FK1 PatientID bigInt  

 DatTim Datetime Date and time that the profile was created 

FK2 InterestsID Int  

FK3 QuestionnaireID Int  
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FK4 PersonalSettingsID Int  

FK5 LaboratoryID Int  

FK6 GuidelinesID Int  

FK7 MeanValuesID Int  

FK8 MentalID Int  

 HoursOfUse Int 
This information is being provided by clinician’s interface 

and stored at patient’s profile 

 

 

Table: PatientPersonalSettings 

Purpose: Holds additional information about patient, like his settings 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

FK1 AlertsAppearanceID Int  

FK2 ScheduledAlertsID Int  

 

 

Table: ScenarioActivity 

Purpose: Holds information about activity scenarios 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

FK1 IntensitiesID Int Foreign key to intensities table 

FK2 ActivitySavedID Int  

 

 

Table: ScenarioDrug 

Purpose: Holds information about drug scenarios 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

FK1 DrugSchedID Int  

FK2 DrugPrescrID Int  

FK3 MedicationID Int  

FK4 NotPrescrDrugsID Int  
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Table: ScenarioEnvironment 

Purpose: Holds information about Environment scenarios 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

FK1 StressID Int  

FK2 AudioID Int  

 

 

Table: ScenarioFood 

Purpose: Holds information about food scenarios 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

FK1 FoodSavedID Int  

FK2 FoodListID Int  

 

 

Table: ScenarioOther 

Purpose: Holds information about other scenarios 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

 Description Nvarchar A description of the scenario (e.g. patient goes on holidays) 

 Advice Nvarchar The respective advice for the scenario 

 

 

Table: Stress 

Purpose: Information concerning computed stress index 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

 StressIndex Nvarchar Computed stress index 

 DatTim Datetime  

 Description Nvarchar  

FK1 AdviceID Int  

FK2 PatientID int  
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Table: Stress_Advice 

Purpose: Contains advices relative to different stress levels 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

 Advice Nvarchar  

 Severity nvarchar  

 

 

Table: Severe_Alerts 

Purpose: Contains advices relative to different stress levels 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

 Date Datetime  

 Acknowledgement Bit  

 PatientID bigint  

 Level Int  

 

 

Table: Patient_MedicalHistory 

Field name Type Description 

Patient_MedicalHistory _ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

DiseaseType   nvarchar(50) {CKD, COPD} 

DiseaseStage   tinyint Disease stage 

Date_Time DATETIME  

Structural_Kidney_Abnormality Tinyint Structural_Kidney_Abnormality(0,1) 

Chronic_Glomerulonephritis Tinyint Chronic_Glomerulonephritis (0,1) 

 

Table: Therapy_Prescriptions 

Field name Type Description 

Therapy_Prescription_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Oxygen Therapy Boolean If patient is treated with oxygen therapy 

Ventilatory_support Int 0=no 

1=non-invasive 

2=invasive 

Starting_Date DATETIME Starting date of the prescription 

Period SMALLINT Period of time for the prescription 
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Table: Spyrometry 

Field name Type Description 

Spyrometry_ID Bigint  

Patient_ID Bigint Patient ID 

Institute_ID tinyint Institute for which the exam results are taken 

Date_Time datetime Date time of the exam 

Timestamp DATETIME Timestamp of the exam 

FEV1 Float Flow expiration volume 1 sec  

FVC Float Flow vital capacity  

predictedFEV1 Float Predicted value of FEV1 

 

 

Table: Advice 

Field name Type Description 

Advice_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Date_time DATETIME The date of the CDSS advice 

AdviceSeverity nvarchar(50) {white, green, yellow, red} 

SuggestedDiseaseStage Tinyint Suggested Disease Stage 

SuggestedPatientCondition nvarchar(250) Suggested Patient Condition 

GuidelineText nvarchar(max) Text of Guideline applied 

CallType 
nvarchar(50) {PDA_alert; PDA_update24h; Lab; 

DiseaseStage} 

CallReport 
nvarchar(250) Report of the relevant data generating the 

advice 

Comments nvarchar(250) Possible additional comments 

 

 

INTEGRATED HPM DATABASE 

 

Table: Patient 

Purpose: Holds all information of the CHRONIOUS Patient 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the CHRONIOUS Patient 

 Username  nvarchar(16) Personal data - username 

 Password nvarchar(16) Personal data – password 

 FirstName nvarchar(50) Personal data – first name 

 LastName nvarchar(50) Personal data – last name 
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 FirstDiagnoseDate DATETIME First diagnosed date of the disease 

 ChroniousFirstUse DATETIME First use of the CHRONIOUS platform 

FK5 RespClinician bigint Clinician that is responsible for the respective patient 

FK1 InfoID bigint The Respective ID of patient’s additional information 

 Sex nvarchar(50) Personal information -sex 

 Type nvarchar(50) 
Type of the disease (e.g. COPD, KD for initial setup of the platform and can 

be expanded to other diseases) 

FK2 AddressID bigint The Respective ID of patient’s address 

 Active Bit 
Boolean type to define whether the patient is an active user of 

CHRONIOUS platform or not 

FK3 CaregiverID Bigint A foreign key to indicate the ID of patient’s caregiver 

FK4 AssistantID Bigint 
A foreign key to indicate the ID of the healthcare assistant that is 

responsible for the respective patient 

 SSN Bigint Social Secure Number 

 

 

Table: PatientInfo 

Purpose: Holds additional information about patient 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the patient’s additional information 

 MaritalStatus nvarchar(16) Additional Personal information 

 Employment nvarchar(16) Additional Personal information 

 Nationality nvarchar(16) Additional Personal information 

 Ethnicity nvarchar(MAX) Additional Personal information 

 NativeLanguage nvarchar(16) Additional Personal information 

 BirthDate Date Additional Personal information 

 Weight Real Additional Personal information 

 Height Real Additional Personal information 

 PhoneNumber1 nvarchar(50) Additional Personal information 

 PhoneNumber2 nvarchar(50) Additional Personal information 

 EducationalStatus nvarchar(50)  

 

 

Table: UserAddress 

Purpose: Holds all information concerning administrator’s address 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the administrator’s address 

 Location nvarchar(50) Demographic Information - location 
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 Address nvarchar(50) Demographic Information – address 

 Number int Demographic Information – number 

 City nvarchar(50) Demographic Information – city 

 ZipCode int Demographic Information – zip Code 

 Country nvarchar(50) Demographic Information - country 

 

Table: Environmental_Monitor 

Purpose: Holds information on the Environmental Monitors installed 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint The unique ID of the Environmental Monitor 

 Firmware_Version nchar(20) Firmware Version of Monitor 

 

 

Table: Environmental_Parameter  

Purpose: Holds information on the types of Environmental Parameter that are supported 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint The unique ID of the Environmental Parameter 

 Name nchar(50) The name of the Parameter e.g. "Temperature" 

 Description nchar(100) A description of the parameter e.g. "A sensor which 

records Temperature" 

 Units nchar(50) The units of the parameter's Measurements e.g. "deg 

C" 

 

Table: Configuration  

Purpose: Holds information on the types of Environmental Parameter fitted 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint A unique ID 

FK Environmental_Monitor_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Monitor 

FK Environmental_Parameter_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Parameter 

 Fitted bit Parameter fitted status 

 Low_Threshold float If the parameter measures below this threshold for 

more than the Duration_Threshold an alarm will be 

logged. 

 High_Threshold float If the parameter measures above this threshold for 

more than the Duration_Threshold an alarm will be 

logged. 

 Duration_Threshold float The period of time (in seconds) for which the 

parameter's measured values have to exceed a 

threshold before an alarm will be logged. 

 Alarm_Enabled bit If true alarms may be logged for the associated 

parameter.  If false no alarms will be logged. 
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Table: Measurement_Log 

Purpose: Holds information about measurements made by Environmental Parameters 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint The unique ID of the log entry 

 Date datetime The datetime of the end of the current measurement period 

FK Environmental_Monitor_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Monitor 

FK Environmental_Parameter_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Parameter 

 Min float Minimum value over current period 

 Max float Maximum value over current period 

 Mean float Mean value over current period 

 

Table: Event 

Purpose: Holds information on the types of Events that may occur 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint The unique ID of the Event 

 Description nchar(100) Event Description e.g. “High threshold exceeded” 

 

 

Table: Event_Log 

Purpose: Holds information on the Events that have occurred 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint The unique ID of the log entry 

 Date datetime The datetime the event  occurred 

FK Event_ID bigint The ID of the Event 

FK Environmental_Monitor_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Monitor 

FK Environmental_Parameter_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Parameter (may be NULL) 

 Details nchar(150) Details specific to this event 

 

 

Table: ext_devices_type 

Purpose: This table is for defining external device types used in the project.  

Field name Type Description Example 

deviceTypeId  varchar(10) unique name of the device 

type 

spiromet1 

name  varchar(50) name of the device Sibelmed 

description  text any description   

manufacturer  varchar(50) manufacturer of the device Sibel s.a. 

model  varchar(50) model of the device Datospir Micro 
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Table: ext_output 

Purpose: This table is for defining outputs from the device types.  

Field name Type Description example 

outputId varchar(10): unique name of the output bp_systolic 

Name varchar(50) name of the output Systolic blood pressure 

description text any description   

deviceTypeId varchar(10) foreign key to 

ext_devices_type 

 

 

    

 

 

Table: ext_devices 

Purpose: This table is for storing configuration of devices in patient environment 

Field name Type Description example 

deviceId int unique identification of the 

device  

 

deviceTypeId varchar(10) what is the type of device – 

foreign key to 

ext_devices_type 

 

 

btAddress varchar(max) if the device has address, it 

should be stored here. 

11:22:33:00:11:22 

    

 

 

Table: ext_tracked_output 

Purpose: This table is for configuration what outputs have to be tracked for each device (and patient)  

Field name Type Description example 

trackingId int id of one tracking order  

deviceId int id of the device which have 

to be tracked 

 

outputId int output from the device 

which has to be tracked 

 

Units varchar(10) units of the output  mmHg 

Alarm int id of the alarm set *  
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Table: ext_measurements 

Purpose: Finally, this table is for storing real measurements for patients and devices. 

Field name Type Description example 

measureId int id of one measure  

dateMeasured datetime date and time of the 

measure 

2010-01-22 12:00 

dateStored datetime date and time of the storage 2010-01-22 13:40 

deviceId int which device measured it  

trackingId int which tracking order is it  

valueText text text component of the 

measure (can be XML) 

 

valueNumber float number component of the 

measure 

 

 

 

Table: Advice 

Purpose: Contains all possible advices 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

 Advice Nvarchar The Advice that will be displayed 

 Comments Nvarchar Possible additional comments 

 

 

Table: ScenarioActivity 

Purpose: Holds information about activity scenarios 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

FK1 IntensitiesID Int Foreign key to intensities table 

FK2 ActivitySavedID Int  

 

 

Table: ScenarioDrug 

Purpose: Holds information about drug scenarios 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

FK1 DrugSchedID Int  

FK2 DrugPrescrID Int  

FK3 MedicationID Int  

FK4 NotPrescrDrugsID Int  
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Table: ScenarioEnvironment 

Purpose: Holds information about Environment scenarios 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

FK1 StressID Int  

FK2 AudioID Int  

 

 

Table: ScenarioFood 

Purpose: Holds information about food scenarios 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

FK1 FoodSavedID Int  

FK2 FoodListID Int  

 

 

Table: ScenarioOther 

Purpose: Holds information about other scenarios 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

 Description Nvarchar A description of the scenario (e.g. patient goes on holidays) 

 Advice Nvarchar The respective advice for the scenario 

 

 

Table: Stress 

Purpose: Information concerning computed stress index 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

 StressIndex Nvarchar Computed stress index 

 DatTim Datetime  

 Description Nvarchar  

FK1 AdviceID Int  

FK2 PatientID int  
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Table: Stress_Advice 

Purpose: Contains advices relative to different stress levels 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

 Advice Nvarchar  

 Severity nvarchar  

 

 

Table: Severe_Alerts 

Purpose: Contains advices relative to different stress levels 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

 Date Datetime  

 Acknowledgement Bit  

 PatientID bigint  

 Level Int  

 

 

 

Table: Drug_Intake_Planner 

Purpose: Contains all information related to the prescribed by the clinician drugs. 

 Column Name  Type Description  

PK ID bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment. not null 

 Brand_ID bigint The brand ID. not null 

 Brand_Name nvarchar(50) The name of the drug. not null 

 Date_Time datetime The date the patient should take the 

drug. 

not null 

 Intake datetime The time the patient should take the 

drug. 

not null 

 Dosage smallint The dosage of drug (eg. 1 (pill)). not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID. not null 

 Alert float Period of time between the time the 

patient must take a drug and the time 

the alert starts. 

not null 

 Condition smallint Displays whether the patient took his 

medicine .Values : 1-if the drug should 

not be taken yet, 2- if the patient has 

taken the drug  and 3- if the patient has 

missed the drug 

not null 

 Saved_Date_Time datetime The date and time the patient took the 

drug 

null 
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FK Prescription_ID bigint The ID o f the clinician’s prescription not null 

 Unit_Name nvarchar(50) The unit name (eg. pill, puff)  not null 

 Comments nvarchar(250) Doctor’s comments null 

 

 

Table: Doctor_Prescription1 

Purpose:   Contains all information related to the doctor’s prescription for each patient (XML) 

 Column Name  Type Description  

PK Prescription_ID bigint The id of the clinician’s prescription  not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

 Brand_ID bigint The respective brand ID not null 

 Brand_Name nvarchar(50) The name of the drug not null 

 Unit_Name nvarchar(50) The name of the unit (eg. pill, puff) not null 

 Dosage smallint The dosage of  drug (eg. 1 pill) not null 

 Intake nvarchar(100) The time(s) the patient should take the 

drug  (eg. 10:00, 16:00) 

not null 

 Start_Date datetime The date the  medication starts not null 

 Period smallint The days the patient should take the 

medication 

not null 

 Alert float Period of time between the time the 

patient must take a drug and the time 

the alert starts 

not null 

 

 

Table:  Non_Scheduled_Medicine 

Purpose: Contains all information related to the medicine that is not in the doctor’s  

      prescription  

 Column Name  Type Description  

PK NSM_Brand_ID bigint The brand ID not null 

 NSM_Brand_Name nvarchar(50) The brand name not null 

  

Unit_Name 

 

nvarchar(50) 

 not null 

 

 

Table:         Non_Scheduled_Medicine_Save 

Purpose:    Stores the not prescribed medicine the patient took. 

 Column Name  Type Description  

PK ID bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 
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FK NSM_Brand_ID bigint The respective brand ID not null 

 Dosage smallint The dosage of medication that the 

patient took 

not null 

 Date_Time datetime The date and time the patient took the 

medicine 

not null 

 

 

Table: Prescribed_Drug_Condition 

Purpose Contains all information related to the images of the conditions. 

      (Drug_Intake_Planner.Condition : if the patient has taken the medicine or not). 

 Column Name  Type Description  

PK Condition_ID smallint The condition ID not null 

 Image_Path nvarchar(250) The image path not null 

 Condition_Name nvarchar(20) The name of the condition not null 

 

 

Table: Recommendation 

Purpose:    Holds information about what is proposed to a patient to do in a particular day 

                    ( eg.: medication, doctor appointments etc.) 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK ID bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

 Event_ID bigint The event ID not null 

 Event_Type nvarchar(50) The type of the event (eg 

appointment, medication) 

not null 

 Event_Todo nvarchar(100) What the patient should do (eg take 

the medication 4) 

not null 

 Event_Time nvarchar(50) The time the event will take place not null 

 Event_Date datetime The date the event will take place not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

 Condition tinyint It is used for the reminders not null 

 Comments nvarchar(250) Doctor’s comments null 

 Condition_Done tinyint It is used for the reminders not null 

 

 

Table:         Questionnaire_Copd_Save 

Purpose:    Stores the answers provided by COPD patients when answering the   

                     corresponding   questionnaire  

 Column Name Type Description  

PK COPD_ID  bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 
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 Date_Time datetime The date the patient answered the 

questionnaire 

not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

 Mental1 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the first mental 

question 

not null 

 Mental2 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the second 

mental question 

not null 

 Mental3 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the third mental 

question 

not null 

 Copd1 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the first copd  

question 

not null 

 Copd2 nvarchar( 600) The patient’s answer to the second copd 

question 

not null 

 Copd3 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the third copd 

question 

not null 

 Copd4 nvarchar( 600) The patient’s answer to the fourth copd 

question 

not null 

 Copd5 nvarchar( 600) The patient’s answer to the fifth copd  

question 

not null 

 Copd6 nvarchar( 600) The patient’s answer to the sixth copd 

question 

not null 

 Copd7 nvarchar( 600) The patient’s answer to the seventh copd 

question 

not null 

 Copd8 nvarchar( 600) The patient’s answer to the eighth copd 

question 

not null 

 Copd9 nvarchar( 600) The patient’s answer to the nineth copd 

question 

not null 

 

 

Table:         Questionnaire_Ckd_Save 

Purpose:    Stores the answers provided by CKD patients when answering the corresponding    

                     questionnaire  

 Column Name Type Description  

PK CKD_ID  bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

 Date_Time datetime The date the patient answered the 

questionnaire 

not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

 CkdMental1 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the first mental 

question 

not null 

 CkdMental2 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the second 

mental question 

not null 

 CkdMental3 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the third mental 

question 

not null 
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 CkdMental4 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the fourth mental 

question 

not null 

 Ckd1 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the first ckd  

question 

not null 

 Ckd2 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the second ckd  

question 

not null 

 Ckd3 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the third ckd  

question 

not null 

 Ckd4 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the fourth ckd  

question 

not null 

 Ckd5 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the fifth ckd  

question 

not null 

 Ckd6 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the sixth ckd  

question 

not null 

 

 

Table:           Activities      

Purpose :     Contains all information related to  the activities 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Activity_ID bigint The activity ID. Unique identifier. Auto- 

increment. 

not null 

 Activity_NameEN nvarchar(50) The activity name (English) not null 

 Activity_NameIT nvarchar(50) The activity name (Italian) not null 

 Activity_NameES nvarchar(50) The activity name (Spanish) not null 

 

 

Table:            Intensities      

Purpose :      Contains all information related to  the intensities of each activity, and the 

                       respective MET 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Intensity_ID bigint The intensity ID. Unique identifier. 

Auto- increment. 

not null 

 Intensity_NameEN nvarchar(50) The intensity name (English) not null 

 Intensity_NameIT nvarchar(50) The intensity name (Italian) not null 

 Intensity_NameES nvarchar(50) The intensity name (Spanish) not null 

FK Activity_ID bigint The respective activity ID not null 

 MET real The metabolic  equivalent of task not null 
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Table:           Patient_Activities_Save      

Purpose :     Saves all information about the activities the patient does each day 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK ID  bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

FK Activity_ID bigint The respective activity ID(the selected 

one) 

not null 

FK Intensity_ID bigint The respective intensity ID(the selected 

one) 

not null 

 Duration int The duration of the activity not null 

 Calories real The calories burned during the activity not null 

 Date_Time datetime The date the record is saved not null 

 Comments nvarchar(250) Patient’s comments about any 

discomfort he/she  feels during the 

exercise 

null 

 

 

Table:           Activities_DoctorPrescription 

Purpose :     Collects information about the activities the clinician has proposed to the  

                       patient 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK ID  bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

FK Activity_ID bigint The respective activity ID not null 

FK Intensity_ID bigint The respective intensity ID not null 

 Duration int The recommended duration of the 

activity 

not null 

 Comments nvarchar(250) Clinian’s comments  null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

 Date_Time datetime The date the doctor gave the prescription null 

 Frequency nvarchar(100) The proposed by the clinician frequency 

of the specific activity (eg. 3 times/week) 

not null 

 Daily_Energy real The average energy the patient should 

consume daily 

not null 

 Daily_Duration real The average duration of the daily exercise 

of the patient 

not null 
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Table:         Food_Categories 

Purpose:    Contains all information related to  the categories 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Category_ID bigint The ID of the category. Unique identifier. 

Auto- increment 

not null 

 Category_NameEN nvarchar(150) The category name (English) not null 

 Category_NameIT nvarchar(150) The category name (Italian) not null 

 Category_NameES nvarchar(150) The category name (Spanish) not null 

 

 

Table:         Food_Subcategories 

Purpose:    Contains all information related to  the food subcategories 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Subcategory_ID bigint The subcategory ID. Unique identifier. 

Auto- increment. 

not null 

FK Category_ID bigint The respective ID of Food Categories not null 

 Sub_NameEN nvarchar(150) The subcategory name (English) not null 

 Sub_NameIT nvarchar(150) The subcategory name (Italian) not null 

 Sub_NameES nvarchar(150) The subcategory name (Spanish) not null 

 

 

Table:         Food_List 

Purpose:    Contains all information related to  the Food 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Code bigint The food ID. Unique identifier. 

Auto- increment. 

not null 

FK Subcategory_ID bigint The respective subcategory ID not null 

 Food_NameEN nvarchar(150) The food name(English) not null 

 Food_NameIT nvarchar(150) The food name(Italian) not null 

 Food_NameES nvarchar(150) The food name(Spanish) not null 

 Quantity_Elible_Part real The quantity of the food. not null 

 Energy real The energy contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part (eg 3kcal 

in 70gr) 

not null 

 Energy_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Total_Lipids real The total lipids contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 TotalLipids_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 
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 Protein_Animal real The animal protein contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Protein_Animal_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Protein_Vegetable real The vegetables protein 

contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Protein_Veget_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Protein real The protein contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Protein_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Available_Carbohydrates real The available carbohydrates 

contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Available_Carbohydrates_Uni

t_ID 

smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Water real The water contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Water_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Calcium real The calcium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Calcium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Sodium real The sodium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Sodium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Potassium real The energy contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Potassium_Unit_ID smallint The potassium nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Phosphorus real The phosphorus contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Phosphorus_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Magnesium real The magnesium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Magnesium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Alcohol real The alcohol contained in 

Quantity_Edible_Part 
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Table:         Food_Images 

Purpose:    Holds all information of the Food images 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Image_ID bigint The image ID .Unique identifier, auto-

increment. 

not null 

FK Code bigint The respective food ID not null 

 Image_Path nvarchar(250) The path that the images are stored not null 

 Image_Calories int The calories which are equivalent to 

the quantity of food that appears on 

the image  

not null 

 

 

Table:         Cooking Style 

Purpose:    Holds all information of food cooking style 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Cooking_Style_ID int The cooking style ID. Unique 

identifier, auto-increment. 

not null 

 Cooking_Style_NameEN nvarchar(30) The cooking style name(English) not null 

 Cooking_Style_NameIT nvarchar(30) The cooking style name(Italian) not null 

 Cooking_Style_NameES nvarchar(30) The cooking style name(Spanish) not null 

 

 

Table :          Food_CookingStyle 

Purpose:      Holds information about how the values of some ingredients may change  

                      depending on food’s cooking style 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK ID bigint The table id not null 

FK Code bigint The respective food ID not null 

FK Cooking_Style_ID int The respective cooking style ID not null 

 Sodium real The sodium retentions factors  not null 

 Potassium real The potassium retentions factors not null 

 Calcium real The calcium retentions factors not null 

 Phosphorus real The phosphorus  retentions factors not null 

 Magnesium real The magnesium retentions factors not null 
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Table:         Nutrient_Amount_Units 

Purpose:    Holds information about the nutrient amount units 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Unit_ID int The nutrient amount unit ID. Unique 

identifier. 

not null 

 Unit_Name nvarchar(15) The nutrient amount unit name not null 

 

 

Table:         Dishes 

Purpose:    Holds all information of the Dishes 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Dish_ID bigint The dish ID. Unique identifier. 

Auto- increment. 

not null 

 Subcategory_ID bigint The number 0 not null 

 Dish_NameEN nvarchar(150) The dish  name(English) not null 

 Dish_NameIT nvarchar(150) The dish name(Italian) not null 

 Dish_NameES nvarchar(150) The dish name(Spanish) not null 

 Quantity_Elible_Part real The quantity of the dish.. not null 

 Energy real The energy contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part (eg 3kcal 

in 70gr) 

not null 

 Energy_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Total_Lipids real The total lipids contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 TotalLipids_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Protein_Animal real The animal protein contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Protein_Animal_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Protein_Vegetable real The vegetables protein 

contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Protein_Veget_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Protein real The protein contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Protein_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Available_Carbohydrates real The available carbohydrates 

contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 
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 Available_Carbohydrates_Uni

t_ID 

smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Water real The water contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Water_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Calcium real The calcium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Calcium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Sodium real The sodium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Sodium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Potassium real The energy contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Potassium_Unit_ID smallint The potassium nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Phosphorus real The phosphorus contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Phosphorus_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Magnesium real The magnesium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Magnesium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Alcohol real The alcohol containes int 

Quantity Edible Part 

 

 

 

Table:         Dish_Food_Ingredients 

Purpose:    Stores the foods that make up each dish 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK ID bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

FK Dish_ID bigint The respective dish ID not null 

FK Code bigint The respective food ID not null 

 Quantity int The food quantity not null 

FK Cooking_Style_ID int The respective cooking style ID not null 
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Table:         Food_Diet 

Purpose:    Contains all information related to the suggested by the clinician diet 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Diet_ID bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

FK Code bigint The respective food ID not null 

 Description nvarchar(150) The food description not null 

 Meal_ID tinyint The meal ID not null 

 Plan_ID tinyint The plan ID not null 

 Week_ID tinyint The week ID not null 

 Day_ID tinyint The day ID not null 

 Condition tinyint A condition used for diet planner not null 

 Quantity int The food quantity not null 

FK Cooking_Style_ID int The respective cooking style id not null 

 

 

Table:         Patient_Food_Save 

Purpose:    Stores information about the food the patient has consumed 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK ID bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

FK Code bigint The respective food or dish ID not null 

 Date_Time datetime The date and time that the record is 

saved 

not null 

 Meal_Name nvarchar(50) The name of the meal (eg. Breakfast) not null 

 Quantity int The quantity of the consumed food not null 

   

Energy 

real The  energyof the consumed food 

(depending on the quantity and the 

cooking style) 

not null 

FK Cooking_Style_ID int The respective cooking style ID not null 

 Total_Lipids real The total lipids of the consumed food not null 

 Protein_Animal real The animal protein of the consumed 

food 

not null 

 Protein_Vegetetable real The vegetable protein of the consumed 

food 

not null 

 Protein real The total protein  of the consumed food not null 

 Available_Carbohydrates real The available carbohydrates of the 

consumed food 

not null 

 Water real The water of the consumed food not null 

 Calcium real The calcium of the consumed food not null 
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 Sodium real The sodium of the consumed food not null 

 Potassium real The potassium  of the consumed food not null 

 Phosphorus real The phosphorus of the consumed food not null 

 Magnesium real The magnesium of the consumed food not null 

 

 

Table: Patient_MedicalHistory 

Field name Type Description 

Patient_MedicalHistory _ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

DiseaseType   nvarchar(50) {CKD, COPD} 

DiseaseStage   Tinyint Disease stage 

Date_Time DATETIME  

Structural_Kidney_Abnormality Tinyint Structural_Kidney_Abnormality(0,1) 

Chronic_Glomerulonephritis Tinyint Chronic_Glomerulonephritis (0,1) 

 

 

Table: Therapy_Prescriptions 

Field name Type Description 

Therapy_Prescription_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Oxygen Therapy Boolean If patient is treated with oxygen therapy 

Ventilatory_support Int 0=no 

1=non-invasive 

2=invasive 

Starting_Date DATETIME Starting date of the prescription 

Period SMALLINT Period of time for the prescription 

 

Table: Spyrometry 

Field name Type Description 

Spyrometry_ID Bigint  

Patient_ID Bigint Patient ID 

Institute_ID tinyint Institute for which the exam results are taken 

Date_Time datetime Date time of the exam 

Timestamp DATETIME Timestamp of the exam 

FEV1 Float Flow expiration volume 1 sec  

FVC Float Flow vital capacity  

predictedFEV1 Float Predicted value of FEV1 
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Table: Advice 

Field name Type Description 

Advice_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Date_time DATETIME The date of the CDSS advice 

AdviceSeverity nvarchar(50) {white, green, yellow, red} 

SuggestedDiseaseStage Tinyint Suggested Disease Stage 

SuggestedPatientCondition nvarchar(250) Suggested Patient Condition 

GuidelineText nvarchar(max) Text of Guideline applied 

CallType 
nvarchar(50) {PDA_alert; PDA_update24h; Lab; 

DiseaseStage} 

CallReport 
nvarchar(250) Report of the relevant data generating the 

advice 

Comments nvarchar(250) Possible additional comments 

 

 

Table: Institutes 

Field name Type Description 

Institute_ID tinyint The table ID 

Institute_Name nvarchar(50) Institute Name 

 

 

 

INTEGRATED PDA DATABASE 

 

Table: Patient 

Purpose: Holds all information of the CHRONIOUS Patient 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the CHRONIOUS Patient 

 Username  nvarchar(16) Personal data - username 

 Password nvarchar(16) Personal data – password 

 FirstName nvarchar(50) Personal data – first name 

 LastName nvarchar(50) Personal data – last name 

 FirstDiagnoseDate DATETIME First diagnosed date of the disease 

 ChroniousFirstUse DATETIME First use of the CHRONIOUS platform 

FK5 RespClinician bigint Clinician that is responsible for the respective patient 

FK1 InfoID bigint The Respective ID of patient’s additional information 

 Sex nvarchar(50) Personal information -sex 
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 Type nvarchar(50) 
Type of the disease (e.g. COPD, KD for initial setup of the platform and can 

be expanded to other diseases) 

FK2 AddressID bigint The Respective ID of patient’s address 

 Active Bit 
Boolean type to define whether the patient is an active user of 

CHRONIOUS platform or not 

FK3 CaregiverID Bigint A foreign key to indicate the ID of patient’s caregiver 

FK4 AssistantID Bigint 
A foreign key to indicate the ID of the healthcare assistant that is 

responsible for the respective patient 

 SSN Bigint Social Secure Number 

 

 

Table: PatientInfo 

Purpose: Holds additional information about patient 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the patient’s additional information 

 MaritalStatus nvarchar(16) Additional Personal information 

 Employment nvarchar(16) Additional Personal information 

 Nationality nvarchar(16) Additional Personal information 

 Ethnicity nvarchar(MAX) Additional Personal information 

 NativeLanguage nvarchar(16) Additional Personal information 

 BirthDate Date Additional Personal information 

 Weight Real Additional Personal information 

 Height Real Additional Personal information 

 PhoneNumber1 nvarchar(50) Additional Personal information 

 PhoneNumber2 nvarchar(50) Additional Personal information 

 EducationalStatus nvarchar(50)  

 

 

Table: UserAddress 

Purpose: Holds all information concerning administrator’s address 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the administrator’s address 

 Location nvarchar(50) Demographic Information - location 

 Address nvarchar(50) Demographic Information – address 

 Number int Demographic Information – number 

 City nvarchar(50) Demographic Information – city 

 ZipCode int Demographic Information – zip Code 

 Country nvarchar(50) Demographic Information - country 
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Table: Caregiver 

Purpose: Holds additional information about caregiver 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the Caregiver’s table 

 CaregiverName nvarchar(50)  

 Phone nvarchar(50)  

 Email nvarchar(50)  

 Address nvarchar(50)  

 Relation nvarchar(MAX)  

 

Table: Clinician 

Purpose: Holds all information of the CHRONIOUS Clinician 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the CHRONIOUS Clinician 

 Username  nvarchar(16) Clinician’s username 

 Password nvarchar(16) Clinician’s password 

 FirstName nvarchar(50) First name of clinician 

 LastName nvarchar(70) Last name of system clinician 

 Type nvarchar(50) Type of clinician’s disease expertise 

 PhoneNumber bigint Phone number of system’s clinician 

 Institution nvarchar(100) Relative institution 

 Email nvarchar(100) E-mail 

 Platform Tinyint The platform that this clinician is assigned to 

FK1 AddressID bigint The Respective ID of clinician’s address 

 

Table: AssistantGroup 

Purpose: Saves information concerning patient groups related to specific healthcare assistants as well as information 

about the responsible person (healthcare assistant) of each group 

  Field name Type Description 

PK ID bigint ID of the each assistant group 

 GroupName nvarchar(50) A name of the group indicated by the administrator at the respective form 

 Description Text A small description of the group that can be left Null 

 AssistantName nvarchar(50) The name of the assistant that is responsible for the group 

 Phone nvarchar(50) 
The phone number of the assistant that is responsible for the group for 

contacting details (can be left null) 

 Address nvarchar(50) 
The address of the assistant that is responsible for the group for contacting 

details (can be left null) 

 Institute nvarchar(50) The Institute of the assistant that is responsible for the group 
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Table: Environmental_Monitor 

Purpose: Holds information on the Environmental Monitors installed 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint The unique ID of the Environmental Monitor 

 Firmware_Version nchar(20) Firmware Version of Monitor 

 

 

Table: Environmental_Parameter  

Purpose: Holds information on the types of Environmental Parameter that are supported 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint The unique ID of the Environmental Parameter 

 Name nchar(50) The name of the Parameter e.g. "Temperature" 

 Description nchar(100) A description of the parameter e.g. "A sensor which 

records Temperature" 

 Units nchar(50) The units of the parameter's Measurements e.g. "deg 

C" 

 

 

Table: Configuration  

Purpose: Holds information on the types of Environmental Parameter fitted 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint A unique ID 

FK Environmental_Monitor_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Monitor 

FK Environmental_Parameter_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Parameter 

 Fitted bit Parameter fitted status 

 Low_Threshold float If the parameter measures below this threshold for 

more than the Duration_Threshold an alarm will be 

logged. 

 High_Threshold float If the parameter measures above this threshold for 

more than the Duration_Threshold an alarm will be 

logged. 

 Duration_Threshold float The period of time (in seconds) for which the 

parameter's measured values have to exceed a 

threshold before an alarm will be logged. 

 Alarm_Enabled bit If true alarms may be logged for the associated 

parameter.  If false no alarms will be logged. 
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Table: Measurement_Log 

Purpose: Holds information about measurements made by Environmental Parameters 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint The unique ID of the log entry 

 Date datetime The datetime of the end of the current measurement period 

FK Environmental_Monitor_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Monitor 

FK Environmental_Parameter_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Parameter 

 Min float Minimum value over current period 

 Max float Maximum value over current period 

 Mean float Mean value over current period 

 

 

Table: Event 

Purpose: Holds information on the types of Events that may occur 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint The unique ID of the Event 

 Description nchar(100) Event Description e.g. “High threshold exceeded” 

 

 

Table: Event_Log 

Purpose: Holds information on the Events that have occurred 

 Field name  Type Description 

PK ID bigint The unique ID of the log entry 

 Date datetime The datetime the event  occurred 

FK Event_ID bigint The ID of the Event 

FK Environmental_Monitor_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Monitor 

FK Environmental_Parameter_ID bigint The ID of the Environmental Parameter (may be NULL) 

 Details nchar(150) Details specific to this event 

 

Table: ext_devices_type 

Purpose: This table is for defining external device types used in the project.  

Field name Type Description Example 

deviceTypeId  varchar(10) unique name of the device 

type 

spiromet1 

name  varchar(50) name of the device Sibelmed 

description  text any description   

manufacturer  varchar(50) manufacturer of the device Sibel s.a. 

model  varchar(50) model of the device Datospir Micro 
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Table: ext_output 

Purpose: This table is for defining outputs from the device types.  

Field name Type Description example 

outputId varchar(10): unique name of the output bp_systolic 

Name varchar(50) name of the output Systolic blood pressure 

description text any description   

deviceTypeId varchar(10) foreign key to 

ext_devices_type 

 

 

    

 

 

Table: ext_devices 

Purpose: This table is for storing configuration of devices in patient environment 

Field name Type Description example 

deviceId int unique identification of the 

device  

 

deviceTypeId varchar(10) what is the type of device – 

foreign key to 

ext_devices_type 

 

 

btAddress varchar(max) if the device has address, it 

should be stored here. 

11:22:33:00:11:22 

    

 

 

Table: ext_tracked_output 

Purpose: This table is for configuration what outputs have to be tracked for each device (and patient)  

Field name Type Description example 

trackingId int id of one tracking order  

deviceId int id of the device which have 

to be tracked 

 

outputId int output from the device 

which has to be tracked 

 

Units varchar(10) units of the output  mmHg 

Alarm int id of the alarm set *  
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Table: ext_measurements 

Purpose: Finally, this table is for storing real measurements for patients and devices. 

Field name Type Description example 

measureId int id of one measure  

dateMeasured datetime date and time of the 

measure 

2010-01-22 12:00 

dateStored datetime date and time of the storage 2010-01-22 13:40 

deviceId int which device measured it  

trackingId int which tracking order is it  

valueText text text component of the 

measure (can be XML) 

 

valueNumber float number component of the 

measure 

 

 

 

Table: Advice 

Purpose: Contains all possible advices 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

 Advice Nvarchar The Advice that will be displayed 

 Comments Nvarchar Possible additional comments 

 

 

Table: CDSS_Output 

Purpose: Stores the output of the CDSS for the record 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

 RuleValue Int Value of rule-based system output 

 NNValue Int Value of neural network output 

 DatTim Datetime Date and time 

FK1 PatientID bigInt  

 

 

Table: Features 

Purpose: Stores features extracted from signals by feature extraction module 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

 Feature Nvarchar(100) Name of the feature 

 Value Nvarchar(100) Value of the feature 
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FK1 PatientID bigInt  

FK2 SensorID Int  

 DatTim Datetime  

 

 

Table: MeanValues 

Purpose: Mean Values of last records of vital signs in order to be stored to patient’s profile 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

FK1 PatientID bigInt  

 BreathRate Float  

 HeartRate Float  

 BodyTemp Float  

 PulseOxim Float  

 Spyrometer Float  

 BloodPres Float  

 BloodGlucose Float  

 SpO2 Float  

 ActivityEvents Nvarchar 
Specify the events with a characterization of patient’s 

lifestyle (e.g. sedentary) 

 Calories Float Burned calories from activity 

 DatTim Datetime Date and time from the update of patient’s profile 

 

 

Table: Patient_Mental 

Purpose: Mental information stored at patient’s profile 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

 Depression Int  

 Anxiety Int  

 Frustration Int  

 Fear Int  

 Loneliness Int  
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Table: Patient_Profile 

Purpose: Information concerning patient’s profile 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

FK1 PatientID bigInt  

 DatTim Datetime Date and time that the profile was created 

FK2 InterestsID Int  

FK3 QuestionnaireID Int  

FK4 PersonalSettingsID Int  

FK5 LaboratoryID Int  

FK6 GuidelinesID Int  

FK7 MeanValuesID Int  

FK8 MentalID Int  

 HoursOfUse Int 
This information is being provided by clinician’s interface 

and stored at patient’s profile 

 

 

Table: PatientPersonalSettings 

Purpose: Holds additional information about patient, like his settings 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

FK1 AlertsAppearanceID Int  

FK2 ScheduledAlertsID Int  

 

 

Table: ScenarioActivity 

Purpose: Holds information about activity scenarios 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

FK1 IntensitiesID Int Foreign key to intensities table 

FK2 ActivitySavedID Int  

 

 

Table: ScenarioDrug 

Purpose: Holds information about drug scenarios 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

FK1 DrugSchedID Int  
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FK2 DrugPrescrID Int  

FK3 MedicationID Int  

FK4 NotPrescrDrugsID Int  

 

 

Table: ScenarioEnvironment 

Purpose: Holds information about Environment scenarios 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

FK1 StressID Int  

FK2 AudioID Int  

 

 

Table: ScenarioFood 

Purpose: Holds information about food scenarios 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

FK1 FoodSavedID Int  

FK2 FoodListID Int  

 

 

Table: ScenarioOther 

Purpose: Holds information about other scenarios 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID Int ID of the table 

 Description Nvarchar A description of the scenario (e.g. patient goes on holidays) 

 Advice Nvarchar The respective advice for the scenario 

 

 

Table: Stress 

Purpose: Information concerning computed stress index 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

 StressIndex Nvarchar Computed stress index 

 DatTim Datetime  

 Description Nvarchar  

FK1 AdviceID Int  

FK2 PatientID int  
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Table: Stress_Advice 

Purpose: Contains advices relative to different stress levels 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

 Advice Nvarchar  

 Severity nvarchar  

 

 

Table: Severe_Alerts 

Purpose: Contains advices relative to different stress levels 

 Field name Type Description 

PK ID int ID of the table 

 Date Datetime  

 Acknowledgement Bit  

 PatientID bigint  

 Level Int  

 

 

Table: Drug_Intake_Planner 

Purpose: Contains all information related to the prescribed by the clinician drugs. 

 Column Name  Type Description  

PK ID bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment. not null 

 Brand_ID bigint The brand ID. not null 

 Brand_Name nvarchar(50) The name of the drug. not null 

 Date_Time datetime The date the patient should take the 

drug. 

not null 

 Intake datetime The time the patient should take the 

drug. 

not null 

 Dosage smallint The dosage of drug (eg. 1 (pill)). not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID. not null 

 Alert float Period of time between the time the 

patient must take a drug and the time 

the alert starts. 

not null 

 Condition smallint Displays whether the patient took his 

medicine .Values : 1-if the drug should 

not be taken yet, 2- if the patient has 

taken the drug  and 3- if the patient has 

missed the drug 

not null 

 Saved_Date_Time datetime The date and time the patient took the 

drug 

null 

FK Prescription_ID bigint The ID o f the clinician’s prescription not null 
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 Unit_Name nvarchar(50) The unit name (eg. pill, puff)  not null 

 Comments nvarchar(250) Doctor’s comments null 

 

 

Table: Doctor_Prescription1 

Purpose:   Contains all information related to the doctor’s prescription for each patient (XML) 

 Column Name  Type Description  

PK Prescription_ID bigint The id of the clinician’s prescription  not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

 Brand_ID bigint The respective brand ID not null 

 Brand_Name nvarchar(50) The name of the drug not null 

 Unit_Name nvarchar(50) The name of the unit (eg. pill, puff) not null 

 Dosage smallint The dosage of  drug (eg. 1 pill) not null 

 Intake nvarchar(100) The time(s) the patient should take the 

drug  (eg. 10:00, 16:00) 

not null 

 Start_Date datetime The date the  medication starts not null 

 Period smallint The days the patient should take the 

medication 

not null 

 Alert float Period of time between the time the 

patient must take a drug and the time 

the alert starts 

not null 

 

 

Table:  Non_Scheduled_Medicine 

Purpose: Contains all information related to the medicine that is not in the doctor’s  

      prescription  

 Column Name  Type Description  

PK NSM_Brand_ID bigint The brand ID not null 

 NSM_Brand_Name nvarchar(50) The brand name not null 

  

Unit_Name 

 

nvarchar(50) 

 not null 

 

 

Table:         Non_Scheduled_Medicine_Save 

Purpose:    Stores the not prescribed medicine the patient took. 

 Column Name  Type Description  

PK ID bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

FK NSM_Brand_ID bigint The respective brand ID not null 
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 Dosage smallint The dosage of medication that the 

patient took 

not null 

 Date_Time datetime The date and time the patient took the 

medicine 

not null 

 

 

Table: Recommendation 

Purpose:    Holds information about what is proposed to a patient to do in a particular day 

                    ( eg.: medication, doctor appointments etc.) 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK ID bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

 Event_ID bigint The event ID not null 

 Event_Type nvarchar(50) The type of the event (eg 

appointment, medication) 

not null 

 Event_Todo nvarchar(100) What the patient should do (eg take 

the medication 4) 

not null 

 Event_Time nvarchar(50) The time the event will take place not null 

 Event_Date datetime The date the event will take place not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

 Condition tinyint It is used for the reminders not null 

 Comments nvarchar(250) Doctor’s comments null 

 Condition_Done tinyint It is used for the reminders not null 

 

 

Table:         Questionnaire_Copd_Save 

Purpose:    Stores the answers provided by COPD patients when answering the   

                     corresponding   questionnaire  

 Column Name Type Description  

PK COPD_ID  bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

 Date_Time datetime The date the patient answered the 

questionnaire 

not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

 Mental1 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the first mental 

question 

not null 

 Mental2 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the second 

mental question 

not null 

 Mental3 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the third mental 

question 

not null 

 Copd1 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the first copd  

question 

not null 

 Copd2 nvarchar( 600) The patient’s answer to the second copd not null 
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question 

 Copd3 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the third copd 

question 

not null 

 Copd4 nvarchar( 600) The patient’s answer to the fourth copd 

question 

not null 

 Copd5 nvarchar( 600) The patient’s answer to the fifth copd  

question 

not null 

 Copd6 nvarchar( 600) The patient’s answer to the sixth copd 

question 

not null 

 Copd7 nvarchar( 600) The patient’s answer to the seventh copd 

question 

not null 

 Copd8 nvarchar( 600) The patient’s answer to the eighth copd 

question 

not null 

 Copd9 nvarchar( 600) The patient’s answer to the nineth copd 

question 

not null 

 

 

 

Table:         Questionnaire_Ckd_Save 

Purpose:    Stores the answers provided by CKD patients when answering the corresponding    

                     questionnaire  

 Column Name Type Description  

PK CKD_ID  bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

 Date_Time datetime The date the patient answered the 

questionnaire 

not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

 CkdMental1 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the first mental 

question 

not null 

 CkdMental2 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the second 

mental question 

not null 

 CkdMental3 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the third mental 

question 

not null 

 CkdMental4 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the fourth mental 

question 

not null 

 Ckd1 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the first ckd  

question 

not null 

 Ckd2 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the second ckd  

question 

not null 

 Ckd3 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the third ckd  

question 

not null 

 Ckd4 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the fourth ckd  

question 

not null 

 Ckd5 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the fifth ckd  not null 
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question 

 Ckd6 nvarchar(50) The patient’s answer to the sixth ckd  

question 

not null 

 

 

Table:           Activities      

Purpose :     Contains all information related to  the activities 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Activity_ID bigint The activity ID. Unique identifier. Auto- 

increment. 

not null 

 Activity_NameEN nvarchar(50) The activity name (English) not null 

 Activity_NameIT nvarchar(50) The activity name (Italian) not null 

 Activity_NameES nvarchar(50) The activity name (Spanish) not null 

 

 

Table:            Intensities      

Purpose :      Contains all information related to  the intensities of each activity, and the 

                       respective MET 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Intensity_ID bigint The intensity ID. Unique identifier. 

Auto- increment. 

not null 

 Intensity_NameEN nvarchar(50) The intensity name (English) not null 

 Intensity_NameIT nvarchar(50) The intensity name (Italian) not null 

 Intensity_NameES nvarchar(50) The intensity name (Spanish) not null 

FK Activity_ID bigint The respective activity ID not null 

 MET real The metabolic  equivalent of task not null 

 

 

Table:           Patient_Activities_Save      

Purpose :     Saves all information about the activities the patient does each day 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK ID  bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

FK Activity_ID bigint The respective activity ID(the selected 

one) 

not null 

FK Intensity_ID bigint The respective intensity ID(the selected 

one) 

not null 

 Duration int The duration of the activity not null 

 Calories real The calories burned during the activity not null 

 Date_Time datetime The date the record is saved not null 
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 Comments nvarchar(250) Patient’s comments about any 

discomfort he/she  feels during the 

exercise 

null 

 

 

Table:           Activities_DoctorPrescription 

Purpose :     Collects information about the activities the clinician has proposed to the  

                       patient 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK ID  bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

FK Activity_ID bigint The respective activity ID not null 

FK Intensity_ID bigint The respective intensity ID not null 

 Duration int The recommended duration of the 

activity 

not null 

 Comments nvarchar(250) Clinian’s comments  null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

 Date_Time datetime The date the doctor gave the prescription null 

 Frequency nvarchar(100) The proposed by the clinician frequency 

of the specific activity (eg. 3 times/week) 

not null 

 Daily_Energy real The average energy the patient should 

consume daily 

not null 

 Daily_Duration real The average duration of the daily exercise 

of the patient 

not null 

 

 

Table:         Food_Categories 

Purpose:    Contains all information related to  the categories 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Category_ID bigint The ID of the category. Unique identifier. 

Auto- increment 

not null 

 Category_NameEN nvarchar(150) The category name (English) not null 

 Category_NameIT nvarchar(150) The category name (Italian) not null 

 Category_NameES nvarchar(150) The category name (Spanish) not null 

 

 

Table:         Food_Subcategories 

Purpose:    Contains all information related to  the food subcategories 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Subcategory_ID bigint The subcategory ID. Unique identifier. 

Auto- increment. 

not null 
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FK Category_ID bigint The respective ID of Food Categories not null 

 Sub_NameEN nvarchar(150) The subcategory name (English) not null 

 Sub_NameIT nvarchar(150) The subcategory name (Italian) not null 

 Sub_NameES nvarchar(150) The subcategory name (Spanish) not null 

 

 

Table:         Food_List 

Purpose:    Contains all information related to  the Food 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Code bigint The food ID. Unique identifier. 

Auto- increment. 

not null 

FK Subcategory_ID bigint The respective subcategory ID not null 

 Food_NameEN nvarchar(150) The food name(English) not null 

 Food_NameIT nvarchar(150) The food name(Italian) not null 

 Food_NameES nvarchar(150) The food name(Spanish) not null 

 Quantity_Elible_Part real The quantity of the food. not null 

 Energy real The energy contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part (eg 3kcal 

in 70gr) 

not null 

 Energy_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Total_Lipids real The total lipids contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 TotalLipids_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Protein_Animal real The animal protein contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Protein_Animal_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Protein_Vegetable real The vegetables protein 

contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Protein_Veget_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Protein real The protein contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Protein_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Available_Carbohydrates real The available carbohydrates 

contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Available_Carbohydrates_Uni

t_ID 

smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 
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 Water real The water contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Water_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Calcium real The calcium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Calcium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Sodium real The sodium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Sodium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Potassium real The energy contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Potassium_Unit_ID smallint The potassium nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Phosphorus real The phosphorus contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Phosphorus_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Magnesium real The magnesium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Magnesium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Alcohol real The alcohol contained in 

Quantity_Edible_Part 

 

 

 

Table:         Food_Images 

Purpose:    Holds all information of the Food images 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Image_ID bigint The image ID .Unique identifier, auto-

increment. 

not null 

FK Code bigint The respective food ID not null 

 Image_Path nvarchar(250) The path that the images are stored not null 

 Image_Calories int The calories which are equivalent to 

the quantity of food that appears on 

the image  

not null 
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Table:         Cooking Style 

Purpose:    Holds all information of food cooking style 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Cooking_Style_ID int The cooking style ID. Unique 

identifier, auto-increment. 

not null 

 Cooking_Style_NameEN nvarchar(30) The cooking style name(English) not null 

 Cooking_Style_NameIT nvarchar(30) The cooking style name(Italian) not null 

 Cooking_Style_NameES nvarchar(30) The cooking style name(Spanish) not null 

 

 

Table :          Food_CookingStyle 

Purpose:      Holds information about how the values of some ingredients may change  

                      depending on food’s cooking style 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK ID bigint The table id not null 

FK Code bigint The respective food ID not null 

FK Cooking_Style_ID int The respective cooking style ID not null 

 Sodium real The sodium retentions factors  not null 

 Potassium real The potassium retentions factors not null 

 Calcium real The calcium retentions factors not null 

 Phosphorus real The phosphorus  retentions factors not null 

 Magnesium real The magnesium retentions factors not null 

 

 

Table:         Nutrient_Amount_Units 

Purpose:    Holds information about the nutrient amount units 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Unit_ID int The nutrient amount unit ID. Unique 

identifier. 

not null 

 Unit_Name nvarchar(15) The nutrient amount unit name not null 

 

 

Table:         Dishes 

Purpose:    Holds all information of the Dishes 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Dish_ID bigint The dish ID. Unique identifier. 

Auto- increment. 

not null 

 Subcategory_ID bigint The number 0 not null 

 Dish_NameEN nvarchar(150) The dish  name(English) not null 
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 Dish_NameIT nvarchar(150) The dish name(Italian) not null 

 Dish_NameES nvarchar(150) The dish name(Spanish) not null 

 Quantity_Elible_Part real The quantity of the dish.. not null 

 Energy real The energy contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part (eg 3kcal 

in 70gr) 

not null 

 Energy_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Total_Lipids real The total lipids contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 TotalLipids_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Protein_Animal real The animal protein contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Protein_Animal_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Protein_Vegetable real The vegetables protein 

contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Protein_Veget_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Protein real The protein contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Protein_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Available_Carbohydrates real The available carbohydrates 

contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Available_Carbohydrates_Uni

t_ID 

smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Water real The water contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Water_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Calcium real The calcium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Calcium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Sodium real The sodium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Sodium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Potassium real The energy contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Potassium_Unit_ID smallint The potassium nutrient amount  not null 
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unit ID 

 Phosphorus real The phosphorus contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Phosphorus_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Magnesium real The magnesium contained in 

Quantity_Elible_Part 

not null 

 Magnesium_Unit_ID smallint The respective nutrient amount  

unit ID 

not null 

 Alcohol real The alcohol containes int 

Quantity Edible Part 

 

 

 

Table:         Dish_Food_Ingredients 

Purpose:    Stores the foods that make up each dish 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK ID bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

FK Dish_ID bigint The respective dish ID not null 

FK Code bigint The respective food ID not null 

 Quantity int The food quantity not null 

FK Cooking_Style_ID int The respective cooking style ID not null 

 

 

Table:         Food_Diet 

Purpose:    Contains all information related to the suggested by the clinician diet 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK Diet_ID bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

FK Code bigint The respective food ID not null 

 Description nvarchar(150) The food description not null 

 Meal_ID tinyint The meal ID not null 

 Plan_ID tinyint The plan ID not null 

 Week_ID tinyint The week ID not null 

 Day_ID tinyint The day ID not null 

 Condition tinyint A condition used for diet planner not null 

 Quantity int The food quantity not null 

FK Cooking_Style_ID int The respective cooking style id not null 
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Table:         Patient_Food_Save 

Purpose:    Stores information about the food the patient has consumed 

 Column Name Type Description  

PK ID bigint Unique identifier, auto-increment not null 

FK Patient_ID bigint The respective patient ID not null 

FK Code bigint The respective food or dish ID not null 

 Date_Time datetime The date and time that the record is 

saved 

not null 

 Meal_Name nvarchar(50) The name of the meal (eg. Breakfast) not null 

 Quantity int The quantity of the consumed food not null 

   

Energy 

real The  energyof the consumed food 

(depending on the quantity and the 

cooking style) 

not null 

FK Cooking_Style_ID int The respective cooking style ID not null 

 Total_Lipids real The total lipids of the consumed food not null 

 Protein_Animal real The animal protein of the consumed 

food 

not null 

 Protein_Vegetetable real The vegetable protein of the consumed 

food 

not null 

 Protein real The total protein  of the consumed food not null 

 Available_Carbohydrates real The available carbohydrates of the 

consumed food 

not null 

 Water real The water of the consumed food not null 

 Calcium real The calcium of the consumed food not null 

 Sodium real The sodium of the consumed food not null 

 Potassium real The potassium  of the consumed food not null 

 Phosphorus real The phosphorus of the consumed food not null 

 Magnesium real The magnesium of the consumed food not null 

 

 

Table: Patient_MedicalHistory 

Field name Type Description 

Patient_MedicalHistory _ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

DiseaseType   nvarchar(50) {CKD, COPD} 

DiseaseStage   Tinyint Disease stage 

Date_Time DATETIME  

Structural_Kidney_Abnormality Tinyint Structural_Kidney_Abnormality(0,1) 

Chronic_Glomerulonephritis Tinyint Chronic_Glomerulonephritis (0,1) 
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Table: Therapy_Prescriptions 

Field name Type Description 

Therapy_Prescription_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Oxygen Therapy Boolean If patient is treated with oxygen therapy 

Ventilatory_support Int 0=no 

1=non-invasive 

2=invasive 

Starting_Date DATETIME Starting date of the prescription 

Period SMALLINT Period of time for the prescription 

 

 

Table: Spyrometry 

Field name Type Description 

Spyrometry_ID Bigint  

Patient_ID Bigint Patient ID 

Institute_ID tinyint Institute for which the exam results are taken 

Date_Time datetime Date time of the exam 

Timestamp DATETIME Timestamp of the exam 

FEV1 Float Flow expiration volume 1 sec  

FVC Float Flow vital capacity  

predictedFEV1 Float Predicted value of FEV1 

 

 

Table: Advice 

Field name Type Description 

Advice_ID BIGINT The table ID 

Patient_ID BIGINT Patient ID 

Date_time DATETIME The date of the CDSS advice 

AdviceSeverity nvarchar(50) {white, green, yellow, red} 

SuggestedDiseaseStage Tinyint Suggested Disease Stage 

SuggestedPatientCondition nvarchar(250) Suggested Patient Condition 

GuidelineText nvarchar(max) Text of Guideline applied 

CallType 
nvarchar(50) {PDA_alert; PDA_update24h; Lab; 

DiseaseStage} 

CallReport 
nvarchar(250) Report of the relevant data generating the 

advice 

Comments nvarchar(250) Possible additional comments 
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Table: Institutes 

Field name Type Description 

Institute_ID tinyint The table ID 

Institute_Name nvarchar(50) Institute Name 

 

 

Table: Patient_Lab_Exams 

Field name Type Description 

Patient_Lab_Exam_ID bigint The table ID 

Patient_ID bigint Patient ID 

Institute_ID tinyint Institute for which the exam 

results are taken 

Date_Time datetime Date time of the exam 

Timestamp timestamp Timestamp of the exam 

pO2_Hematic_Arterial float pO2 Hematic Arterial exam 

result 

pO2_Hematic_Arterial_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pO2 Hematic Arterial ID 

pH_Hematic_Arterial float pH Hematic Arterial exam result 

pH_Hematic_Arterial_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pH Hematic Arterial ID 

pCO2_Hematic_Arterial float pCO2 Hematic Arterial exam 

result 

pCO2_Hematic_Arterial_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pCO2 Hematic Arterial ID 

HCO3_Hematic_Arterial float HCO3 Hematic Arterial exam 

result 

HCO3_Hematic_Arterial_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint HCO3 Hematic Arterial ID 

pO2_Hematic float pO2 Hematic exam result 

pO2_Hematic_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pO2 Hematic Arterial ID 

pH_Hematic float pH Hematic exam result 

pH_Hematic_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pH Hematic ID 

pCO2_Hematic float pCO2 Hematic exam result 

pCO2_Hematic_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pCO2 Hematic ID 

HCO3_Hematic float HCO3 Hematic exam result 

HCO3_Hematic_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint HCO3 Hematic ID 

White_Blood_Cells float White Blood Cells exam result 

White_Blood_Cells_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint White Blood Cells Hematic ID 

Red_Blood_Cells float Red Blood Cells exam result 

Red_Blood_Cells_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint White_Blood_Cells ID 

Hemoglobin float Hemoglobin exam result 

Hemoglobin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Hemoglobin ID 
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Hematocrit float Hematocrit exam result 

Hematocrit_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Hematocrit ID 

Mean_Cell_Volume float Mean Cell Volume exam result 

Mean_Cell_Volume_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Mean Cell Volume ID 

Platelet_Count float Platelet Count exam result 

Platelet_Count_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Platelet Count ID 

Glycosylated_Hemoglobin float Glycosylated Hemoglobin exam 

result 

Glycosylated_Hemoglobin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Glycosylated Hemoglobin ID 

Estimated_Creatinine_Clearance float Estimated Creatinine Clearance 

exam result 

Estimated_Creatinine_Clearance_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Estimated Creatinine Clearance 

ID 

Urea float Urea exam result 

Urea_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urea ID 

Creatinine float Creatinine exam result 

Creatinine_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Creatinine ID 

Glucose float Glucose exam result 

Glucose_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Glucose ID 

Urate float Urate exam result 

Urate_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urate ID 

Sodium float Sodium exam result 

Sodium_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Sodium ID 

Potassium float Potassium exam result 

Potassium_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Potassium ID 

Chloride float Chloride exam result 

Chloride_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Chloride ID 

Calcium float Calcium exam result 

Calcium_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Calcium ID 

Phosphorus float Phosphorus exam result 

Phosphorus_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Phosphorus ID 

Magnesium float Magnesium exam result 

Magnesium_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Magnesium ID 

Albumin float Albumin exam result 

Albumin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Albumin ID 

Total_Protein float Total Protein exam result 

Total_Protein_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Total ProteiID 

Total_Cholesterol float Total Cholesterol exam result 

Total_Cholesterol_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Total Cholesterol ID 
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HDL_Cholesterol float HDL Cholesterol exam result 

HDL_Cholesterol_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint HDL Cholesterol ID 

LDL_Cholesterol float LDL Cholesterol exam result 

LDL_Cholesterol_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint LDL Cholesterol ID 

Triglycerides float Triglycerides exam result 

Triglycerides_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Triglycerides ID 

Transferrin float Transferrin exam result 

Transferrin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Transferrin ID 

Parathyroid_Hormone float Parathyroid Hormone exam 

result 

Parathyroid_Hormone_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Transferrin ID 

Ferritin float Ferritin exam result 

Ferritin_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Ferritin ID 

Iron float Iron exam result 

Iron_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Iron ID 

Folate float Folate exam result 

Folate_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Folate ID 

Vitamin_B12 float Vitamin_B12 exam result 

Vitamin_B12_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Vitamin_B12 ID 

[25_Hydroxyvitamin_D] float 25 Hydroxyvitamin D exam result 

[25_Hydroxyvitamin_D_Lab_Exam_ID] tinyint 25 Hydroxyvitamin D ID 

Prothrombin_Time float Prothrombin_Time exam result 

Prothrombin_Time_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint 25 Hydroxyvitamin D ID 

Partial_Thromboplastin_Time float Partial Thromboplastin Time 

exam result 

Partial_Thromboplastin_Time_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Partial Thromboplastin Time ID 

Volume float Volume exam result 

Volume_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Volume ID 

pH_Urine float pH Urine exam result 

pH_Urine_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint pH Urine ID 

Glucose_Urine float Glucose Urine exam result 

Glucose_Urine_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Glucose Urine ID 

Protein float Protein exam result 

Protein_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Protein ID 

Blood float Blood exam result 

Blood_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Blood ID 

Nitrite float Nitrite exam result 

Nitrite_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Nitrite ID 
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Specific_Gravity float Specific Gravity exam result 

Specific_Gravity_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Specific Gravity ID 

Leukocytes float Leukocytes exam result 

Leukocytes_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Leukocytes ID 

Red_Blood_Cells_Urine float Red Blood Cells Urine exam 

result 

Red_Blood_Cells_Urine_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Red Blood Cells Urine ID 

Bacteria float Bacteria exam result 

Bacteria_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Bacteria ID 

Urinary_Sodium_24h float Urinary Sodium 24h exam result 

Urinary_Sodium_24h_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urinary Sodium 24h ID 

Urinary_Potassium_24h float Urinary Potassium 24h exam 

result 

Urinary_Potassium_24h_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urinary Potassium 24h ID 

Urinary_Protein_24h float Urinary Protein 24h exam result 

Urinary_Protein_24h_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Urinary Potassium 24h ID 

Microalbuminuria float Microalbuminuria exam result 

Microalbuminuria_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Microalbuminuria ID 

Alanine_Transaminase float Alanine Transaminase exam 

result 

Alanine_Transaminase_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Alanine Transaminase ID 

Aspartate_Transaminase float Aspartate Transaminase exam 

result 

Aspartate_Transaminase_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Aspartate Transaminase ID 

Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase float Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase 

exam result 

Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase ID 

Alkaline_Phosphatase float Alkaline Phosphatase exam 

result 

Alkaline_Phosphatase_Lab_Exam_ID tinyint Gamma_Glutamil_Transferase ID 

 

10.2 ANNEX II 

 

Document type definitions 

The full DTD definitions of the XML messages format can be found in the next chapters: 

Message  

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='utf-8'?> 

<!--- Basic element for message--> 
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<!ELEMENT comser 

(msgType,source,destination,returnCall?,timeOfCreation,timeOfDelivery?,status,da

ta,process?,security,parameters?)> 

<!--- type of message. default=message: generic message --> 

<!ELEMENT msgType (#PCDATA)> 

<!--- source module information --> 

<!ELEMENT source (module,function?)> 

<!--- destination module information --> 

<!ELEMENT destination (module,function)> 

<!--- module name --> 

<!ELEMENT module (#PCDATA)> 

<!--- function name --> 

<!ELEMENT function (#PCDATA)> 

<!--- return call - module information --> 

<!ELEMENT returnCall (module,function)> 

<!--- when the message was created --> 

<!ELEMENT timeOfCreation (#PCDATA)> 

<!--- when the message was delivered --> 

<!ELEMENT timeOfDelivery (#PCDATA)> 

<!--- Statuch changes --> 

<!ELEMENT status (log*)> 

<!--- status log entry --> 

<!ELEMENT log (#PCDATA)> 

<!ATTLIST log 

    timestamp CDATA #IMPLIED 

  > 

<!--- main data container --> 

<!ELEMENT data ANY> 

<!--- how to process message on server --> 

<!ELEMENT process (function,parameters*)> 

<!--- parameters for the process --> 

<!ELEMENT parameters ANY> 

<!--- security information --> 

<!ELEMENT security (SignedInfo,SignatureValue)> 

<!--- Info about signature --> 

<!ELEMENT SignedInfo (SignatureMethod,Reference)> 

<!--- Signature method description --> 

<!ELEMENT SignatureMethod EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST SignatureMethod 

    Algorithm CDATA #IMPLIED 

  > 

<!--- Digest information. --> 

<!ELEMENT Reference (DigestMethod,DigestValue)> 

<!ATTLIST Reference 

    path CDATA #IMPLIED 

  > 

<!--- Digest method name --> 

<!ELEMENT DigestMethod EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST DigestMethod 

    Algorithm CDATA #IMPLIED 

  > 

<!--- Digest value --> 

<!ELEMENT DigestValue (#PCDATA)> 

<!--- signature value --> 

<!ELEMENT SignatureValue EMPTY> 
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Error message 

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='utf-8'?> 

<!--- root element --> 

<!ELEMENT returnedMessage (error+)> 

<!--- error description tag  --> 

<!ELEMENT error (source,destination,errorCode?,errorMessage,internalError*)> 

<!--- source module --> 

<!ELEMENT source (module,function?)> 

<!--- module name --> 

<!ELEMENT module (#PCDATA)> 

<!--- function name --> 

<!ELEMENT function (#PCDATA)> 

<!--- destination module --> 

<!ELEMENT destination (module,function)> 

<!--- code of the error --> 

<!ELEMENT errorCode (#PCDATA)> 

<!--- Message from module --> 

<!ELEMENT errorMessage (#PCDATA)> 

<!--- Internal error informations from error causing module  --> 

<!ELEMENT internalError (errorCode?,errorMessage)> 

 

 


